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PREFACE

Look, at this dedication to T.ord Sri Vrnkatesyara.! That

will remind you of the Glory and Purpose of Ilis Manifestation in this

world of sin and exalt you to the region of the blessed and the .im-

mortal. With a salutation to the great Sages Valmlki and V.y^a, the

work begins and gives an elaborate account of Ramayaria, Mahabharata

and Puranas, with all their recensions, editions and commentaries.

The vast expanse of Classical Sanskrit Literature has been arranged on

the model of standard works on foreign literature. The main classes

are three, Sravyakavya, Dys) akavya and Sahi^ya. First come the poems

proper, of two classes, major and minor, (Sravyakavya)—, which is all

verse, or all prose or mixed prose and verse with all their minor varie-

ties, topical and ingenious. Secondly comes the drama (jPfsyakavya)

in all its technical ramifications and with all motifs temporal, spiritual

and allegorical. Next is science of poetry^ (Sahitya) in its widest sense

embracing rhetoric, dancing, music and erotics. To this is appended

a chapter on Prosody or metrics (Chandas). All topics are introduced

})y an exposition of the rhetorical definitions and theorisations and

treated from their traceable beginnings, which to some extent are tradi-

tional and theological ; but I would not call them ^ mythical ' implying a

stigma of falsity and fiction. As far as it was in my reach, all that has

been said about any author or work anywhere in books, journals or

papers has been entered in the references and this will help special

studies. Dynasties of Kings that ruled in India in different parts

and at different times have been fully honored by a collation of rele-

vent notes, epigraphical and archailogical, not merely because the kings

were the fountains of literature, but many of them were themselves

poets of celebrity. Works known and unknown, lost and extant,

printed and unprinted, catalogued and uncataiogued, have all been

mentioned and in many cases the stray places where they are still avail-

able in manuscript. Above all there is the quotation of gems ofs

poetry of varying, interest from amour and nature to devotion and

reaunciation, and these in themselves are an anthology of meritorious

specimens of poetic thought and expresiion.
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The Introduction deal^ with several topics of general interest

allied to the study of Classical Sanskrit Literature ; such for instance is

the spiritual origin and aspect of language as envisaged in the V'e^as

and as elaborated by schools of Grammarians, the progress of structu-

ral and linguistic changes in the expression of the Sanskrit language,

from Chandas to Bh^, and the like ; this will assist the study of

Comparative Philology, of which “ The Discovery ofSanskrit ’’ is acknow-

ledged to he the origin. Of foremost importance, there is the subject

of Indian Chronology. India has its well written history and the

Pur^pas exhibit that history and chronology. To the devout Hindu

and to.h Hindu who will strive to be honest in the literary and

historioal way, Pura^^as are not ^ pious frauds.' in the hands of many

Orientalists, India has lost (or has been cheated out of) a period of

10-12 centuries in its political and literary life, by the assumption of a

faulty Synchronism of Candragup|a Maurya and Sandracottus of the

Greek works and all that can be said against that “ Ajuhor^Sheet of

Iftdian Chronology ” has been said in this liitroduclion. In the ca^e of

those early European Orientalis:js, very eminent and respectable in

themselves, this thought of resemblance and historical synchronism was

at least sincere, for it was very scanty material that they could work

upon. But for their successors in that heir'irchy who are mostly our

" Professors of Indian History,” that have given a longevity and a garb

of truth to it by repetition, there is to my mind no excuse or expia-

tion, if at all it be a confession of neglect and a recognition of India's

glorious past id its entire truth.

The Indea of Authors and Works (in Sanskrit) i« followed by a

small supplement (in English) on miscellaneous matters. The Index is

not merely a means of reference and indication, but embodies correc-

tions and additions, so as to act as what is usually expressed as

“ Errata et Corrigenda at Addenda,” Many authors and works that

could not be mentioned in the body of the work, because they came

to be known too late, are entered there. The reader will therefore

take the Index as part of the main work and not merely as an easy

appendix to it. In all, the number of works and authors would be some

thousands, arranged alphabetically oR the plan of Stein's Index to

Kashmir Catalogue aud AufrechPs Catalogus Catalogomm. Recent

and living authors have been, so &r as I and

this worfc> it is submitted with all humilily, deals with the histotyoF

Ctasrica! Sanskrit literature from the earliest times to the present day.
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In the year 1906, I published a small book. History of Classical

Sanskrit Literature, Being the first and only work of its comprehen-
sion, it was well received everywhere in our Universities and was quoted

profusely in the publications of 'the Universities of the United States of

America. 1 was often asked to reprint the book, but conscious of its

Inadequacy I did not do it, but in its stead I thought of a comprehen-

sive work that would present at a glance the full vista of Sanskrit

literary domain and that in the light past historical researches.

Even the ardent Pandit knows hot the vast literature that has been lost

or lies hidden in the libraries of India.

But what are your chances of using these libraries ? Manuscripts

and catalogues now out of print are all ^ stored ' in these lecoptacles.

They' may be there for years, unthought and untouched, save for

changes of physical location. The pages may turn red, browa, blue

and brittle, but they still lie uncut by the hand of any reader. The
Guardian (Curator, Secretary, Librarian, call them as you please) will

Well watch these receptacles on their pedestals. The guardian will

applaud your attempt at research and will promise vO help it. by a loan

of books on your application, but he is
**
helpless ” and must soon ex-

press his regret in reply as rules are against loan.’’ If you apply to

a higher authority for relief, the paper runs through the regular

channels to the same guardian^ and on his report, after a lingering ex-

pectation, you got an order (a copy of the prior one) with a difference

only in the preamble and the subscription Libraries " are meant for

visitors,” but most of them do not look in, but look ^n, all the more

so, if a museum or a house of curios is adjacent to the library. And
these rare books are only rarely wanted and that by a incrusted anti-

quarian of my ilk. One that comes there does not need the book

;

one that is iar away cannot get it. If you do go there, stealing a

holiday, the key of a particular almirah where your wanted work is

kept may be with the guardian who is away elsewhere. What then is

a library for ? It is not a Palac^; of Toys ! Much of this tale was

true df the Oriental Manuscripts Library of Madias some years ago,

when I commenced the preparation of this work. I am not sure if at

present the position is better, Bu^ I am aware that not many years

an mdictment of the methods of this Library by His

Holiness dri Yafirajaswami in his preface to his edition of Sfngim-

prakisa. The expression of his chagrin, in language poetic, k well

worth reading as a piece of excellent prdse literature.
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I wrote for iaformation to libraries, I rarely had a reply, for

some of these.guardians have no staff, no provision for paper or

postage.” If I asked for an extract from any manuscript—say the first

and last few lines—some institutions demanded copying charges. 1

applied for a copy, the charges were exorbitant, Fcfr instance, for an

indifferent copy in two quarter sheets of thirty-two anustubh verses

(of 32 letters each) I was asked to pay about a rupee and postage. I

paid and consoled myself by the thought that this fee went for the

maintenance of a poor Pandit, and that it was in no way more rapaci-

ous than the fee charged recently by a Banker for giving an extract of

a single line from a ledger, viz., Rs. 5 for search, Rs. 5 for copying the

line, and Rs, 5 for adding a certificate that it was a ‘ true copy ^ and

these charges are only made according to rules.” We have to get

on " under the rules no one cares to look into these iniquities.

Equally so was it with many Professors of .College^, They would

have no lime to reply and the few that deigned to oblige after reminders

had very little to say. To trace an author and his affairs, 1 ha^^ in

many cases to correspond with seve'*al persons, and only perseverence

did wn it. If the post office could- exempt my letters from postage, it

would give a different aspect, but alas, not. It is under these auspices

I began and progressed, But I cannot refrain ^rom expressing that the

acquisition of the material gathered in this book has been too costly

for an equanimous retrospect and 1 shall not be far wrong to say that

each author, save those few that are loo well known, cost me on an

average four annas. I have often felt that it is not an enterprise that a

prudent householder should have embarked upon, but it was too late

to think of the folly.

Amidst official work in judicial service, in places distant frottl

metropolis, there was little leisure fur a continuous study. A few days

snatched at intervals during the recesses of summer and other holidays

were rarely sufficient fur visits or references to libraries scattered all

over India. After all the work was ready—ready in bulk—about 8

years ago. It went to print. After a year, it was carried away ip the

current of an estate that vested in the Official Assignee. A request

and a cledm got it out of the nmdole. 1‘he Press was sold. Delay

there was, but the printing was resumed. I fell ill and I raved about

this work and its contents, astonishing the

though I thought I was lecturing sensibly t

was again a change in the manugement and there was another lull.

all about,

n Sanskrit LileratureT
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After sometime, the printing was taken up and slowly moved on. Once
the manuscript of a whole chapter which was in the custody of a mana-
ger was lost—'' said to be not sent at all ”—but after all traced as

‘ mislaid after 1 re-wrote much of it from scanty material gathered

again from mem’ory. If with all these mishaps and vicissitudes t ie

work took 20 years and more, need I say that the suspense is enough
to dole dismay to a chronic optimist which I presumed that I was.

In lhe preparation of the work, 1 have had the fullest sympatiiy

from ail Universities (except probably the University of Madras) and all

Local Governments and the Governments of Indian States and the

Government of Ceylon. They have been magnanimous and let me
have their Sanskrit and other publications free as j>resents and that has

well nigh contributed to the fullness of the notes, literary, epigraphical

and archcelogical. To. them I am ever thankful. To Sjt. P. R, Rama
Ajyar, the Proprietor of Messrs. P. R, Rama Aiyar &: Co., Booksellers,

Madras, who with his selfless generosity first received this work in his

Press fcj love of literary research,T express my first regard. Due to

lorluou's ways divine, his Press changed hands, but blest was it, that it

• became the Press of Sri Venkatesvara Devasthanam, Tirupati, At the

lands of His Holiness Sri Mahan t Prayaga Dossjee VaRd of Sri

Hatheeramjee Mutt, Tirupati, then its VicharanaLartha, I received a

kindly appreciation ; he directed that the printing part of the work be

done free in the Press, a work that has been meant to be dedicated to

Sri Venkatesvara of Tirupati, at whose feet my fafnily does humble

hereditary service. When the management of the Devasthanam was

assumed by<he Committee appointed by the Local Le^slature with its

Commissioner, Mr. K. SitaraHa Reddi, b.a., b.l., I was allowed to

have the same concession with certain alterations. It is with this assis*

lance and the particular interest which the present Commissioner^

Mr. a. Ranganatha Mudaliar, b.a., b.l ,
evinced in speeding up the

printing, the work is now seeing its publication. To the Committee and

the Commissioner, gratitude will ever be transcendant in my memory

—

all the more so because they are the custodians of the Wealth and

Glory of Lord Venkatesvara.

Owing to pressure of Ofi&dal duties and the anxiety to see the end

of the publication, which has been by various causes often impeded

during^ the last eight years, erriDrs of print have crept in, bat I slyly feel

that the learned eye of my loving reader will easily skip through the
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faaiO and fleet over the matter alight. In this hope, and what is more

fervmit, in the hope that this labour of love will be received with all

possible indulgence 1 venture to present these pages to the literary

world.

TmcTATi Hius,
tbropati,

Afoy 1931-

M. KRISHNAMACHARIAR
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INTRODUCTION

^swraw?; i

3fPfr; jjf ?R^ tl

1. The Mcred literature of India, inferior to none in variety

or extent, is superior to many in nobility of thought, in sanctity of spirit

and in generality of comprehension. In beauty or pi^Dli^iity, it can vie

with any other literature ancient and inodenn Despite the various

impediments to. the steady development of the language, despite the

successive disturbances, internal and external, which India had to

encounter ever since the dawn of history, she has successfully held up
to the world her archaic literary map, which meagre outline Itself

fevourably compares with the literature of any other nation of the

globe. The beginnings of her civilization are yet in obscurity.

Relatively to any other language of the ancient worlcj, the antiquity

of Sanskrit has an unquestioned priority, ‘‘ Yet such is the s&ervellous

continuity **
says Max Muller between the past Snd the pteeent of

India, that in spite of repeated social convulsions, religloiis reforms

and foreign invasions, sansferit may be said to be still the only language

that is spoken over the whole extent of the vast country • So says

M. Wintemitz : Sanskrit is not a * dead ' language oven to day.

There are still at the present day a number of Sanskrit periodicals in

India, and topics of the day are discussed in Sanskrit pamphlets. Also,

the Mahabharata is still today read aloud publicity. To this very day
poetry is still composed and works written in Sanskrit, and it is the

language in which Indian scholars converse upon scientific questions^

Sanskrit at the least plays the same part in India still, as Latin in the

Middle Ages in Europe, or aa Hebrew with the Jews/'*

* ** No country except Indi^ arid no language except the Sanskrit

can boast of a possession so ancient or venerable. No nation except

the Hindus, can stand before the wcrid with such a sacred heirloom in

its possession, i^pproachable in grandeur and infinitely above all fn
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glory. The Vedas stand alone in their solitary splendonr, serving as a

beacon of divine light for the onward march of humanity.”*

The sciences of Comparative Pathology and Mythology owe their

origin to what has been termed the “ Discovery of Sanskrit” To

the San^rit, the antiquity and extent of its literary documents, the

transparency of its grammatical structure, the comparatively primitive

state of andent system and thorough grammatical treatment it has*

early received at the hands of native scholars, must ever secure the

foremost place in the comparative study of Indo-Aryan researches.”

2. A Weber in his Indian Literatoe thus summed np his reasons

for asserting the autiquity of the Vedic Literature :

In the more ancient parts of the Rigveda-Samhita, we find the

Indian race settled on the north-western borders of India, in the

Punjab, and even beyond the Panjab, on the Knbha, or KwpTia^ in

Kabul. The gradual spread of the race from these seats towards the

east, beyond the Sarasvati and over Hindustan as far as the Ganges,

can l>e traced in the later portions of the Vedic writings almost step

y>y step- The writings of the following period, that of the epic, con-

sist of accounts of ihe internal conflicts among the conquerors of

Hindustan themselves, as, for instanije^ the Mahabharata; or of the

further spread of Biahmanism towards the south, as, for instance, the

Ramayana. If we connect with this the first fairly accnrate informa-

tion about India which we hav^ from a Gre^k source, viz., from Megas-

ihenes, it becomes clear that at the time of this writer the Brahmanis-

ing of Hindustan w’as already completed, while at the time of the

Peripius (see La^tsen, J. AR., ii. 15u, n. ; I. St., ii. 192) the very souther-

most point of the Dekhan had already become a seat of the worship

of the wife of Siva. What a series of years, of centuries, must neces-

tarily have elapsed befora this boundless tract of country, inhabited by

wild and vigorous triiies, could have been brought over to Brahmanism.

And ^hile the claims of the written records of Indian literature to a

high antiquity— its beginnings may perhaps be traced back even to the

rime when the Indo-Aryans still dwelt together with the Persa-Aryans
—^are thus indisputably proved by external, geographical testimony,

(he internal evidence in the same direction, which may be gathered from

their contents, is no less conclusive. In the songs of Rik, the robust

spirit of the people gives expression to the feeling of^ its relation to

nature, with a spontaneous freshness and simplicity ; the powers of

1 . 19$.
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natare are worshipped as superior beings; and their kindly aid besought

within their several spheres. Beginmng with this nature-worship, which

everywhere recognises only the individual phenomena of nature, and

these in the lirst instance superhuman, we trace in Indian literature the

progress of the Hindu people through almost all the phases of religious

development through which the human mind generally has passed.

The individual phenomena of nature, which at first impress the imagi-

nation as being superhuman, are gra^duaUy classified within their

different spheres ; and a certain unity is discovered among them. Thus

we arrive at a number of divine beings, each exercising supreme sway

within its particular province, whose influence is in course of time

further extended to the conesponding events of human life, while at

ihe same time they are endowed with human attributesand organs. The

namt>er—already considerable— of these natural deities, these regents

of the powOTs of nature, is further increased by the addition of abstrac*

tions, taken from ethical relations ; and to these as to the other deities

di>^ne powers, personal existen-re and activity axe ascribed. Into this

multitadc of divine figures, the spirit of inquiry seeks at a later stage lo

introduce order, by classifying and co-ordinating them according lo

their principal bearings. The principle followed in this distribution is,

like the conception of the deities themselves, entirely borrowed from

the contemplation of nature. We have the gods who act in the heavens,

in the air, upon the earth ; and of these the sun, the wind, and fire are

recogprized as the main representatives and rulers respectively. These

three gradually obtain precedence over all the other gods, who are

only looked upon as their creaturas and servants. Strengthened by these

clasrifidaUonS, speculation presses on cind seeks to establish the relative

position of these three deities, and to arrive at unity for the supreme

Being. This is accomplished either speculatively, by actually assuming

such a supreme and purely absolute. Being, viz.,
** Brahman (neui),

to whom these three in their turn stand in the relation of creatures, of

creatures, of servants only ; or arbitrarily, according as one or other of

the three is worshipped, as the supreme god. The sun-god seems in

the first instance to have been promoted to this honour ? the Persa-

Aiyans at all events retained this standpoint, of course extending it

still further ; and in the oldm* parts of the Brahmanas also—to which

rather than to the Samhitas the Av<>sta is relatod in respect of age and

contents—we find the sun-god here and there exalted far above the

other deitlee (frasatnfa devanas^. We also fincT ample traces of this in

the fionna of worsh^ which so c^en preserve relfcs of antiquity* Nay,
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am ** Brahman (masc), he has in theory retained this position, down

even to the latest times, although in a very colourless manner. His

colleagues, the air and fire gods, in consequence of their much more

direct and sensible influence, by degrees obtained complete possession

of the supreme power, though constantly in conflict with each other.

Their worship has passed through a long series of different phases, and

it is evidently ihe same which Megasthenes found in Hindustan, and.

which at the -ime of the Periplus bad penetrated, though in a form

rJrsadv very c orrupt, as far as the southernmost point of the Dehhan."

S. The Gods created :

m Ifwi il
vui. loo-i i.

flffhTt qr% I

«it^r ^ ’w ii jug. vm. 59-6.

Pa^anjaii says in his Mahabha^ya

:

^ qw I^ fRT 5wat to !

^ an!^ It”

!?n>s: viHci^

SIR s5{t«?qq?wr'=q!im^ »Tr<T^ snstK^orr^

tra»fe: sn?— TOift q<t3tiem% I

TO TOTJ .1 Vii WefT: I 5 I il ftST;

«I<«r I m to l !ra f^TO: I pw q?E: I fin »RC: 1 ^
•p^ I 5*i4f "sdfif 1

wclr qqlr I *n5R[ *i3*qT: TOift^qri

«S3r q: TO 3?nw^ I” (fRf jipbH I

Vl^yira^ya adopts Fftfanjali’s views In his Introduction to his

commentary on Veda and there in spea^g of the importance of

the study of Grammar, he says

:

qTOfTOc4l^tTO%!35ifit I flur^fisc-

waL^t®^ I TOTOqt fs?i3|!iSwt^m i

^ iw^ qpftt ^ ©oar toiiItojr,:

j|«^a«TO t \ t 4 S v » I

««f»iKr lift: TO?* »P? t ^
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!?ri^ ^ «n% ^f^f; ^ ^ grojnr^-

^ l jR*nf^«r ^<l•fl«^^ 'ni%-

f^lt: 1

33^; qjfsr^ qt^ScRq: 1 gj^ %% 3lj?lf qsr

gqr?T: !^ » I i v i aif*r q^qsif^ ^ 15^% i =#
^2®q5ri^ ^ ’jofr^ I 3ir%T{fqicr4 I srrw g==q ^:it% i aa I

31^ w 39?fr 53rar:w 3IPII q^ ^RRinar gafur; fqfsa i4

qpqjPq^ ^q^irffw ilii:# l Htsqn^q^ sai^Eioiq; i aqgftq fira^sir

^ ^ jpRTT qpqq^g 1 arqw^: awH^ Jitqf I

qp% ? 0 ! «t I ^ I g^: gq-cTf^ ^ gqi^ I qwgqfeilaq^gr f^-5^ gqf^ I

f?»a^ qfiqqq gq^ acRai gsRKr i ^ '‘qiqqar tPigr jui^ qrq^m
j

qK^t^qg I arqrg^: gqaift ar^ ! m iraiq: fngqift gaiqi grg^qrft

ai*r^ I « qq 5?5f wnf qwq: ! qn^^.- 1 % gq# I qqrqs^qr: i fa qag; I

JifW «q*ftf^{|3ifitqtf% I qqf qrf^ qqtcjfwffifitar gq^ I creaR^f^raqiarf?-

fsmqfit I ar^rR I qr%qq: qjfir f 3trf?arft<q5rsq gjaw; awiSi^rt

AR^cftftft I JnqftfRqr ar sqi^q 1

Dvijendraaath Qvihz collects some other references

:

9^ iiqqp^ qRf qjqift Iqj qr qa >m: i ?i% argi qiqt

^ gqqi% qii^ 1 qni»ftqrqsFftq i ga 5W: aa i

q€^^i qw qsqqwq^: I fqiJr ^iqqjigi gqjpFaq

Awftl^#a': ggi% qiwi^aPa gmi?r: ^[qpa i ^ f#f f| aarq ^r
qqfr q# aif^q^ ^ qa'qiqifqaft qgqfq” I (5^ qfqf%%—

um») I

qsT- -

qRqjft qifqftfimr qqrft 31^ ^qfeqr q gjftftq; 1

scr^ qiRPa g^firq qrqr aa^ qqi% 11

qt^ ^U?vlV'^, aq^sfir ^iRM^v9i\^lt

arafir =qqRfrqi%qr:—“ q?q!ft qrq: qRiaaift qrqri^ flpfenr

^ g?iq! q?J% ft^gtfq qrl qqq% I m <q^f t «afln^

aif^ qwft qg««fr<f q^isqtisaqSiqfrfq 1 qrqpsqTd '#re»iftqrara% fqt-

VOTT: I q^: qT®q sqiq^lftqSRf qfllffr: ! qRt q^ 90^
qa^ sqwgtftqSi^ I gqf°!t qpqqg t g^^rg qg^lf t

qai ‘^pqiw^ qquRwqRj: 1 apnf^r qiiw w ^ qgit
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5r%s 'Tsj I ^ir ?r«»3?n gisn^, ?n 5T

iir *rf?^ I 2Jr ^rrf^, Jir fffir ??t I sisi qr

‘inraft'^id 3f ^ifoir ^"r qrq qcCPff qr n ^qpri tt ^
fl3'^Rn%i% i” (?fg qnfe%—

l

3?«f^q ^K<i<:, 5:oi?R, gq:

^ 5; ^l^U o-?3
I (3fT^»frTF%qRqFTOf^ ) I

55?!^ ^ sqteraqq^ q^NgEqi^ —'‘cKn%ifH =qRift

q<?3jrati^ qwRqr> ^TOTfATJcim cir'‘rti% 3Ff5n%” 1 ?nrqRii^-

a^^mgqggwtf^ 1 w—‘‘e^ ^r r^rwR: 1 OTiDr: Jistro.

IRttR: i iimmR: I’’ (HW^IW^f^qrqT^, I 3R
^qpin^ f^si: If? ?gr (ajqfq; 3j?Rrg:q^a^ ^^sr^crr:) [

«q*i?T:—snnqra^ii ^ I «Tq4=^ari^ ^
qf^ari^ ?r5ri5?) !^ ^ 3rto?t:

5R5^: 3fR^rs?ffOT tsRqq^iRnn: I fi^ 3=*rR: g«Ri5i^: srsnq^-

iScra: ^g^qq^aiSOTR: 1 5^ ?l^r sqrspnf^ fWORH: I*****
fsstt# sf^qrai: 1 ajRwi^ (Ri^^Rsqr^ ^aairiisr)

I araf^^ “ IggpR; fq:” a^i%i

^iwr “ Itost’* sqqfeq^ I m^—“^ ^ w srrimr: l”

qf^aftaRRft'w qfi^; (<:i?ook?)— ?qreit

«wft «R:i% i”

m amnDq^— itTRf^qir aliinRi^iiraT gtiflirarf^
ai^ matnaf wra^ ttuafiSw stsra^Rt

asR^ af ara istl^<ir: R^ara: aiRtiiam iw aajPa aa^g^l^a;
» * • *

i0laar ^kR: ga^—“*RR%^ aig^ g% araakjq-

fiNi^” (qr% M^^vito) I fFjtTOpqr^^—
«‘* • • * *

ft3: g;lr apgft^ h=^r% m 'RW 5qtq% Ni: <%

ar ^tf3gg<{RT^

1. wsp.xvm.
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isw: T’ ^ nmr ar^ |

^_‘^‘ gfojn^ 1” *n^ ‘'"kwfqr ” H^snwRir

=5
1 5RW, “ sqiw ” w

cR«Tr|?5r 55n^PT«n%^ —

ra?aTR q3Tiiw ?(r% qTFStfWf^ !>” ffir i

qtsfRa> ^ iNci fir urM^: I 3«nf|

(^)—“ pprfeff:'rfl^ 5RgR^ %JTT:” ^ qf 3tT 3Pri& a3If>M

3ITf^fSS[RR7f^1RiiT ^>1^ 1!

4* Samskrla, or as now written, Sanskrit, is the langaage of the

Gods, GlrvanoTjanu In this language stand 'Jhe ancient scriptures of

Vedic and Pura^iic religion. Phe Vedic literature is the most ancient

record of any people of the world and forms the source of the earliest

history of the Indo-Aryan race, nay, mankind as a whole. ‘

** The Veda has two-fold interest : it belongs to the history of the

world and to the history of India. In the history of the world the

Veda fills a gap which no literary work in any other languages could

fill. It carries us back to Jimes of which we have no records anywhere,

-and gives ns the very words of a generation of men, of whom other-

wise we could form but the vaguest estimate by means of conjectures

and inferences. As long as man continues to take an interest in the

history of his race, and as long as we collect in libraries and museums

the relics of former ages, the first place in that long row of books

which contains the records of the Aryan branch of mankind, will

belong for ever to the Rig-veda. The world of the Veda is a world by

itself ; and its relation to all the rest of Sanskrit literature is such, that

the Veda ought not to receive, but to throw light over the whole his-

torical development of the Indian mind.”

The literature of the Vedas is termed Sruti, meaning what has

been heard, that is, what is not the work of man.

5- Vedas -are eternal [nitya], beghmingless {ojiddi) and not made
by man {c^aitru^a) ; (2) they were destroyed in the deluge at the end

of the last Ka^a, and (3) that at the beginning of the present Ka^
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commencing with the ^fa-yuga of this present Mahayaga, the Rishis/

through re-prodnced in substance if not in form the ante-dllu-

vian Vedas which they carried in their memory by the favour of God.

This is another expression of the historical view of modem scholars,

like Mr. Tilak, . They state that the Vedic or Aryan religion can be

proved to be interglacial, but its ultimate origin is still lost in geologi-

cal antiquity, that the Aryan religion and culture were destroyed

during the last glacial period that invaded the Arctic Aryan home, and

that the Vedic hymns were sung in post-glacial times by poets, who
had inherited the knowledge or contents therein of an unbroken tradi-

tioii from their ante-diluvian fore-fathers.

On the commencement of Vedic era, opinions are at the opposite

poles. Tradition takes it to a remote age of millions of years on the

computation of yagas.

In his Ardic Home in the Vedas, B. G. Tilak divides the whole

period from the commencement of the Postglacial era, corresponding

to the beginnirg of our Krita Yuga of the present Mahayuga to the

birth of Buddha in five parts :

—

'*1. 10,000-8,000 B.C.—The destruction of the original Arctic

home by the last Ice Age and the commencement of the post-glacial

period.

IL 8,000-5,000 B.C.-r-The age of the migration from the original

home- The survivors of the Aryan race roamed over the northern

parts of Europe and Asia in search of lands suitable for new settle-

ments. The Vemol Equinox was then in the constellation of Funar-

vaso, and as the Aditti is the presiding deity of Punarvasu, according

to the terminology adopted by me in Orion, this may therefore, be

called the Aditi or the Pre-Orion Period.

HL 5,000-3,000 B. C.—^The Orion Period, when the Vernal

jBquinox was in Orion,
^

Many Vedic Hymns can be traced to the

1. enninecatss wouum seezs of the hyrgns.

I

T'SPft Wnar ^ l

?i5r^ q'
i
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early part of this period and the bards of the race seem to have not

yet forgotten the real import or significance of the traditions of the

Arctic Home inherited by them. It was at this ttme that the first

attempts to reform the calendar and the sacrifical system appear to

have been systematically made.

IV. 3,060-1,400 B.C.—^The Kpittika Period, when the Vernal

-Equinox was in the Pleiddes. The Aitai^ya Samhita and the Brah*

mapas, which begin the series of Nakshatras with the K^iitikas are

evidently the prodnctioils of this period. The compilation of the

hylnns into Samhitas also appears to be a work of the early part of this

period. The traditions about the Original Arclic home had grown

dim by this time and very often m*sanderstood, making the Vgdic

hymns more unintelligible. The sacrificial system and th^ numerous

details thereof found in the Brahmapas seem to have been developed

during this time. It was at the end of this period that the Ve^inga

Jy6tisha was originally composed or at any rate the position of the

equinoxes mentioned therein observed and CKrertained.

V. * 1,400-500 B. C.—^The Pre-Buddhistic Period, when the

SGtras and the Philosophical system made their appearance.”

6 .
“ The atmosphere of England and Germany seems decidedly

unpropitious to the recognition of this great Indian antiquity so

stubbornly opposed to the Mosaic revelation and its Chronology dearly

and piously cherished by these Western Orientalists. Strongly

permeated with the Chronology of the Bible which placeS the creation

of the Earth itself about 4,004 B.C., European scholars cannot place

the great separation of the Original Aryan races them^lves earlier than

2,000 B.C., and the first historical entiy of the Hindu Aiyas into (he

continent of India before 1,500 B.C.” Arthur A. Macdoneil, may be said

to summarise the opinions of these Western Orientalists, when he says ;

—

History is the one weak spot in Indian literature. E is, in finrt,

non-existent The total lack of the historical sense is so characteristic,

that the whole course of Sanskrit literature is darkened by the shadow

of this defect, sofiering as it does firom the entire absence of exact

chronology,. .„Two causes seem to have combined to bring about this

remarkable result. In the first place, early India^ wrote no history^

because it never made any. The ancient Indians never went through a

struggle for like Greeks in the Persian and the Romans in the

Punic wars, such as would have welded their tribes into a nation, and

developed political greatness. Secoruily, the BrShmans, whose taskit

B
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wotild Baturally have been to record great deeds, had early embraced

the doctrine that all action and existence are -a positive evil, and could

threfore have felt bnt little inclination to chronicle historical events.

Snch being, the case, definite dates do not begin to appear in

India]^ literary history till about 500 A.D. The chronolog}' of the VSdic

period is altogether conjectural, being based entirely on internal

cadence. Three main literary strata can be clearly distinguished in it

by differences in language and style, as well, as in religious and social

views. For the development of each of these strata a reasonable

length of time must be allowed ;
but all we can here hope to do is to

approximato to the truth by centuries. The lower limit of the second

Vedic stratnin cannot however be fixed later than 500 B-C., because its

latest doctrines are presupposed by Buddhism, and the date of the

death of Buddha has been with a high degree of probability calculated,

from the recorded dat^ of the various Buddhist councils, to be 480

B.C. With regard to the commencement of the Vedic Age, there seems

to have been a decided tendency amongst Sanskrit scholars to place it

too high, 2,000 B.C. is commonly represented as its starting point.

Supposing this to be correct, the truly vast period of 1,500 years i$

required to account for a development of language and thought hardly

greater than that oetween Homeric and the Attic age of Greece.

Profiweor Max Muileris earlier estimate of 1,200 B.C., forty years ago,

appears to be much nearer the mark. A lapse of three centuries, say

firom 1,300-1,000 B.C., would amply account for the difference between

what is oldest and newest in Vedic hjonn poetry. Considering that the

affinity of the oldest firom of the Avestan language with the dialect of

the Vedas is already so great that, by mere application of phonetic

laws, whole Avestan stanzas may be translated word for word into Vedic,

so as to produce verses correct not only in form but in poetic spirit

;

considering farther, that if we know the Avestan language, at as early a

stage as we know the Vedic, the former would necessarily be almost

identical with the latter, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that the

Indian branch most have separated frbm the Iranian only a very short

time before the beginnings of Vedic literature, and can therefore have

haxdly entered the North-West of India even as early as early as 1,500

B-C- An previous estimates of thb antiquity of the Vedic period have

been outdone by the recent theory of Professor Jacobi of Bonn, who

supposes that period goes back to at least 4,000 B.C. This theory

is based on astronomical calculations connected with a change

in the beghaning of the seasons, which Professor Jacobi thinks has
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taken place since the time of the Rigveda, The whole estimate is,

however, invalidated by the assumption of a doubtful, and even im-

probable, meai^g in a Vedic word, which forms the very starting

point of the theory.”

7 .
‘‘ The history of the Sanskrit literature divides^ itself into two

great ages, Vaidika and Laukika—Sacred and Profane,— Scriptural and

Classical, The Mahabharata War is the dividing line between the two ‘

The Vedic Age may again be divided into several distinct periods, ehch

of which for length of years may well compare with that of the entire

history of many an ancient nation, 1. Chandas Period. 2. Samhi|a

Period. 3. Brahmana Period, 4. Ara?yaka Period and 5. Upanisad

Period. Each of these periods has a distinct literature cf its own. vast

in its extent, and varied in its civilisation, each giving rise to the

8uf)sequent period under the operation of great social, political and

religious causes ; and the philosophical historian of human civilisation

need not be a Hindu to think that the Ancient Aiyas of India, have

f)re8erved the fullest, the cleavest and the truest materizds for his work,’^

8. ‘‘There are four Veoas, Rik (^^), Yajur Sama (^Im) and

Atharvana and each Ve(Ja has Samhitf (manfra) Brahmai^a,

Sfl|ra and Upani?ad. The first three Vedas are called together as

Trayi and they are called in Brahmanas also by the name ricas, Samani

and Yajdm^i, or Bhahvpcas, Chandogas and Adhvaryus, The Sutras

apply the term chandas to the Samhitas. Pacini uses the terms chan-

das and Bha^a to distinguish Vedic and non-Vedic -literature. Yajur-

veda has two* Samhitsts called Sukla and Kj*sna ; or Vajasaneya and

Jaif|iriya.”

“ The Samhita of the Rk is purely a lyrical collection, forming the

immediate source of the other three. The next two are made up of

verses and ritual formulae, meant to be recited at sacrifices. The

Atharva Samhita resembles the Rik in that it forms a store of songs,

devoted to sacrifices mostly in connection with incantations and

magical charms,”

9. The Brahmanic period comprehends “the first establishment of

the three-fold ceremonial, the composition of the individual Brahmanas

and the furmalion of the Charanas. They connect the sacrificial

songs and formulas with the sacnficial rite by pointing oM on the ojie

hand their direct relation, and on the other their symbolical connection

with each other. Their general milure is marked by masterly grandi-

loquence, and aniittuarian sincerity. Though in the words of Prof,
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these works deserve to be stadied as a pb^dan studies the

twaddle of idiots or the raving of mad men, they lack not striking

tbowg^ts, bold expression and logical reasoning* The Brahmanas of

the Rik generally refer to the duties of the Hotr ; of the Saman* to

those of Udgatr ; of the Yajus, to the actual perforiEance of the sacri'*

ficc. They are valuable to as the earliest records of Sanskrit prose/^

11. " The Satra literature forms a connecting link betveeen the

Vedic and the classical Sanskrit ' Sutra * means a ‘ string ^ and com*

patibly with this sense, all works of this style are nothing but one un^

interrupted chain of short sentences linked together in a most conose

fonn*

Sutras represented a scieiitific expression of the tradition and dis-

cu^n recounted in Brihma^as;. They systematised the source of the

litiuils and so far as KalpasSfras or j^raufasiltras go, they rdlate

Iticay to or the Ve^as. To thm sQfras have been added

Gfi^yasQlras or those that regulate d<mes^ rit^ They are partly

b^ed on amfis and partly on smflis (unrevealed literature)* S^fras

have been the consequence of a national need for concise guide-books

for cermaoniah and represented a * codification of case4aw ^ in the

sphere of sacrihces and ceremonials**

11 Upanipads* are expressions of philosophical concepts. They

embody the beginnings and progrers of esoteric ideas, which had to a

large extent be^ mentioned in Arapyakas^, writings supplamentary to

Brihma^as.

12. A. W^ass. sums up the direct data attesting the posterioritj

of die Classical Pedod thus :

—

(i) Its opening phases everywhere presuppose the Vedic period

as emirely closed ; its oldest portions are regularly based on the

Vedic literature ; the relations of life have now all airived at a stage

of development of which in the first period we can trace the

germs and the beginning.

The distinction between the porioo? is also by changes in Ian-

gnage and subject-matter*

i. It mt^bosaoDmAlthB iieeialQtmiy tiuBapideectfQompQflhiouwAsaomuoh

jqiywfiKfced that In wtj boneh d faicai»g sopas guns to bs oompoced end iocUedm
bft the siiost saeleBt tom ol tke

5nMftinhaiityot«HZ^poG^i^ lU^ hu raor to na^exM to

exton hi iMer dmes, atreza} of ihiit av99 ew» hmoght into lodhg veiy

fifta >atatiui ivfMrteor. Webm * 106 Uptdiitads*aiid^aoitsxxeon Tiz^
fee tfWtiewii, m amfatyotogy aad ltfennM4hrfMii| iia oo srottnn
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Firdt as regards language

1. The special charactezistics in the second period are to signifi-

cant, that it appropriately fondihes the name for the period, vhereas

the Vedic period receives its designation from the works composing it.

2. Among the various dialects of the different Indo-Atyan tribes,

a greater unity had been established after their emigration into India,

as the natufal- result of their interminging in their new home. The
grammatical study of the Vedas fixed the firame of the language so that

the generally recogni^d Bhasha had arisen. The estrangement of the

civic language from that of the mass accelerated by the assimilation of

the aboriginal races resulted in the formation of the popular dialects,

the Prakrits—proceeding from the origiud Bhasha by the assimilation

of consonants and by the curtailment or loss of termination.

3. The phonetic condition of Sanskrit remains almost exactly the

same as that of the earliest Vedic. In the matter of grammatical forms,

the language shows itself almost stationary. Hardly any now forma*

tions or inflexions make their appearance yet. The most notable of

these grammatical changes were the disappearance of th^ subjunctive

mood and the reduction of a dozen infinitives to a single one. In de-

clension the change consisted chiefly in the dropping of a number of

synonymous forms.

4. The vocabulary of the language has undergone the greatest

modifications. It has been extended by derivation and compodtioa

according to recognised types. Numerous words though old seem to

be new, because they happen by accident not to occur in the Vedic

literature. Many new words have come in through coiitinental borrow-

ings from a lower stratum of language, While already existing words

have undergone great changes of meaning.

Secondly^ as regards the subject-matter :

—

1, The Vedic literature handles its various subjects only in their

details and almost solely ir. their relation to sacrifice, whereas the

classical discusses them in their general relations.

2. In the former a simple and compact prose had gradually been

developed, but in the latter this form is abandoned and a riiythmic one

adopted in its stead, which was 'emiffoyed exclusively even for strictly

scienlific exposition.

** That differmce of metre should form a broad Hue ofdemarcation

bi^ween the periods of literature is not at all without analogy In thh

history of other nations, parthralaily in other times. If once a
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new form of metre begins to grow popular by the influence of a poet

who succeeds m collecting a school of other poets around him, this

new mode of utterance is very apt to supersede the other more ancient

fonns altogether. People become accustomed to the new rhythm

sometime^ to such a degree, that they lost entirely the taste for their

old poetry on account of its obsolete measure. No poet, therefore,

who writes for the people^ would think of employing those old fashion-

ed metres i and we find that early popular poems have had to be

transfused into modem verse in order to make them generally‘readable

once more.

Now it seems that the regular and continuous Anushtubh sloka is

a metre unknown during the Vedic age, and every work written in it

may at once be put down as post-Vedic. It is no valid objection that

this epic sloka occurs also in Vedic hymns, that Anushtubh verses are

frequently quoted in the Brahtnanas, and that in some of the Sutras the

Anashtubh-sloka occurs intermixed with Tdshtubhs, and is used for the

purpose of recapitulating yhat had been explained before in prbse.

For it is only the uniform employment of that metre which constitutes

the characteristic mark of a new period of literature.*

13.
" The languages of the world have been divided into three

families, the Aryan or Indo-European, the Semitic and the Turanian,

The first comprises the Indian branch, consisting of Sanskrit, Pali and

the Prakrits, and the modem vernaculars of Northern India and Ceylon

;

the Iranic branch consisting of Zend, the sacred language of the Parsis,

the Pehlevx and the other cognate dialects
;
the Hellenic or the Greek

branch, comp^ing the languages of Ancient Greece and its modem
representatives ;

the Italic branch, consisting of the Latin and cognate

ancient languages of Italy and the dialects derived from Latin, the

Italian, the French and the old Provencal, the Spanish, the Portugese,

and the Wailachian ; the Keltic or the language of those Kelts or Gauls

that so often figure in Romam Hislor>% and distinguished into two

varieties, the Kymric, now spoken in Wales and in the Province of

Brittany in France, and the Gaelic spoken in the Isle of Man, the

Highlands of Sconand, and Ireland ; the Lithunian and Slavonic,

comprisiiig the languages of Lithunia, Russia, Bulgaria, and of the

Slavonic races g'=sneraBy ; and the '3 eutonic branch, consisting of the

Scandina^*an grouo, i. e., the languages of Sweden, Norway, Iceland,

and Denmark, of the High German the old and the present language

of Germany, and of lixe Low German, which comprised the old Anglo-

1, Mmr*g Critical Sisiory^ III, 0 , 5.
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Saxon and the other languages spoken on the coasts of Germany, the

modem representatives of Avhich are the English, and the dialects

spoken in Holland, Friesland, and the North of Germany, 'i’he second

family comprises the Hebrew, the Arabic, the Chaldee, the Syriac, the

Carthaginian, and the cognate and derived languages
;
ana the third?

the Turkish and the languages of the Mongolian'tribes. 'I'o this last

family the dialects spoken in Southern India are also to he inferred.

The Zend approaches Sanskrit the most, but the affinities of this latter

with Greek and Latin are also ver}’ striking, and such as to convince

even a determined sceptic. Sanskrit has preserved a greati=‘r number

of ancient forms than any of these languages, hence it is indispensable

for purposes of comparative philology.”

14 . India may justly claim to be the original home of scientifu'

philology. In one of the most ancient Sanskrit books, the Samhila of

of the Black Yajurveda, there are distinct indications of the dawn f)f

linguistic study.' The Brahma oas of the Vedas which rank next tc the

SamhitPs, and even the Taittiriya Samhita itself, the composition of

which differs in no particular from its Brahmana, are all full of etymologi-

cal explanations of words, though often they are fanciful.® One Acharya

followed another, and they all carefully observed the facts of their

language, and laid down the laws they could discover. I'hoy studied

and compared the significations and forms of words, observed what was

common to them, separated the constant element from that which was

variable, noticed the several changes that words undergo in different

circumstances, and by such a process of philological analysis completed

a system of grammar and etymology. In the Nirukta, Ycska, whose exact,

date we do not know, but who must have flourished several centuries

before Christ, lays down correct principles of the derivation of words.

Speech was once inarticulate and uodistinguished

(into its parts). Then the gods said to Indm, ‘ Distinguish our speech into parts.’ He

said', ' I will ask a gift of you, let Soma be poured into one cup foe me and Vayu

together.’ Hence Soma is poured into one cup for Indra and Vayu together. Then

Indra going into its midst distinguishud it. Hence distinct speech is now spoken. Tait,

Smh,Vr. 4, 7.

Q, The Ait. Brahru, gives the etymologyof^ (III. 9), of (III. iJ3). of

(VII, 13) ; the Tait. Samh., of ^ (I. 5,1), of (U. 4,12 and II. 5, 2

tha Tait. Brahm, of sm (1. 1,5), o fH. 7,18), ko. &c.
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The last of the grammarian Acharyas were Panini, Katyayana, and

Patanjali. The Prakfit dialects which sprang from Sanskrit were next

made tho subject of observation and analysis. The laws of phonetic

change or decay in accordance with which Sanskrit words became Pra-

kfit were discovered and laid down. The Sanskrit and non-Sanskrit

elements in those languages were distinguished from each other. This

branch of philology also was worked up by a number of men, though

the writings of one or two only have come down to us.

In this condition Sanskrit philology passed into the hands of

Europeans. The discovery of Sanskrit and the Indian grammatical

system at the close of the last century led to a total revolution in the

philological ideas of Europears. But several circumstances had about

this time prepared Europe for independent thought in philology, and

Sanskrit supplied the principles upon which it should be condusted,

and determined the
J
current in which it should run. The languages

of Europe, ancient and modem, were compared with Sanskrit and

with each other. This ltd to comparative philology and the classifi-

cation of languages, and a comparison of the words and forms in the

different languages led scholars into the secrets of the growth of

human speech, and the science of language was added to the test of

existing iranches o/ knowledge.”*

It has been said by eminent writers that at one time Sanskrit was

the one language spoken all over the world, Sanskrit is the mother

of Greek, L^tin-and German languages and it has no other relation to

thai
** Sanskrit is the original source of all the European lan-

guages of the present days,” and that “ in point of fact the Zind is

derived from the Sanskrit.”*

15 . Tradition traces the beginnings of the Sanskrit language to the

fourteen aphorisms or Mahesvara stoas. They are ^ ? T onwards to

^ These sounds, vowel and consonant, emanated from the sound of

Ssiva^s damam (drum) at the time of his dance. To these letters and

sounds is attached a mystic significance and Nandikesvara has ex-

plained their import with all solemnity. As the Karikas of Nandikes-

vara are rare, they are printed here.*

i. R, G. Bh-'jadatkat, Lectures on of Language of Sansltrit,

Bombay.

Sindu Suptrioriiy^ 172-3 ;
A. Dubois’ in India y M^MuIler’s Sdenc

Language^ L 226-6 note; Drijendranath Guha’s, Leixd^hasha^ JSSP^ XVIII. IfiO,

3. They are printed with the commentary trf Upamanyn, in the Nimayasogara
Sdn. of Mabahhaeya, p. 182.
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VI/

VR: II

1. sff I

^r^'7rfa;RT.i;RcTr5:J# r%^q:53nc!<5; !'

2. m ?i53 1

'?r?Tl ?rgq-ff^j qrmRWgfirsR il

i 3T f S' 'll
1

3. 3iq-Rr qfT^.q: ^tmaV; etq?gj I

t%?:5rTi^ qwrr%9r st^r^q |l

4. 3?q:re?Hqq‘^'tqq: qq;r^: I

sTRjR^q q^qr3:5t^^q sri^cr ii

5. ?rf qcRT^ fi^qiqfq^ smg; I

q^ rRqr qi^ gg: ?fcir II

6. q^ i%s:5=q^t^ 't'qfr ?Tr qgt qq: i

g^aqrrWrqqt^Tf^T qRqr qf^ ^r ^rar ll

7. a{q;K' smqt qjRqRgi: l

fq;r?: frqq^'tqi 5[(?Rcqr?q;Ror qqq; ll

8. qqwr^sRqqq; I

^rqqrsrftrr^ qrpqqr ^qqi5^: ll

9. amt^r fiTnrrw ?qRq;RflR5P5yr qar l

^rfr fq«gR?rr|5qfq^;qpi%^: ll

I qr ^ ^ I

lO- *iw qqri;f%nqaqg; I

qrtiq ff^qq^^r 3iTrqqq3:73rqg; ll

11. ff^r^qwr^qqqi^r q I

qswqrqrqqqkrq ll

12. %^qr 1^=5# fqw^r®q?rat I

qq|fi1 qsqq gfq*JI55q^q ll

I q w ^ j

15^ qrq-^^R^qf^ 1

qrf^Rq^Rf q Jjq; E% 11

13.
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I ^ ^ =g;_i

t^?cR ?a*’rr%wptTffgw: il

1 f 5? ^ ^ I

16. gciq=^^pftctwt3;?T3i^or I

5%i-,q(==qiq^’n^»qi3F=qra[;?; h gq f| II

16. ^ q^rfr I

?:?-rfr5i%?^iq 3 II

1 55 'JT
1

17. aFI^lTfla HfFF^FIIFvFKRF ^ 1

3T5rF^?<l^r 3FFqq;RBT^qrf'il''Frt3 II

1
sf n q ? q; I

18. 5F53;^}J ^,q??FqyP4 qqrqqg
|

5qi:pf5:rqi gqr ¥d 3iT^F?Tr?g|q?55 II

I ^*T ^1

19. qmiq'r q' ^qre'rgRis'n^siftqq: |

^Flsgs t^’i ^4rq?F^r q ilFq& 1

#qf 5^r ^ rt ^ il

I q 5 q 3^1

20. ?rlgaHi qr?qr3^ |

^fifeqgqr 1% afcTT ff q^gpw: ll

1 31 q q 3 ? !5r 1

21. mq#iq-qqqr«fr3iij#‘^qq# |

B^qE^F^F c^qrqrra sRirg^jig; 11

1 ^ "ii ® 5 n =3 s a 3:^1

22. snqrf^q^% iRFfflcfffi'^; |

q^q qq?qf^q li

23. qqfea'rwjrF?^: qrqiqr: qqqnjq; (

jRqq%qr33tTtir-^cr:?^lrfq: ji
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I W. T ^r^'l

24. 5ff 5?!? 5r«Tcf<i; I

I 5 q H I

25. 51.q 53t5atr fi% gorrai j^r I

5Wif^q iTfr>q; 5WflT^ qfrsrH qg; II

26. 5rq;r5r^r3rRf3;r%: q^RrawRisq: I

i%5w?mq: ll

i ?5j.l

27. 5iqfgq|fqqf: I

si^uRtnqfr ^TimfcT li

^ ^%^cfr «prr%q:r RflUcrr ll

16. “ The literature of Sanskrit presents, as ordinarily considered,

two varieties of the language
; but a third may also, as I shall presently

endeavour to show, be clearly distingrished. Of these the most ancient

is that found in the hymns of the Rigveda Samhita, These were com-

posed at different timec» and by different Rishis, end were .transmitted

from father to son in certain families. Thus the third of the ten collec*-

lions, which make up the Samhita bears the name of Visvamitra, and

the hymns contained in it were composed by the great pati;iarch and

his descendants. The seventh is-ascribed to Vasishtha and his family.

The composition of these hymns therefore extended over a long

period, the language is not the same throughout, and while sometimes

they present a variety so close to the later Sanskrit that there is little

difficulty in understanding them, the style of others is so antiquated

that they defy all efforts at interpretation, and their sense w'as not

understood even by the Rishis who flourished in the very next literary

period, that of the Brahmapas. StiL* for our purposes we may neglect

these differences apd consider the Vedic variety of Sanskrit as one/’

17. The history of Sanskrit affords considerable scope for a study

of the growth of language. It presents distinct varieties of speech which

are linked together exactly as Itodem English is with, the Anglo-Saxon.

Th^^osi (uicimiform is that composing the text of the Rig Veda Sam-

hita- Consisting"of ten books, it was the work ofdifferent fiskis^ preserved

by oral tradition in their families. Despite the minute distinctions in the

language of the Rik Samhita, we may ior all practical purposes treat
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the Vedic variety of Sanskrit as a compact dialect. Prominently, this

dialect presents some peculiarities of form and usage, which may thus

be summed up :

(i) The nominative pulural of noun ending in ^ is as well
•w *S /Xv

as as or the instrumental being or

(ii) The nominative and the vocative dual and plural of nouns

in ^ not rarely end in ^ as fdlT^.

(iii) The instrumental singular of feminine nouns in f is occus-

sionally formed by lengthening the vowel as and

iFfr.

(iv) The locative singular termination is often elided as TOF

(v) The accusative of nouns in ^ are formed by ordinary

rules of euphonic combination as or
; and tlie

instrumeiital by affixing or ^ or f wr

(vi) The dative of the personal pronouns ends in as 5^^ or

(vii) The pawsmaipcida first person plural termination is as

and of the third person plural is \ or ^
as^ or 5fcf.

(viii) The ^ of the atmanepada termination is often dropped as

; and instead of there is as

(ix) In the place of the imperative second person plural, there

are and dFd^czj T'ddd, and

(x) Eight different forms of the mood signifying condition,

are everywhere abundant os 5F^ dFf^.

(xi) Roots are not restricted to particular conjugations and at

the caprice Of the Rishi the same comes to more than

one class.

(xii) The infniave suffixes are ci% and dt as «l%,

and ; the accusatives of some nouns

are treated as infinitives governed by ^^y^as F^PT

the temamations df^ and occur w'hen combined with

as or ; the potential participles are
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denoted by the suflaxes and cW as

j and the 'indeclinable past ends in

as ; some forms as are also met with.

(xiii) A variety of verbal derivatives as {liandscmie\ (/^)

and {producf) are frequent.

(xiv) A large number of words which have become obsolete or

lost their significance in later Sanskrit are everywhere

abundant as ^ and 'SRfTfT'

These peculiarities have been noted as the most frequent and the

most salient, but many others are mentioned by Panini. The Vedic

dialect is the first record of the Sanskrit tongue, from which by pro-

cesses of phonetic decay and natural elision the later language has

been perfectedj*

Here is a specimen of Vedic Sanskrit

^ wr If ^ 1 II

R. w ^ i^coR^ I in f“tR^ mqt il

^ s[Rf^ iRirr i il

v». ^ ^ 'T5Tpcfk|'>i 'Tncrra I fnf: li

\ o. fir 'RTR- q??rr^f l gqjg: Il

IX. artr srrlr I fnri% irr =q il

XK. rr % f^^rfT Qqjgrr^?r: eq^r 1 n '>r sji^.nrkq^ 11

iT fqqqr =q ijsq I il

“ These ^ight verses contain 72 different padas or grammatical

forms, not counting the prepositions as separate padas. Of thelse; 19

have become altogether obsolete in classical Sanskrit, and 12 have

changed their significations.’^

18 . The Brahmanas of the Rk and the Yajus present the second

stage in the development. IVI^ny of the peculiar words have become ob-

solete, and the declensions have mostly approached the classical gram-

majw The roots have no indiscriminate conjugation. The subjunctive is

almost gone out of use. The indeclinable past and the gerundial in-

finitive end in and 5^ ;
verbal forms of all moods and tenses are

seen in abundance. Still there are the touches of the vedic relation-

ship and archaisms are not rare ;

—

(i) Some feminine nouils have common forms for the dative

and the genitive, 4ts ;
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(ii) 'I he ^ of the third per^t^n is ofien dropped as before, i2S

(hi) Some of the aorist forms do nut hjlLjw the rules of Panini,

ds ^ ;

(iv) Some atiquated words occur '^^1^ [ci s/jaf/j [referee)

(prosperous).

The Aitereya Brahraana quotes some gathas which are obviously

mure archaic than the rest or the work, X<Uwiihstanding these irregu-

larities, the Brahmanns are “ the best rei^resentatives extant of the

verbal portion of that language of wiiich Panini writes the grammar,

though he did not mean these when he spoke of the hhashay The

gradual and perhaps rapid progress in the s} mmetrv and simplicity of

the language had still to be accelerated by the work of later authors

and their w^ritings furnish an am]>le illustration of the next stage of

linguistic development.

19. Yaska’s Nirl'kta forms the intermediate link between the

Vedic and the non-Vedic literature. P is not devoid of archaic expres-

sion, for we meet with suqh phrases as ‘ (unahU to teach)

and [invested ’uPth sovereignty). But we have no clue to the

dawn of a change of style from simplicity to complexity. To the same

period in the history of Sanskrit belongs Paxixi. Ilis A^tddhyayx is

based on the grammar of the No language has survived to us

that literally represents l^ninPs* standard of dialect. Perhaps the later

Brahmapas are the only best representatives. At any rate there is no

portion of the existing Sanskrit literature that accurately represents

Panini’s Sanskrit, as regards the verb-.'^ and the nominal derivatives.

Probably his grammar had for its basis the vernacular language of his

day. Yaska and Fa^iini stand to us the authorities on record of that

form of the language whiqh immediately followed the purely Vedic

stage.

20. Times had advanced, and with ii the language. Panini’s hhusa

could no hmger stand stationary. 'Ihe operation of the concurrent

causes of linguistic progress had by the days of Katvavaxa and

I*AiANjAU mtidiGed I’Sninfs deiu>tation and introduced new changes in

the grammar the language or in the scope of the aphorisms.

Kiityarand's Vdrtihas and Piiitw/alCs Mahdbhdsya are devoted to the

proper interprelaliorqof the sutras and to the apt introduction of the

missing Hnk^ If to Ka^'ayana’s eyes 10,000 inaccuracies are discernible

in Panini, the only explanation must be that to Panini they were not
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inaccuracies, but by Katyayana’s lime the language had progressed

and necessitated a fresh appendix t)r erratum in Panini’s grammatical

treatise. 'I'he period of intervention must have been sufhciently long to

allow old grammatical forms t<^ liecome obsoleTe and even incorrect

and words and their meanings tc) become antiquated and even ununder-

i^tandable.

21. P. tunjali discusses the change and ])rogress of the language^

in the sastniii' form of a dialogue bel'aeen an objector and a mover

thus

:

3i:T5^r: 1

’55'fd - Wf?. 'k 3nT^?T;r: fia, rr
3^5^R3Tpr: tfci, hr I jiJhr H^Rrf

5rs^r arsrjTjir 3^: ?=Ti5t HT’gwt?

Hciij; I flR'rfti ^rtiroirgRs:!^
1
aR3H:r ftcl

|fr:, ffa I R-^R'riF^f vt^r^frH'-p: 3?'?: ir%n

ST'f: ^Hri^fcT I H fict I

T? Hit?

srtsiRTEr fr% I

H3 R iRRRR.-.Tf I

3pt'Rdst I

%?n«f I

atMJRtfi fR 1^ ’PR'nq; ?

#cf 5r''3;RiH»rl h

swHin; 1

3{7triT; igs^T I I ^i^^RT-

^trr; 755R I H<r«rT— «> ^hsihhf: ; VtHR^rrsf,

9i tfm: ; =H%Hl9rf5f, W< S! 35 1
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H =^ur^ I %# ^#!T2[r^r *=f4 fi% f?^i ^i#5pr:

1

I

5r5^: ^JSricRSR !Tf57^ I

II?F5; 51^5^ naira'!!!!: I

rtTsJnir qrgirar, ’^c^rfr l^rr; mr: «r5^r: ^f^rr r^srr;, q?-

irmfSififfiff: 58-5^^ wnf^: i
s^ss^q sr^nr-

Nqqqwgftw»=q ficT %q3 Hl5Mi?wq I

!5rs?i?r jnTr’imif'q^ •3°^: crw <i?r wq<ft^qqr: 1

cnrar I sqf^J^rfcrCTr ^rrt'^^r ^rqi jtto sq ^ i

g?r%3 srnw^ ^fH^qiqr I Jtr%,

^rag^jHqs I

?! ^3 ?iqarsjipii: sifJiirgr: ^rsqr; ^ I SR ?

«R t a^TKfr
‘‘ qsr ^qtfr ?jqq, qq: ^ qn qqs,

qqr qw siTH q^qrq ” ffil l‘

PuRV. 3|^q5^‘ I There exist (some) words which are not used

;

for instance, (These are forms of the second person

plur,al of the Perfect.)

The Siddhaniin^ or the principal teacher, who advocates the

doctrine that is finally laid do ,/b asks :

—

Sid. What, if they are not used ?

PuRV, You determine the grammatical correctness of words from

their being used. Those then that are not now used are not gramma*
ticallj correct,

Sid. What you say is, in the- first place, inconsistent, viz,, that

words exist which are not used. If they exist they cannot be not used ;

if not used, they cannot exist. To say^ that they exist and are not used

1. M«h5bTi5§ya, (Nlraayas^ra Edition), Vol I, pages 63-65,
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is inconsistent. You yourself use them (utter them) and say (in the

very breath) there are words which are not used. What other worthy

like yourself would you have to use them in order that they might be

considered correct? (lit. What other person4ike yourself is correct or

is an authority in the use of words).

PuRV. This is not inconsistent. I say they exist, since those

who know the Sastra teach their formation by [laying down] rules,

and I say they are not used, because they are not used by people.

Now with regard to [your remark] What other worthy, &c.^^

[when I say they are not used] 1 do not mean that they are> not used

by me.

Sid. What then ?

PuRV. Not used by people.

•Sid. Verily, you also are one amongst the people.

PuRV, Yes, I am omt but am not the people.

Sid. (Vart, If you object that

they are not used, it will not do (the objection is not v^lid).

PuRv. Why not?

Sid. Because words are used to designate things. The things do

exist which these wcrds are used to designate. (Therefore the words

must be used by somebody. If the things exist, th-^ words th«t denote

them must exist).

PuRv, (Vart. aisnfhrr: (It does not follow.) Their

•non-use is what one can reasonably infer.

Sid. Why?

PuRV. Because they (people) use other words to designate the

things expresed by these words ; for instance, in the

sense of^ ® ^ in the sense of dT ? 95 ^ in the sense

of j 95 in the sense of (We here see participles had

come to be used for verbs of the Perfect Tense).

Sid. (Vart. Even if these words are not used>

they should be essentially taught by rules just as long sacrificial

sessions are. It is in this way. Long sacrificial sessions are such as last

for a hundred years and for a thousand years. In modem times none

whatever holds them, but the writers on sacrifices teach them by rules,

simply because [to learn] what has been handed down by tradition

from the Rishis is religiously meritorious. And moreover (Vart- ^
all these words are used in other places.

D
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PuRV.

—

They are not found used,

endeavour should be made to find them. Wide indeed is

the range over which words are used ;
the earth with its seven continents,

the three worlds, the four Vedas with their angas or dependent treatises

and the mystic portions, in their various recensions, the one hundred

branches of the Adhvaiy'u (Yajur-Veda), the Sama-Veda with its thous-

and modes, the Bahviichya with its twenty-one varieties, and the Athais

vatia Veda with nine, Vakovakya, Epics, the Puranas, and Medicine.

This is the extent over which words are used. Without searching this

extent of the use of words, to say that words are not used is simple

jashness. In this w'ide extent of the use of words, certain words appear

restricted to certain senses in '-ertain places. Thus, is used in the

sence of motion among the Kambojas
;
the Aryas use it in the derived

from of is used among the Surashtras^ among the

eastern and central people, but the Ar}ms use only is

used in the sense of ‘culling’ among ibe easterns among ‘he

northerners. And those .vords which you think are not used are also

seen used.

PuRV.—Where ?

Sid.—In the Veda. Thus, I Wf |1

^ I I

We here see that the objector says that certain words or forms are

not used by people, and therefore they should not be taught or learnt.

The instances that he gives are forms of the perfect to some roots and

observes that t/.e sense of these forms is expressed by using other

words w'hich are perfect participles of these roots. These statements

are not denied In^ the Siddhanti, but he does not allow that the forms

should not be taught on that account. Though not used, they should

be taught and learnt for the sake of the religious merit consequent

thereon, just as the ceremonial of long sacrificial sessions, which are

never held, is. Then the objector is told that though not used by

people, the words may be current in some other country, continent, or

word, or they must have been used somewhere in the vast literature of

the language. As regards the particular instances, tNvo of them are

shown to be used in the Veda.s, It thus follows that in the time of
Katyayana and Palanjali, such verbal forms had become obsolete, and
participles were used in their place. But it must have-tieen far other-

wise in the lime of Panini. He gives minute rules for constructinng the

innumerable forms of the Sanskrit verb,”]
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1

22 .
A few of those prominent changes are given below :

—

(i) Panini in a special rule says that has for its neuter in

the Vedas. Obviously he intended to exhaust the list.

Katyayana has to add to it.

(ii) Panini, when he says df, would imply that

each form has no other sense than that of a bird
;
but

Katyayana adds that both the forms are optional in the sense

of ^ birds,’ while in any other ^ense they represent separate

w^ords ;

(iii) The vocative singular of neuter nouns ending in such as

is according to PaPini hut Katyayanat w'ould add

an optional
;

(iv) Some feminine formations are not noticed by Panini, which

Katyayana is forced to allow, as 'SW'dF and

(v) The word is rendered as by Panini
; Katyayana

substitutes for it

(vi) The words and meanings of words employed by Katyayana are

such as meet with in the classical .period and his expres-

sions would not invite any special attention. This cannot be

said of Pacini. Many of his words are antiquated in the later

language as ((^esiret) (dar^aih), 51^ (J^'iesi),

In Panini’s lime a good many words and expressions were current

which afterwards became obsolete
;
verbal forms were commonly used

which ceased to be used in Katyayana’s time, and some grammatical

forms were developed in the time of the latter which did not exist in

PapinPs. PaDini’s Sanskrit must, therefore, be identified with that which

preceded the Epics, and he must be referred to the literary period

between the Brahraanas and Yaska, Hjnce it is that the Brahma^as,

as observed before, are the»best existing representatives of the language

of which Panini wiites'the grammar. Katyayana on other hand wrote

when the language arrived at that stage which we have called classical.

Thus, then, wm have been able to trace three distinct periods in the

development of Sanskrit. First,- we have the Vedic period^ to which

the Rigveda Samhita, the Mantra portion of the YaJurVeda, andThe

more antiquateti part of the Atharva-Samhita are to be referred.

Then commences another period, at the threshold of which we find

the B^ahma^las, which, so to say, look backwards to the preceding^
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t^at is, present the vedic language in the last stage of its progress

towards Panini's Bhasha; and, later on, we have Yaska and Panini.

This may be called the period of Middle Sanskrit, And last af all, there

is the classical period to which belong the Epics, earliest specimens

of Kavyas and dramatic plays, the metrical Sm^itis, and the grammatical

work of Katyayana. Panini’s work contains the grammaj of Middle

Sanskrit, while Katyayana’s that of classical Sanskrit, though he gives his

sanction to the archaic forms on the principle, as he himself has stated,

on which the authors of the sacrificial Sutras teach the ritual of long

sacrificial sessions, though they had ceased to be held in their time.

Patanjaii gives but few fbrms which differ from Katyayana’s and in no

way do they indicate a different stage in the growth of the language

;

hence his work is to be referred to the same period. The form which

the language assumed at this time became the standard for later writers

to follow, and Katyayana and Patanjaii are now the generally acknow-

ledged authorities on all points concerning the correctness of Sanskrit

speech. We shall hereafter see that the last two stages have left dis-

tinct traces on the Prakrits or the derived languages.

Professor Goldstucker has shown from an examination of the

Vartikas, that cettain grammatical forms are not noticed by Panini, but

are taught by Katyayana and concludes that they did not exist in

the language in PagLiuPs time* I have followed up the argument in my
lectures ' On the Sanskrit and Prakrit languages/ and given from the

Vardkas several ordinary instances of such forms. From these one of

two conclusions only is possible, viz., either that Panini was a very

careless and igt^orant grammarian, or that the forms did ‘not exist in

the language in his time. The first is of course inadmissible, wherefore

the second must be accepted, I have also shown from a passage in

the introduction to Patanjali^s Mahabhashya, that verbal forms such as

those of the Perfect which are taught by Panini as found in the Bhasha

or current language, not the Cnhandasa or obsolete language, had gone

out of use in the time of Katyayana and Patanjaii, and participles had

come to be used instead. Professor Gcjdstucker has also given a list of

words used by Panini in his sutras in a sense which became obsolete in

the time of Katyayana and shown what portion of Sanskrit literature

did not probably exist in Pa^ni's time But was known to ELatyayana,

and in one case comes to the not unjustifiable conclusion that the

time that had elapsed between Panini and Katyayana was so great that

certain literary words which either did. not exist in Panini^s time or were

not old to him came to be considered by Katyayana to be as old as
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those which were old to PaniDi. Again, according to Par^ioVs rules

the Aorist expresses (1) past lime generally, or the simple completion

of an action, (2) the past time of this day and not previous to this day

and (3) recent past time
;
and thus resembles in every respect the

English Present Perfect. But in the later language the distinction

between that tense and the other two past tenses is set aside and

the Aorist is used exactly like these. Now, the language of the verses

ascribed to Panini and generally the language of what Professor Max
Muller calls the Renaissance period is grammatically the same as that

of Katyayana and Patanjali, and is the language of participles instead of

verbs ;
and even from theirs it differs in making extensive use of com-

pounds and neglecting the distinction between the Aorist and the

other past lenses. The Sanskrit of Panini's time is more archaic than

that of Katyayana’s time, and Panini’s rules are nowhere more secru-

pulously observed than in such an ancient work as the Aitareya

Brahmana. The many forms and expressions which he teaches, and

which must have existed in language are nowhere found in the later

Hteraturc ;
while specimens of jthem are to be seen in that Brahmana

and like .works. Between therefore the archaic language^of the sutras

and the language which Panini calls Bhasha and of which he teaches

the grammar, on the one hand, and the language of the Renaissance

period on the other is such a wide difference that no one will ever

think of attributing a work written in ih.e style and language of this

period to the Great Grammarian. As Yaska and Panini to the same

period of Sanskrit literature the style and manner of a wbrk written by

Panini the grammarian, must resemble those of the Nirukta
;

but in the

few verses attributed to Panini there is no such resemolance whatever.

Should the entire work be discovered and found as a whole to be

written in an archaic style, there will be time enough to consider its

claim on behalf of these artificial verses.^
”

23 . The earliest Sanskrit Alphabet was possibly made up of five

semi-vowels, five nassals, five soft and five hard aspirates, in all twenty

consonants. The twenty sounds found in the aphors

are the oldest, the final consonants being

of course latei* additions. As no consonants can be pronounced with-

out a vowel, the sound of <sr, atu or o, according to the idiosyncrasies

of the several tribes, came to be tinconsciously blended i^ith it. The
aphors and belong to a subsequent age, the font consonants

in them being more or less connected in origin with In course

1. B, d-. Bhandartar, Date of Paianfalu'^
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of lime the aspirates produced the unaspirates, and the aphors

and were added, the three cGnsonants being placed

before The order in which the vowels a, /, //, I are arranged

is the same with that ot the >emi-vo\vels //, j', r-, r, /, thus raising a sus-

picion diat the correspondence between the 5 vowels and the 5

semi-vowels was not quite unknown in the age of the composition of the

vowel-aphors. There is again a suspicion, that the vowels e and o, which

have a separate aphor assigned to them, were originally monophs,

nol diphs ;
the only diphs known in this age were ai and au formed of

a-j-/ and a-r!£ respectively. These four aphors thus belong to an age,

when 9 vowels in all, 7 monop>hs and 2 diphs, were recognised. Were

the seven monophs pruncunced short or long ? their traditional pro-

nunciation is no doubt short
;
but in an age not accustomed to the

distinction between short and long, the pronunciation was possibly

also long, at least among some of the tribes.

Did Panini recognise the vowel ^ in the aphor ? or did the

aphor in his age contain only ^ ? The aphors and contain only

one letter each, and it may be held, that like them the aphor also

contained only one letter, namely I'here is only one root, viz.,

containing the vo^Yel But Panini does not recognise the root as
;

according to him 2. VIll), the root is and ^\is formed

from by changing the sound of 5 in it to Panini, thus deriving

from recognises m ^ in the aphor the grammatical tradition

is therefore quite correct in ascribing the authorship of the alpha-

aphors to him. The fourteen aphors are thus the product of a pre-Pa^ini

age ;
these aphors describe a dialect which possessed only seven short

monophs and two diphs, and w'hich had, besides, n6 lack of words

containing the vowel ^ and the semi-vowel in them. The sound of

the semi-vowel possibly resembled that of ayhi in Arab and Hob, and

as such must have had a distinct sigh assigned to it, though now irre-

coverably lost. The age of RiQin'r is thus conspicuous by the loss of the

sign of the semi-vowel //, and by the scarcity of the vowel the former

event having led to the confounding uf the semi-vowel h with the

spir h, while the latter led to the non-recognition of the vowel The

age of the composition of the Fourteen Alpha-aphors, recognising the

seven shoi t monophs, two dipths and the semi-vowel may be called

Pre-Pa^ini Age L

The age of Pfitdni will fee found conspicuous not only by the toss

of one short vowel ^ but of^ihree more short Vowels, % and
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^ may claim at least a few words, while the semi-vowel has not been

ousted from the premier piece, though no words have been preserved

for it to claim. But the short vowels and to use a scientific

expression, have evaporated lOilkotU residue, Sakafayana knew iwoys

and two vs, the one ligitt aud the other hearty. Panini makes mention of

Sakatayana having known them ; but as to whether any distinction

was made between them, when he (Piinini) lived, absokUely nothing is

known. This age of short ^ and of the two-fold ^ and be

called the Pre-Pa9ini Age II.”*

24. Samtkrla. Here then the Samskiit langmige had assumed

a shape true to its name Samsky^a. The later epics, poems and

dramas do not show any progress in the grammarj^ structure and signi-

fication of the language, though as regards style, they class, themselves

into an isolated species of literary composition. For all practical

purposes, the language as perfected by the work of Ka^yayana and

Pa^anjali has been the standard of later literature, and these are now
the acknowledged authorities on all points concerning the grammar or

construction of the Sanskrit sp^ch.

ejsjnfrTT ^ 1 cRiJfr “ i

3 “ ?m'<3?qRiT

“ JTPTr 5i*^>Err#5 jJrf^r i” ^rfir

#5r sftniT I ?i«n 'si^,
—“ crhk

swraan !j[?T I cf<f wr ff§r c wt? q'^r

% qrm nfrai 1”

25. “The earliest literature presents a fluent and simple style of

composition. The sentences are short and verbal forms are abundant.

Attributive and nominal expressions cio not find a place therein. This

construction is facilitated by a succession of concise ideas, which gives

it a sort of simple grace and fitie-cut structure. This then is the form

of the Brahmana language. It lacks not striking thoughts, bold ex-

pression and impressive reasoning. Leaving out of account the un-

natural appearance of the sutra .style—which was not however a liter-

ary exposition—we come to Yaska and his Ninik^a. Scientific as ii

is, the language of Yaska often reminds us of the earlier writing.^. The

1, H. B'Bhagwftt, Ttfclvres on 9nn^rii*3 Language, Bombay.
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frequency of verbal forms was current during the time of Panini. It

was after the ej.och of the Ashtadhyayi that a change had come over

literary styles Attributes attached greater attention, and compounds

could alone compress long dependent sentences into the needed form.

* In argument the ablative of an absiract noun saves a long periphrasis.’

The minute rules of Panini for constructing the innumerable verbal

forms facilitated this mania for conciseness of expression. 'Phus the

fluent or simple style came gradually to be displaced by the formative

or attributive style. To this was added the richness aud flexibility of

the Sanskrit language itself, which allowed any sort of twisting and

punning of Ihe literary vocabulary. The Puranas and the Itihasas w’ere

composed the transitional stage in the history of literary styles.

They present at the same time the simplicity of ihe earlier language

and the complexity of the later composition. So do the earliest speci-

mens of poetic and dramatic literature, Hence the natural and 'not

improbable conclusion is that if an author shows an easy aud elegant

style and if the flow of his language is more natural, it must be either

his taste is too msthetic for his age or his work must be assigqpd to an

early period in the histor}' of literature. This artificial styde was

greatly developed in the field of philosophy and dialectics. Patanjali’s

language is most simple, lucid and impressive. Tue sentences if there-

fore really consists of a series of dialogues, often smart, between one

who maintains the parvapnksha^ and another who plays down the

siildhanta. Hence, the language is plain and simple, and the sentences

are short, and such as a man may naturally use in ordinary conversa-

tion or oral disputation.

The forms of words’ are all similar to the earlier dramas or the

Puranas. Sabaraswamin has a lively style, though this presents a further

stage in the downward progress. Now the philosophical style sets in

and continues to a degpe of mischief which is now beyond all reforma-

tion. Sankara represents the middle stage. His explanations are aided

by dialectic terminology. The sentences are much longer than those

of the earlier writers, the construction is more involved, there is a

freer use of attributive adjuncts, and the form is that of an essay or a

lecture, instead of an oral disputatkm. But his language is fluent and

perspicuous, but not petrified as that oi later \vriters. The last stage

is reached m the works of the Naiyayikas. 1 hese latter hale the use

of verbs. The ablaiivo singular and the indeclinable particles play a

prcnninenl part in their composition. Nouns are abstract and even

parlietples are rare* The style is one of solidified formulse, rather of
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varying discourse. Thus the end is that the moveraent which started

with the simple sentence and predicative construction has run up to a

stage w'here the original character is entirely modified and the Sanskrit

language has become a language of abstract nouns and compound
words.

The greater use or attributive or nominal forms of expression

gradually drove out a large portion of the Sanskrit verb, and gave a

new character to the language, which may be thus described:—Very

few verbal forms are used besides those of such tenses as the Present

and Future
;
participles are frequently met with

; the verbal forms cT

some roots, especially of those belonging to the less comprehensive <

classes, have gone out of use, and in their place we often have a noun

expressive of the special action and a verb expressive of action

generally ;
compound words are somewhat freely employed and a good

many of the Taddhita forms or nominal derivatives have disappeared,

and in their stead we have periphrastic expressions.

26. Spiritual A«pecl, ‘^The grammaticabdessertations of the

Hindus were not confined to a narrow field, nor were the Findn gram-

marians content with mere formulation of rules for the fc^rmatum of

words. 1 he spiritual aspect of sound seems to have made a d^ep

impression upon their mind and left its stamp on their whole oulhxik

regarding sahda. 1'he sabdikas succeeded in discovering a way of

spiritual discipline even through the labyriBthine mass of grammatical

speculations. Enquiries into the ultimate nature of vak led them to a

sublime region of sadhana—a region of perfect bliss and pure cons-

ciousness. The cultivation of grammar gave rise to a spiritual vision

which, to speak, enabled the vag-yog(ndd to visualise Brahman in the

Vr'reath of letters Letters are denoted in Sanskrit by the

same term (aksara) as is often applied to Brahman. A glance at the

language in which aksdra has been interpreted by grararoarians of old

will serve to open our eyes to the supreme impr>rlance zinnias. To
the spiritual insight of Patanjali vaf^ms were not only phonetic types

but the glowing sparks of Brahman illumining the entire sphere uf

existence

:

^ ^ I Vartika.

I Mahobhaf> a, L 2. 3.

The study of grammar has been declared to he the direct means

of attaining the Supreme Being who^ though one and without a second,

E
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appears to be manifold owing to the operation
.
of maya.* Grammar in

its religions and mystical speculations is in line with the teachings of

the Upanisads, reinterpreting the same doctrines of yoga and npasana

as are generally found in the sacred texts of India

It was left to Patanjali and his followers to unlock the portal of a

new kingdom of thought, so as to throw light upon the ultimate end

of all enquiries into words. The Mahabhasya portended the birth of

a form of sadhana in w'hich sabda or Eternal Verbum should be wor-

shipped with all the reverence shown to a Divinity * In order to

attain union with Brahman or to get oneself completely merged in the

Absolute, one is directed to take up the mysterious course of Sabda-

sadhana/ Patanjali seems to have been the first among the Indian

grammarians to give a spiritualistic colour to the speculations of

grammar. The sabdabrahmopasana, as is formulated in th^ Upanisads,

had undoubtedly influenced his trend at thought

The mysticism underlying the phenomena of speech \cas m&don*

bledly the aspect which seems to have made the deepest impression

upon the grammarian^ The utterance of sound is with him a vivid

materialisation of icner consciousness. To the grammarian sabda is

not a lifeless mechanism invented by man. It is more than a mere

sound or symbol. It is consciousness that splits itself up into the

twofold category of sabda and arlha ; and what we call vak, as the

vehicle of communication, 'is nothing but an expression of caitanya

lying within * Patanjali has taken notice oftwo kinds of words, namely,

niiya (eternal) ^nd karya fereated). By the former he understands the

Supreme Reality that transcends all limitations of time and space.

The attributes whereby the Vedantin describes Brahman or Absolute

1. 5rf^?i3JRr I

II vatyapaiji,,.

. m II Yog» 37-29 .

3. injali says one should pursue Iha study of grammar for the supreme

objeot of attaining equality or sameness with the Great God :

4. While oommenting on the Rk (Rg7e4ftf X, 6, 71), Patanjali had laid stnessca

the neoeesity (rf making a thorough study of grammar, because it reoders the gram-

marian capable of attain i«g union with Brahman

. |l?l {-Po»3r»rSj»

uoder VSkyapadiya, 1. 1.
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havo all been osed by Patanjali in this interpretation of niiya sahda}

He has more than once drawn our attention to this eternal cbaractei:

of sahda. This will give tis sotne idea of the magnilude iU which

sabda was nnderslood by the famous grammarian whom traditioh

makes an incarnation of S^sa, His poetical description of vamas, to

which we have already referred, best illustrates the spiritual outlook

of his mind. From the smiis he has quoted in laudation of and

vyak^ana^ and it is sufficiently clear that lie was an ardent and devout

worshipper of vak, belonging to that class of mystics who in their

spifitual experience make no distinction
^
between para vakaxidpara

Brahman. Patanjali used to look upon sabda as a great divinity

{mafum deocdi) that makes its presence felt by every act of utterance*

He was a yogin whose inward vision [praiibha jnana) permitted him

to ii^ve . a loc^ into that eternal flow of pure consciousness that is

ondistiirbed from outside * He was a true type of Brahmin who

visualised the ultimate nature of vak by dispelling the darkness of

ignorance through the aid of his illuminating knowledge of sabda-

tattva.* The worship of vak, . which has its origin in the Upanisads*

and which found so promisent an expression in the Agamas, was

earnestly followed up by the sabdikas, particularly by Patanjali and

Bharirhari Sabdabr^Mopaeana, as we find in grammatical dissert-

atioiis, is only a reproduction of the teachings of the Upanisads.*

Words are not mete solteds as they ordinarily seem to be. They

have a subtle and intellectual form within. The internal source from

which th^ evolve is calm and serene, eternal and imperisbable^

The real form of vak, as opposed to external sound, lies far beyond

th* ran^ of ordfaary perception. .We are told that it requires a good

deal of sadhana to have a glimpse of the purest form of speech, The
lie to which Patanjali has referred bears strong evidence to this fecU

Vak is said ro reveal her divine seif only to those who are so trained

1. ^ j—
1. 1, 1.

a. TO TOT TOFaWter TOT

I— uadat 3. 33,

s. ^ iiisHwrt d Kn*.* |

t ^^ I-Ctodogya. vn. *.
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as lo understand her real nature. Such was the exallfed nature of

vak upon which the grammarian used to meditate.^’^

27. Writing. It has been said that ancient India knew no

WRITING and- that writing was introduced somewhere about 1800 B.C.,

by traders coming into India from Phoenicia and Mesapotamia. I'he

Vedas were meant for recital and the bards sang the hymns. The idea

involved in the name for the Vedas is recitation and ‘ hearing/ for

it is the sound waves started by the voice regulated by intonations that

create the mystic or magnetic effect. Indeed, there is a species of work

called Vedaprayoga wherein the use of particular hymns for specific

objects is prescribed. Such, for instance, are hymns for getting a

sprout of water from barren ground or for driving out evil spirits or

for promoting eas>- delivery.

The various asita^ ranging from Brahma^^ira, the most infalliable

one, are mere mantras ?ad when Visvamijra initiated Rama into astras,

he taught vLon^ra-grima.* From the nircomstance that Vedic hymns

were used for recitals, it cannot be said that the Vedic agtti had no

script. It is the traditicn that Yigknesvara wrote ail Mahabharaja to

Vyssa^s dictation. The sages who were omniscient and who could

foresee and create things supernatural would not have failed to have

a meam? of recording their ideas and expressions for the benefit of

posterity.

Rg-Veda (1. 164, 94, IX. 13-3) uses the word ak^ara. The word
iii{ra found on the Madhukanda of the Brahma^^as of White Yajus

signifies a metaphorical use of the sli\ra proper, meaning ‘ thread * or

band. Goidstucker in his Study of Patiini distinctly expressed that the

words suira and grantha * must absolutely be connected with writing/

PSnini* explained the formation of the word Fdvanani and Kitja-

yana's Vartika says that the noun ‘ iipi
*
(writing) must be supplied to

signify the writing of the Yavanas/

1, P. C. Chakrmvarti, SjoirUttal Outlook oj Grammar^ (Jl, oj Dep, c/

LeiterSt Cak-Utte, 1934).

a. ??f»r m I

^ II i. aa, la.

* * «

II
I- 37. 33-33

8. Panini, 36 ; Jlaxmoller, JSt., V, 20, 34 ; U. 36 ; Weber, 2/.; 15, 331.

4, 2S<, V. 6-6, IT*; IV. 80.
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Paianjali has a long discussion on Aksara thus :

5T 9f%. ^ II

?i?a; I

3?53^ I

a4 'j%i5 3t«f^ ¥i9rr^?(t5tlt mi f%^a I

f^^gqf^^acT ?

a^^'^rsi^sq?! =arTf^5^^ 11

Of the Northern Indian scripts descended from the Lrahun ib

Nagari or Devanagari and the alphabets of that script are the formuiai

of Mahesvarasutras, making up vowels and consonants 5^.

A study of paleography has come to distinguish the types of early

writings Kharoshti and Brahmi. The former was current in Gan-

dhara (East Afghanistan and North Punjab) and was boirowed from

the Aramaic type of Semitic writing in use doing the fifth century B.C.

The latter, Brahmi is
** the true national wridng of India, because all

late Indian alphabets are descended from it, however dissimilar they

may appear at the present day/’'

28. History. It has been said that the Hindus possess no national

history. Max Muller accepts this proposition as a postulate, builds

on it and explains the so-called absence of anythin**" like historical

literature among the Hindus to their being a nation of philosophers

:

1. Jot Phililogy, language and paleography generally, see the following

Origin of Devanagari AipluthU^ [1At XXXY, 270, 311); Dravidian ele-

ments in Sanslcrit dictionaries (IJ, I. 235) ;
tklence of Gravimar {lAt XIV,

33) ; On Kkarosthi tprUing ilA, XXIV. 285 311 ; XXXUI. 79 ; XXXIV. 1. 25, 45)

;

Progress Bepvrt oj Linguistic Survey oj India [lA^ XLI. 179); Scripts a^ui Signs

from Indian Nsolithes'filA^ XLVJIf. 57); Phililogical position oj Sanskrit in India

{U, XVIII. 124 ; XXlV. 81 ; XIV. S3}.

A. A. Maedoneii, Yedic Grammar ; Hans Raj, Vedic Kosa
; M. S. Ghata, Lee*

tures on JSig-'cedai P. D. Gune, ‘introduction to Comparative Philology \ 8. E<

Belvalkar, Systems of SanskrU Grammar ; W. D. Whitney, Sasiskrit Grammar ;

‘P, Kk^oaent Grammar of Sanskrit LaTiguage; A. Carnoy, Grammaire; A. Webec,

IndesdiAn Pkilologio in ISt, III ; E. Windisch, Geschidtie der Sanskrit Phliologie
;

Hotnle, LIX> No, 2 ; Waddell, On the use of Paper ^ JEASt (1914) 136 5

Haraptjusad Sastri, Pep, I. 7 ; Bhaudarkar, POCP, 11. 305 ; Buhler, Indian Pal&y

graphf uid The Origm o/ Erahvii Alphabet
\ Isaac Taylor, The Alphabet.
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“ Greece and India are, indeed,' the two opposite poles in the historical

development of the Aryan man. To the Greek, existence is full of life

and reality ;
to the Hindu, it is a dream, a delusion.* The Greek is at

home where he is bom ; all his energies belong to his country ; he

stands or falls with his party, and is ready to sacrifice even his life to

the glory and independence of Hellas. The Hindu enters this world

as a stranger ;
all his thoughts are directed to another world ; he takes,

no part even where he is driven to act ; and when he sacrifices his life,

it is but to be delivered from it.""*

Bat A. jStein in his Introduction to Raja^rangini has thus answer-

ed it :
** It has often been said of the India of the Hindus that it pos-

sessed no history. The remark is true if we apply it to history as a

science and art, such as classical culture in its noblest prose-works has

bequeathed it to us. But it is manifestly wrong if by history is maant

either historical development or the materials for studying it. India

has never known, amongst Its Sas<ras, the study of history such as

Greece and Rome cultivated or as modem Europe understands it. Yet

the materials for such study are equally at our disposal in India. They

are contained not only in such original sources of information as Ins-

criptions, Coins and Antiquarian remains, generally ; advancing research

has also proved that written records of events of of traditions concern-

ing them have by no memis been wanting in ancient India.

H. H. Wilson in his admirable Introduction to his translation of

the Vi§uti Pur^a> while dealing with the contents of the Third Book
observes that a very large protion of the contents of the Itihasas and

and Purapas is genuine and writes :

—

^‘The arrangement of the Vedas and other writings considered

by the Hindus—being, in fact, the authorities of their religious rites

and beliefe—which is described in the beginning of the Third book, is

of much importance to the History of the Hindu Literature and of the

Hindu religion. The sage Vyasa is here represented not as the author

but the arranger or the compiler of the Vedas, *he Itihasas and the

Fnranas. His name denotes his character meaning the * arranger ’ or
* distributor and the recurrence of many Vyasas, many indviduals who
remodelled the Hindu scriptures, has "Othing in it, that is improbable,

except the febulous intervals by which their labours are separated.

The re-arranging, the Te-fashioning, of old materials is nothing more
than the progress of thhe would be likely to render necessary. The
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last recognised compilation is that of Krishna Dvaipayana, assisted by

Brahmans, who were already conversant with the subjects respectively

assigned to them.* They were the members of the college or school

supposed by the Hindus to have flourished in a period more remote/

no doubt, than the truth, but not at all unlikely to have been* instituted

at some time prior to the accounts of India which we owe to Greek

writers and in which we see enough of the system to justify our inferring

that it was then entire. That there have been other Vyasas and other

schools since that date, that Brahmans unknown to fame have

re-modelled some of the Hindu scriptures, and epecially the Puranas,

cannot reasonably be counted, after dispassionately weighing the strong

internal evidence, which all of them afford, of their intermixture of

unauthorized and comparatively modern ingredients. But the same^

internal testimony furnishes proof equally decisive, of the anterior

existence of ancient meterials
;
and it is, therefore, as idle as it is irra-

tional, to dispute the antiquity or the anttanticily of the contents

of the Puranas, in the face of abundant positive and circumstantial

evidence of the prevalence of the doctrines, which they teach, the

currency of the legends which they narrate, and the integrity of the

institutions which they describe at least three centuries before the

Christian Era. But iho. origin and development of their doctrines,

traditions and institutions were not the work of a day
;
and the testi-

mony that establishes their existence three centuries before Christianity,

carries it back to a much more remote antiquity, to an antiquity, that

is, probably, not surpassed by sny of the prevailing fictions, institu-

tions or beliefs of the ancient world

Again, in dealing with the contents of the Fourth Amsa of the

Vig^u Parana, the Professor remarks :

—

‘The Fourth Book contains all that the Hindus have of their Ancient

History. It is a tolerably comprehensive listof dynasties and individuals

;

it is a barren record of events. It can scarcely be doubted, however,

that much of it is a genuine chronicle of persons, if not of occurrences.

That it is discredited by palpable absurdities in regard to the longevity

of the princes of the earlier dynasties, must* be granted ;
and the

particulars preserved of some of them are trivial and fabulous. Still

there is an arti^cial simplicity and consistency in^ the succession of

persons, and a possibility and probability in some of the transactions,

which give to these traditions the semblance of ,authenticity, and render

it likely that these are not altogether without foundation. At any rate,

itt the absence of all other srmrees of information the record, seeb
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as it is, deserves not to be altogether set aside. It is not essential

to its celebrity or its usefulness, that any exact chronological adjustment

of the different reigns should be attempted. Their dis<ribution amongst

the several Yugas, undertaken by Sir William Jones, or bis Pandits, finds

no countenance from the original texts, rather than an identical notice

of the age in which a particular monarch ruled or the general fact that

the dynasties prior to Krishna precede the time of the Great War and

the beginning of the Kali Age. both which svenis are placed five thousand

years ago .....This, may, or may not, be too remote
;
but it is sufficient,

in a subject where predsion is impossible, to he satisfied with tne

general impression, that, in the dynasties of Kings detailed in Puranas,

we have a record, which, although it cannot fail to have suffered

detriment from age, and may have been injured by careless or injudicious

compilation, preserves an account not wholly undeserving of confidence,

of the establishment and succession of regular monarchies, amongst the

Hindus, from as early an era, and for as continuous a duration, as any

in the credible annals of mankind.’^

And lastly, in discussing the general nature of *he Puranas and of

their values as historical records, he says :

—

Afer the dr*e of the Great War, the Vishnu Parana, in common
with other Puranas, wffiich contain similar lists, specifies Kings and

Dynasties with greater precision, and offers political and chronological

particulars to which, on the score of probability there is nothing to

object. In truth, their general accuracy has been incontrovertihly

established. Inscriptions on columns of stone, on rocks, on coins,

deciphered only of late years through the extraordinary ingenuity ard

perseverance of Mr. James Princep, have verified the names of races

and titles of princes— the Gupta and the Andhra Rajas mentioned in

the Puranas.”

29. In his Rajasthan, Col. 'Fod says :-r

Those who expect from a people Mke the Hindus a species of

composition of precisely the same character as the historical works of

Greece and Rome, commit the very egregious error of overlooking the

peculilarities whLh distinguish the natives of India from all other races,

and,which strongly discriminate their intellectual productions of every^

kind from those of the West. Their philosophy, their poetry, their

architecture are marked with traits of originality ; and the same may

be expect^ to pervade their history, which, like the arts enumerated,
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took a character from its intimate association with the religion of the

people.

In the absence of regular and legitimate historical records,

there are, however, other native works, (they may, indeed, be said to

abound) which, in the hands of a skilful and patient investigator? would

afford no despicable materials for the history of India. The first of

these are the Puranas and geneological legends of the princes which,

obscured as they are by the mythological details, allegory, and impro-

bable circumstances, contain, many facts that serve as beacons to

direct the research of the historian-"

30. “ Another species of historical records is found in the accounts

given by the Brahmins of the endowments of the temples, their dilapi-

dation and repairs, which famish occasions for the introduction df

historical and chronological details. In the legends respecting places

of pilgrimage and religious resort, profane events are blended with

saperstitious rites and ordinances, local ceremomes and customs. The
controversies of the Jains furnish, also, much historical information,

especially with reference to Guzerat and Nehrwala during the Chaulac

dynasty. From a close and attentive examination of the Jain records,

which embody all that those ancient sectarians knew of science, many

chasms in Hindu history might be filled up.”

** Every Matha or religious college of any importance preserves

the succession of its heads. Among the Jains, we have the Pattavalis

or successions of pontiffs, fdr a full and lucid notice of some of which

we are indebted to Dr. Hoemle : they purport to run back to even

the death of ihe last Tirthamkara Vardhamana-Mahavira.”

31. ‘‘The preservation of pedigrees and successions has evidently

been a national characteristic for very many centuries. And we cannot

doubt that considerable attention was paid to the matter in connection

with the royal families and that Vamsavalis or Rajavalis, lists of the

lineal successions of kings, were compiled and kept from very early

times. We distinctly recognise the use of such Vamsavalis,—giving

the relationships and succession- of kings, but no chronological details

beyouS the record of the total duration of each reign with occasionally

a coronation-date recorded in an era,—»*in the copper-plate records.

We trace them, for irutance, in the introductory passages of ^the grants

of the Eastern Chalukya Series* which, from the period A.D, 918 <4

925 onwards, name the successive kings beginning with the founder of

1. See SH, I. B5 ; M, V. 131.

r
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the line who reigned three centuries before that time, but do not put

forward more than the length of the reign of each of them ; and, from

certain differences in the figures for some of the reigns, we recognise

that there were varying recensions of those Vamsavaus. We trace

the use of the Vamsavaus again in the similar records of the Eastern

Gangas of Kaling^ which, fi:om A.D, 1058 onwards,* give the same

details about the kings of that line with effect from about A-D. 990,

and one of which, issued A.D. 3296,* includes a coronation-date of

A,D. 1141 or 1142- There has been brought to light from Nepal a

long Vamsavau, which purports to give an unbroken list of the iulers

of that country, with the lengths of their reigns and an occasional

landmark- in the shape of the date of an accession stat^ in an era,

back from A.D. 1768 to even so fabulous an antiquity as six or seven

ceniuiies before tl .e commencement of the Kali age in B.C. 3102.”

32. In his Rajatarangini,^ Kalhana mentions certain previous

writers,— Snvrata, whose work, he says, was made diMcult by misplaced

learning ; Kshemendra. who drew np a list of kings, of which, however,

he says, no part is free from mistakes ;
Nilamuni, who wrote the Nila-

ifATAPtJRANA ; Holaraja, who composed a list of kings in twelve

thousand verses ;
and Srimihira or Padmamjhira, and the author ol

the SI1ICHCHAT7TA. His own work, he tells us, was based on eleven

collections of Rajakathas or stories about kings and on the work

of Nilamuni,”

” Tamrasasana, or copper-chapters ” consist sometimes of " a

single plate, but more usually of several plates strung together on «

large signet-nfig which bears generally the seal of the authority who
issued the particular chapter. The stone records usually describe

themselves by the name of SUasascmOy ‘Stone-chapters,* SHa^kkha,
‘ Skme-writings,* or Prasastiy

*
Eulogies,* They are found on rocks, on

religious columns such as ff»,ose which boar some of the edicts of

1, JCI,IV. 188.

i JdSB, 339,

3. Kalhaiift xuade use of

:

(i) ifitedpikua ngfttdmg the oreaiikffi of anwwmtloB of

iem^ksetc.

edidB--inKriptlOQtex»fiag golds, of

neeacegroefled oa ocfper pbdes.

W ooeWmngiJeodetoy iiocd^ikui or {diuMB.

Pri workacm wioQsssjdooei.
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Priyadasi and others which were set up in front of temples as “ fiag-

stads ” of the Gods, on batlie-colamns or columns of victory such as

the two at MandasQr, on the walls and beams and pillars of caves and

temples, on the p>edestals of images, and on slabs built into the wails

of temples or set up in the courtyards of temples or in conspicuous

places in village-sites or fields. And they are often acdompanied by

sculptures which give the seal of the authority issuing the record, or

mark its sectarian nature, or illustrate some scene referred to in

33. The Chronolo^ of Classical Sanskrit Literature

starts with Mahabharata warand Kaliyuga. Kaliyuga commenced on 18th

February 3102 B.C., just on the day on which Sri KfSM departed to his

divine abode, llie Kuru-Pandava war was fought 37 years before Kali,

that is in 3139 B.C Onwards from the commencement of Kaliyuga,

Pora^ias contain accounts of various kingdoms that nourished from time

to time and successive dynasties that ruled and fell during the coarse

of about 35 centuries an impartial observer the tenor of these

accounts warrants their accuracy and to the mind of the Hindus— the

Hindus ot those bygone ages, when scepticism had not called tradition

superslitution— life here is evanescent and life’s endeavour must be

the attainment of beatitude eternal. Ancient sages (jfis) perceived the

divine hymns of the Ve^s and passed them on for the edificellon of

posterity. Since the advent of Kali, a prospective crop of vice and

folly was predicated and to wean the erring world from such sin and

misery, Vyasa formulated Puranas, wdth the object of Vedopabfhmana

ifTOTi that is, supplemented the exposition of Vedic teachings, and

that in the garb of a language and narrative that would be easily

assimilated by the masses. To such philosophical minds, the rise and

fall of kings and kingdoms was not worth remembrance, save as ano-

ther realistic means of illustrating the tenets of philosophy, e.g., the

truth of the divine essence, Brahman, the unreality of sensual pleasures,

the liberation of individual soul and tKe attainment of eternity in bead*

tude or oneness with the Spirit Divine and above all the inevitable

occurance of God’s mandates shortly termed Bestiny or cthel:^Yi?e

called .Kala or Niyati.

If lids is the object of Puranic literature, It is a sacrile^ . charge

the author or authors of them, whoever it was, with having fabricated

scriptural testimony for attributing an antiquity to Indian literature and

Indian civilization, which it did not possess ; for even if they had been,

as many orientalists have said, made up late after the Chrisiistn ere,
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the authors could not have anticipated this method of study of political

history of the 18lh and I9th centuries A.D, The Puiaoic lists Of

dynasties of kiuj^s and kingdoms furnish details of dates to an extent

that even in da) s of historical records may be surprising, for they

mention even months and days in their computation. Whatever those

ancient authors did or wrote, they did it with sincerity and accuracy,

^ truth ’ being the basis of accuracy. Our educational institution's are

saturated with the teachings of modern scholars on the untruth of these

Pura^c accounts, but it is still hoped that time will come when truth

will triumph and display a real orientation of ancient Indian History,*

34. Of the several kingdoms and dynasties of which Puranas have

recorded political histor}*, there is the kingdom of Magadha. For our

present purposes o'* sifting and settling the chronology of India up to the

Christian era the history of Magadha is particularly relevant, for ii is at

Magadha, ‘ Chandfuguota ’ and ‘ Asoka * ruled and it is on these names

that the modem computation of dates has been based for everything

relating U) Indians literary history and it is those two names that make

the heroes of the theory of Amhor Shut $fhidum Chronology^

35. The Kmgdom of Magadha was founded by

son of Uparicara "^asn, the 6th in descent from Kuru, of the Candra

Varn^. That happened 161 years before Mahabhara^a war. Tenth in

descent from Bfha^ratha was, Jarasandha. Jarasandha perished at the

hand of Kanisa^ and in his place Sahadeva was installed on the throne.

Sahadeva was an ally of Pandavas and was killed in the war* that is in

3139 B.C. His son Marjari (or Somali or Somavi^) was bis successor

and the first king of Magadha after the war. PTom him 22 kings of

this Barbadratha dynasty ruled over Magadha for 1006 years, or

roughly stated, for 1000 years.*

For instance, Matsya Purana says ;

—

^ g II iuD, 30

Ripunjaya was the last king of this dynasty. He was assassinated

1, F. B. Porgiter has giveu au admirable bunanary of Eat!^ Indian TradUioml
Bisiury as recorded iu Puraoas In J/IAS (lOli) 9fi7 €t sSq.

9, Sec K. B, JayasvRl, SrhadraUta Chr. noiogy, JJXfJlS, IV. 1 ; Sitauath Pra'

dhan, Chronahgij of Ancnnt Mia, Calcutta : Hcmcbandra Raydaaudhuri, PciHicai

Bisiory oj IwHa from 0i€ adnsion of Feriksit U) Hie of the fitupfa

•ijfnasty, Calcutta,
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by Pulaka and Pulaka succeeded to the throne. His son was Pra^yota

or Balaka. Thus came the Pradyota or Balaka dynegty in 2133 B.C.

Thus Matsya Parana says :
—

555^: ^firn II % !!

^ I fR^er: 11 r 11

** When the Barhadrathas, the Vitihotras and the Avan|ins have

passed away, Pulaka after killing his master (King Ripunjaya) will

instal his son Balaka as King. Balaka, the son of Pulaka, will, in the

very sight of the Kshattriyas of his time- subjugate these neighbouring

kings by force and will be devoid of royal policy/’

36. Instead of crowning himself as king against the wishes of the

people, Pulaka got the only daughter of Ripunjaya married to his son

Pradyot^a and installed him on the throne.

There were 5 kings of this dynasty* aad they ruled for 138 years

(1995 B*C.). V4na Pura^a says :

—

I

IJM li-XII. ii

37. Sisuniga got in by conquest or usurpation and founded
SiSUNAGA DYNASTY in 1995 B.C.* There were 10 kings of this dynasty

and they ruled for 360 ot 362 years i.e,. 1635 B.C. Thus Vayu Pnra^a

says

t fgJTRT ^ I

1. (23), B5lafca (24 or 28), Viljikbayupa (50 or 33), Janaka or Suryaka
or BSjaka (21 or 31), Nandivardbana (20 or SO).

The periods vary acoordiog to the versions of the Puranas or their readings. But
Majsya FurSna makes the period 152 years ;

PRT jmr ^ l

a. Si<uQ5ga (10), Kakivarrm (36) ,
Kjemavacma (36, 20 or 36), Kfakanju* or

K^emaji J (40. 24 or 20b Vidhisara or Bimbis5fa or Vmdhyas5ra (28 or 33), Ajata^alru

(27 or 26, or 32 or 52), DarsSki or Darbhaka (21), Udayana or Udayisva, or Ajaya or

lJ4ftyabba4ra (3S), Nandivardbana (42 or 40), M,Lhanan4iu (43 or 63). It was U4ayiu
that built the city of Kusuma on the Gangei

;

?mr |

(T If 5Rt ?r<5ir f

i

»TWT?1T II
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Here ended the Sisunaga dynasty in 1635 B.C,

38. Mahapadma known as Nanda was the illegitimate son of

Mahanandin, the last king of that dynasty, and came to the throne. He
foanded the Nanda dynasty in 1635 B.C. He ruled for 88 years and

his sons -Samalya and seven others raled for 1 2 years nnlil 1635 B.C.

This dynasty lasted for 10 years.*

Vis9u Pura^a says :

11=1 °1! dd: ^ Ik? II

If Jffiw: II =i=i II

ginvuror ifftdrf: II II dBf »fR=7r% II H q^iqir-

fddjpw II =l't 11 dd!^ dldr?T^

5fRPir: fl5?rf^5|% II 11 ^dlfld ff«lt l^fS^Pd II =?» II

qd d^gagdm “urdNi irtwidi daidq— ir^-

II Rtf II—Amsa, IV Ch. xxiv.

Phagavaja Pura^ says

:

^rsn?: d^r |l tf ii

d^ ?dT It % II

511^^ d^mr fsdrr fd dnk; ii ? o |i

d9r dfs^ df^Pd gdPdJtg=0T: 5dr: 1

d fdt dVfPd d^ ndld: ?d 5d ddf: II ? ? 11

dd d^ feSf: 5pl®R5Id5n3?r?'=df^ I

SdTddid snicff dpft dfRdPd t li ?R 11

d qd d^s^d d fdtm n^sfddEidf^
I

dl§dr drfddrf?5 ddspsirslddd: 1! d li

—Skan^ha XIL Ch. ii

.

Vayn Pura^a says:

dfTd^^Sddrsfd ?ididi I

dfqf^d dl^rdlf; dd^fdpd^r II ii

1. See E. P. Jsyagvftl, SnistinaQa and Maurya Chroit<fJoy^t JBOBSt !• i.
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napTT 5I3[#ni: [

11 11

aigRff^ f I

HlsiRmrf^r KTff^rsfe t 11 5 =i n

^ cRsar 5rl^ ?wt 5,1^ % l

jjfNW tpiR II ^=1'^ 11

<fri; t fesrf^i: !

5^ trfr e *d¥^ II Mo II

gjjfst w 93rm%^i% I

mi Tj^i =?5^str 11 R?i: 11

—Chapter. XCIX,

Matsya Purapa Says :

—

irfpn^^^ScnJisft’ 11 m 11

3tqc??m trim: I

aa: ^Tsrrar ¥rf^: ^ia?r: 11m 11

E *rf3P=^ I

3ten^ ?r ^tP*! qRsf^qfif 11 ro h

ew^nraiwra *iif^^ %iT^: I

guR^rrf^r ?r^ w 51?^ & ii ?,? ii

*i5ni?rar T!n% i<Tr: mii^ i

aia: 11 M II

€ift5?isi^sH E a^ 1

prar JiCf ^a a^r mh II ^ ^ II

—Chapter CCLXX.

Brahmanda Parana gives the following account :

—

;3:spn ^eim^-. 1

3?I?P1^ II IRS II

act! sp^ Rram »ri^: iSJcaPR: 1

E »^ni?r i5
?'=9tr iifW^ 11 ^vo n

f 1

al«jt I Ii US 11
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tT?fr^ ?fff^r% gqr.- ^ni; 1 1 II

3:£f^5tfff (ir=i €rf5# t 1

nCr ^ilsEra h vtrl'^irra li u? li

=^gR^ Hfrr ^r^rr II ll

—Upo^siii'ta, Cb. LXXIV.

The following is the description of the Nanda Dynasty as given in

the Kaliyuga Riljavrttanta ;

—

flfWm fr% >gci: II

3rf^^i^rs'=!I(^^r ?T%^RI^gq: I

qraR^rg II

?I5R:rq^FfefR? |

liRRyrg HicTr f? jrnr^: ll

q?^5 ,?r tiftq?r qqrE^fr '

^ ftRT^ gSRWltr^5If?R: 11

(left *irt=qi% 5i^Jiiqr iqr: q-cS ii

3fmrfif 5 q«r?R 'TT®f5'Rr% I

fl q llfTqtr Iff T^of: 11

a?!r ^rsR ^fir; I

5rrt&''-?jf5g fmT??T fwr a 11

iT?Tq?fa’ cRpr -r ffa gar; I

tpRf JfCr arpiPa ^ gqr: II

arg aafg rioifu^ fetrair: i

=qj5r^ a a?;f=^ ^rfeq; fqrqf^'Rra ll

—Bhaga, III, Ch. ii.

39-
“ li win be clear from these numerous extracts quoted in full

from the various important Purft^^s, which are practically identical with

one another, that the Founder of this Dynasty was Mahapadma well
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known otherwise as Dhana Nanda, that he was the son of Mahanandin,

the last of the Saisuniiga Dynasty, that he was bom to that king from a

^Odra wife, that he was most avarici >us and powerful, that he extir-

pated the Kshattriya rulers of his time like a second Parasurama the

destroyer of the Kshattriyas in the olden times, that he subjugated the

different lines of Kings of the Solar and Lunar dynasties who began

to rule in the various parts of Northern India from the time of the

Mahabharata War commencing from the Coronation of Yudhishthira

in the year 3139 B.C-, that he became a paramount King and Emperor

of ^he whole of India between the Himalaya and the Vindbya moun-

tains by putting an end to the ancient families of Kings, snCh. as Aiksh-

vakus, Panchalas, Kauravyas, Haihayas, Kalakas, Ekalihgas, SurasSnas,

Maithilas etc., who ceased to rule as separate dynasties ever since that

time, that he ruled the kingdom under one umbreil; for a period of 88

year^, that his 8 ‘sons jointly ruled the kingdom for a short period of

12 years, that these Nine Nandas, including the father and his eight

sons ruled* Magadha altogetner for a total period of 100 years from

1^5 to 1535 B. C,, that these Nandas were extirpated by the Brahman

Cha^iakya, well known as Kautifya, on account of his erdoked and

Machiavelian policy, and that he replaced his protege Chandragupta,

an illegitimate son of P^^hapadma Nanda by his SQdra wife Mura.on
the throne of his father/*

But Vincent A. Smith chooses to assign to these nine Nandas a

total period of only 45 yea::^ for their reigns.

40. Candragupta came to the throne as the son of Mura ; so

he was a Maurya and the dynasty which he started was Maurya dynasty.

Candrkgupta’s son was Bindusara and Bindusara’s son was Asoka or

Asokavardhana. An old grantha manuscript of Matsya Puraoa gives

this account

:

3?^: II II

g?r: H II

^ »mfir I

HHigt tl

ffg pig ll U
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Hftgr fnwfPr ^stif il ii

irilcir 5 51^ iRWtf; I

w s^ssr II II

??? =? I ^ Jrgswq; I

«?jifir ?ftA ^>#r a«i: 'iifR; II ^<» II

This version of the Matsya Parana tolerably agrees with that given

in the Kaliyaga Rajavp^^anfa :

—

?mT ll

^?5?nfr I

?rar irftaTsgf^^: ll

§qr4? icggms«r sfrf^^ I

31^ wifSr itgtr iftw t ll

Hnrar jw aw ?nfcr: ii

tWT cm 1

Hftai frar^R 51^^: 11

m: xm *ri%cirs^ hw^ |

atS^ 3I?r«W f^sqc: 11

aisn^It 3 II

9tnR^ jffivrRr m ?wr: ll

—^Bhiga in. Chapter ii

Thus Camdragapta reigned from 1536 to 1501 B.C. for 34 years,

Bii«}asara from f^l to 1473 for 28 years and Asoka from 1473 to

1437 B.C, for 36 years. And in all there were twelve Kings of Maniya
dynasty, the last of whom was Bpha^rajfha.*

1. Qi&4ngn?|e> Bia4efi3ta or Ksadtuftra or Ran^asSia or Vlrisnze (38 or S5)

;

Ajoka or A^ak»Tcr4haoa (86 or 87) ; SnyalM or Sopftriva or EtmUa or Kn^ale (8)

;

DMaratha or B•^l4h^l5ftli^ (6 or ; (6) In^KipftliJa (T or 10] ;»Har5» or Barham-
dhaBa (t^ , (8) SaagAf* or SammaU or Samrad (g) ; fevlifoka (1$) ; Somateinaa or

Deva4haraaanorI)wavarirtt«orDaaava^ latadhenyin <x &^a4hara (8 or 9);

Brfaa4ra^or Bd>e4aiva <87 or 70 « 7).
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Regarding this dynasty the readings and versions of the Pura^s

are hopelessly confused and incorrect but the passiges quoted, of

which the authenticity is doubtless, show that the Maurya dynasty

lasted for 316 years from 1535 to 1219 B.C.

41. Pusyamitra was the commander-in-chief of Bfhadra^ha. He
removed his master and ascended the throne, rhus he started the

ScFNGA DYNASTY, According to Maf^a Pur^a, there were ten kings of

this dynasty who ruled in all for 30 years from 1219 B.C. to 919 B.C.

Kaliynga Rajavj^lanta says

:

3Rft?r ft «5f3r ti

H t SR?RrW% fftSiR: |^ ?Pfr; fit II

?rer *ih6r ew: j

?Rg& tI
%

SW qg? t^ I

ffr SR f II

IKSal I

51^ ^ffgwsfir rfift II

rut: I

si^«icft?ft ?niT <Tnif^ i«r: |i

flftcir 3 gaicrei ffffcr: ?mr ^ i^ Ct3JT <w«aw: I

II

ftfPf I

9 JOT fOTfm li

reaifm ^
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gat tr^r^q^cTr |l

aar qncfqr/^a; i

sqi^ m q^nm li

m 5Rr. Riss^ret^rr: ^ qf^ I

asq^T^% qpq aRT qrag? w- li

55rai qqqmrfr qr?w7 i

arsft fTRTSR Ufa qmR; cifqrsi cr^^tri; li

cT^qr q^qi5 i

11

WR SRunqa: l

3^ qrcrniHfH gqrsw” ll

jpRjjq sm: a^:^ 3^ q^ aqr I

qfljq qg^ =q iRiR qqqi gqr li

q%3 gft^iawl JTtqq^frat qg-q^r^ 11

^ ?r3 1: ^q a*q: ^rq; »TfirRf& li

Of these kings,* it is noteworthy that Pusyamitra is described

by Kalidasa in Malavikagnimitra as the conquerer of Aryavai^ and

Agnimitra is mentioned by Patanjali ^ having performed A^vamedha

sacrifice.

Devahud, the Icist king of the Sunga dynasty, having been addict-

ed to a life of pleasure and sexual enjoyment from his . boyhood, en*-

trusted the kingdom to the care of his Brahman minister Vasudeva,

and he himself retired to Vidisa, noted in those days for its dancing

girls, where he began to lead a m.ost licentious and immoral life with

his voluptuary companions, corrupting the fair maidens of the city to

satisfy his lust and becoming an object jf hatred to his own subjects.

On hearing the extraordinary beauty of the daughter of his Br? hman
minister Vasudeva, who has been living wth her husband, he sent for

them to come tor Vidisa and live by his side, and on one day, after

1, The kiugs are :^Pu§yami|ra or PQ6yamitr.i fSC or 30} ; Agnimitra (60 or 78}

;

Vaaimitca (36) ; Sojyt ^ha (17 or 7) ; Bbadr^ilte. or Anjaka ear Ainjhcafca or Udarjlca

(10 or so ot 2) I Pulm4aka or PuHoda (3 or 33/; Ghc^vasu or Gho§a (3) ; Vajramitta

T39, 14 oc 7) ; Bhagavala (32) ; Dey^koll or i:>evahtiti or K§®mablmmi (10).
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secretly disposing of her huslnand, the king sed\iced her in the disguise

of her husband, and the poor girl who was most true and devoted to

her husband, coming to know of the trencher}^ practised by the king,

at once gave up her life. On hearing the sad news of the fate of his

fair daughter and of her innocent husband, Vasudeva contrived to send

to the king a dancing woman, fully furnished with poison, dressed as

one of the chief queens and had him killed by her hand. People

hailed the death of their licentious king w'ith joy, and made Vasudeva

his upright minister, to take charge of the kingdom and rule the coun-

try henceforth with Pataliputra as its capital*’’

42. Vasudeva of the race of Kanva Mahar^i thus came to the

throne of Magadha and started the Kanva dynasty. There were four

kings in all and they ruled for 85 years from 919 to 834 B.C.*

Thus Kaliyuga Rajavp^nja says :

li

?wri%5r5fw I

«Trfir 11

tif^rar ?rtrTSi%r i

551W ii

ffrcrr: I

^Tfr ti

wrwRt 5rra^i$^45Rr; 1

^ 11

11

3tF!#5F3r^g(ar JT^^ricf frar it

43. ITie last two kings of Kan.va dynasty were puppets in the

hands of the commander-in-chi^^f, Sirahaka Svatikarn«*'.. He slew the

last king Su^arma and ascended the throne of Magadha. He traced his

lineage to King Satevahaha of Pratisthana and bis dynasty was there-

1. Vasu4e^ (39‘ 9 or 5) ;
Bhuiiiimi|ra oc Bhumijra (U, 2i or 34); NSrityaga

( 13) ; SuSarma {10 or 4).
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fore called Andhravamsa. There were 32 kings of this dynasty who

ruled for 50d years from 834 to 328 B.C. The last of the kings was

Pttloman. IIL* The Kaliyuga Rajavpttanta gives the account

44 . .In Sm Gupta dynasty there were seven kings and they

ruled for 245 years from 328, to 83

The Kaliyuga Rajavy^tanta given this account

:

f%i?: 3RI; I

5'™r?fr€Rr?f3r55 mcir “frs^ trfnm: I

3iEi^ ?WT ?rsTr JTfWff II

sfTT^r Hur I

*T%ir f| II

?ft«ra«Ef^4ftar am: q^^raa I

mtT sisr^la g ll

et5r qtSCT mfi crsrt mtiii 1

ai^gsst «Rr 5 ? a^ 5% 1.

;m3rT ?mi wstai^q ll

ffftar rniT: I

f^a«: fwi iq; I

am #q: g 11

1. Slmhakft Sri SatalAmi or Somuka (33) ; Ky §na (18) ; Srlmalla (10, 18 or 66);

pDrQC^efeDgft (18) ;
SrfiSjakanji (66 or 40) ; SkandbastanibbiQ (18) , Lambo4ara (18);

Apmin or Apilalca or VikSla ( 13); MeghasvSti or SanghaevSti or Sau4k» (18) ; Sa^*
or 8v3^i (18) ; SkauiJasvStikarra or Skanqasa^karni t7}, Mrgen^m (3) ; Kunt»la

(8); Snmya or Po^pasena (13) ; S4|a or Sv5|ikar^ (1) ; PukKua or Pulomivl ^86 car

24); M«^uk or McgluiEva^i (38) ; Ari§ta(36); H51a (8); Manilal^ka or BhSr&la or

Polvks or Tulak& (5) ; Parui4rasena or Purikasena or PuliD4»setia or PraviltB (1) ;

GalKXS ^ uKHitiifi) ; 4Iaber4» (3 'months or 3 years); Siva casSivasySti (38); GAUfaml-
pa|c» (21 or 26) ; Puloman II (33 or 28) ; Sivairl (7) ; Sivaskan^ft (7) ; Xagnai'i (19);

VlJayaM ^); CaD4rairi (3) ; Puloman lU <7). See para f98 post,

2. C«4ragnp|a I or Vl)ay54i|ya (7); Samn4ragupU or Alok54HyB (61); <^4ra.
g^jAa n, Vikmm84i^ (38 or 36); Kumaragopta (43); toD4s«iipta (25); Karmelmhfr

gupla (401; Kujnatagnpja II (44),
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g^r*reici^«' Hfrr: 11

?wt iprara^ 1

arftg^a^fw ll

?jJrqTss| 5ffiif'^i%%r?rf^'iir;

!

aar JT^rwa; ii

9ira^ JiCf 5i?^5ri: 1

atr 5Rtt555<bt ^nrr iuftar q®^ t a?rr: ll

jffftar atn;
I

qriaq:]^ 53^% II

^^9ia^f*i!? qtiJnaTa; l

aife^t^w^rr af: il

fl?^5’5qaq>f®f^ aft^ qrarq jq^qqa aa: i

a^f&r qft'-qfii 1

qqr|g^gq %q<3Tf& q^raai: ll

qia»ft5?RRrr j ^ "I ^qrfSr ll

g^?ftqrta^f^^ s^5i5^t fwr: I

qrft^Sqatsn 5 5rr .^5 ^ 3^^ ll

fiiq?rt5ira?f3fia' a^ aiar I

twf ^rar «lq ^ qs^ jit a

qpft aa: fwr: a

qiaf}qrta?ft?j <fia*f[fqawq>: I

q^ftiaPigf^ ?r5r ?wr It

f^rfnaia^:^ ji%t ?wr: I

=a^*freia«ft^ qrfSr aarffir I

a tfatfiiiqaTai 3 a« qfa^% ll

ggffi^ aar arsfa: trar.- tre al^afil

azi^^^ aFs^Jtqrfea: ll
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^srrftmrq i

ssRirf^ ^ ii

5 Ti3% w-qfs i

fan^qi qri^ % ^i: II

e??!qiDittq 3 ^stasrr: !

fffjf a'R^ sfir?i 9iPcr anrawraf^’a ii

aamt 5WI arsqr qarss3ffr?[ ii^rsw: i

femiS Jifma: awsgraiaq: II

5rarpl ^<ni^frfa =k 3 I

aHRffft aar sra ^rarfr aqar aCrq ll

^rarra atfa al^a^iorr '^rqarssr a I

•Tfa'=qr% a^igr I aar; ll

gi?Hr^r5^gqa i

aTMlfqlf: hi4 af¥^a fHasa; ll

frF% ptrai al I

aa: 5t^ j^rJFRtr II

Thus, these 32 kings of the Andhra Dynasty reigned for a total

period of 506 years, although in summing up their total period of

reigns, it states in round figures that they ruled for full 500 years (instead

of 506 years) ; and their kingdom passed into the hands of Candra-

gupja, son of Gha^otkaca Gupta and grandson of Sri Gupte, who
appears to have come from Sri Parva^ or Nepal and originally entered

the service of Vijayasri Satakarpi as one of his generals and with

whose help he managed to maintain his tottering kingdom,
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45 Before proceeding to consider the merits of Pura^ic history

as reviewed by orientalists a brief statement of the cosmogonic and

political calculations of time adopted in India may be useful.

According to the Puranas, 360 lunar Samvatsaras.or human years

constitute one divine year, Krita, Treta, Dvapara and Kali—a cycle of

these four Yugas and their Sandhyas and Sandhyamsas, consisting of

12000 divine years or 4,320,000 human years, constitutes one Maha-
yuga. 1000 Mahayugas constitute one Day of Brahma or one Kalpa-

An equal period of time (viz., 1000X4,320,000=4,320,000.000 human
years) is also reckoned as one Kight of Brahma. 30 such days and

nights make a month of Brahma ; and 12 such months his year; and

100 such years make the full period of Brahma’s life. The two halves

of Brahma’s age are respectively called Piirva-Paiardha d'ad Uttara-

Parardha. The 1st or the Prathama-Par^dha has expired
;
the second

or the Dvitiya-Parardha has commenced with mr present or Varaha-

Kzdpa, At the beginnmg of the first Parardha was Brahma-Kalpa, when
Brahma or the present K )smos was bom. At the end of the first

Parardha was Padma-Kalpa, when the Loka-Padma (the Lotus of

Lokas) appeared at the navel of Hari. The first Kalpa of the Dviliya-

Parardha which is tlia present Kalpa is called Varaha Kalpa, when

Hari incarnated as Varaha or the Wonderful Boar. V/e are now in the

1st day of the fifty«first year of Brahmadeva, called 6veta; and each

of the days of the moi^th of Brahma bore a different name, like

*{1) Sveta, (2) Nilalohita, (3) Vaijiadeva, (4) Rathantara, (5) Raurava,

and so on. So the present Kalpa called the £)veta-Varaha-Kalpa ”

forms the 18001st Kalpa of the Brahma, a day and n’ght of Brahma

being calculated here as one Kalpa.

14 Manus reign during the day of Brahma, each Manu reigning

for 71 Mahayugas. Each Manvantara, therefore, consists of 857,

142f. divine years or 337, 142, 657}^ human or lunar years, WitB

every day and night the aga of Brahma declines. The present Man-

vantara is the seventh Manvantara of Varaha-Kalpa, the first six Man*

vant^ras having already elapsed. The first six Maiivantaras are known

after the name of the respective Manus, as (1) Svayambhuva, (2) Svar<5-

cbisba, (3) Auttama, (4) Taraasa, (5) Raivata and (6) Ghakshusha, and

the present or the seventh Manvantara is called VaivasVata Manvan-

tara. The present Kali Yuga is the fourth or the last quarter of the

28th Mahiyoga of this Vaivasvata Manvantara, and 5018 years of this

Kali Yuga have expired by the i3th day of April 1917.”
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Kali-Yaga, begins from the year 3102 B.C, ; the year 1, expired

or completed, heing 3101 B.C, The forurYugas, or Ages, which com-

prise one Mahayuga, have the following periods ;

—

Kffa-Yuga 1,728,000 360 4800 years of Gods.

'preta-Yugs 2,296,000 360 3600

Uwapara-Yuga ... 864,000 360 2400

Kali-Yuga 432,000 360 1200

One Maha-Yuga... 4,320,000 360 12000 years of Gods.

The Kali Age is said to enbrace Six Sakas, Thus it is said in

Pancanga-Sarapi :

—

ait !

tRR5 ^ II

^ srariir^:

—

(3044J

(135) (1800)

(K)000) ^ (4000O0)

ggifS^are (821) to-- g^i»?T: II

** In the Kali-age there are six founders of eras. First there was

Yudhishthira in indraprastha, whose ^ra lasted for 3044 years. The-

second was Vikrama at Ujayani, whose era had run for 135 years. The
third was Salivahana at Pradsthana, Here the era of Yudhishthira is

made the same as that of the Kaliyuga, which also dates from 3044

years before the era of Vikrama, The Yudhisthira era also is obtained

by adding 3179 to the Saka year
;

(i.e., the Saka begins with the 3180th

year of the Yudhishthira era) and “ by adding 3044 to the Vikrama

Samvat which, in its turn, is got by adding 135 to the Saka date/’*

46. Vikrama or Samvat Era began in 56 b:C. '‘A Hindu legend

tells us that a celebrated king Vikrama or Vikramaditya of Ujjain, in

Malwa, began to reign in that year, and founded the era, which, in that

view, runs form the commencement of nis reign. Another version of it

asserts that he died in that year, and that the reckoning runs from his

1. SesT, V, SdmvjisaUiyaDgar, Th€ PrssfiU KaHyuga^ JOB^ III. 935.

S. See S. P. t,, Natasimhaewaml, Id, XL, 269 aud B. B. Blwgwat, JBAS, XX,
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daath* It is common to both the Digambaras and the Svetambaras.

And the Gathas or Prakrit verses, upon which the earher portions of

some of the Jain Pattavaus or successions of the pontiffs are based,

pretend to put forward such details about Vikramaditya as that for

eight years he played as a child for sixteen he r9amed over the

country ; for fifty-six —(? fifteen)
—“ he exercised rule, being given

over to false doctrine ; for fifty years he was devoted to the religion of

the Jina and then obtained heaven,^^ An addition to the legend

connects 'Vikramaditya with soma foreign invaders of India who were

cdSed Sakas ; and this> again* appears in two versions ; one Version

represents him as regaining the kingdom of Ujjain after the Saka

kings and dispossessed his father and had reigned there for four years

prior to B.C. 57 ;
and the other, as reported by Albenmi in the

eleventh century A.D„—brings the Sakas on the scme a htmdred and

thirty-five years later, and asserts that Vikramaditya marched against

the Saka king, and put him to Eight and killed him **
in the region of

KaruT, between Multan and the j::cistle of Loni,*' and that in celebra-

tion of this, there was established the Saka eta commencing 78.

And another addition asserts that at the court of Vikramaditya there

flourished ** the Nine Gems/* namely, the poet Kalidasa, the astrono^

mer Varahamihira, the lexicographer Amarasimha, and the various

authors Dhanvantari, Ghatakarpara, Kshapanaka, Sanku* Vararuchi and

Vetalabhattzu***

47. Salhrahana-Sinca, is the Saka or era of .S^vahana,*^ the

6aka or era of the glorious and victorious king Sslivahana, the year of

the daka or era established by Salivahana. And the popular belief, in

that the 6aka era was founded by a king Salivahana reigning in A,D,

78 at Pratishfhana, which is the present Pai^han on the GMavari, in

the Nizam's territory***®

1, P. Pteefc, U, X2X* 1 ; JRAS, (1916), 809.

See ProtoecH; Eelihocn's examlnadoii cd this questum in the Int, Ant» vol, 30

(1891), p. 404 ft, Hifi eariioBt instmioe of the wotd t>ikrama being used in oooneotioQ

with^ eta, in a not quite olear senee, nam^y, in the expr^^esicei tfiiravta&hpihkaia,
**

called vikrumo,** is one of the yeat S98, in A.n. 843, from an insoripticm

(p.-406. No. 30). eadiest instance of the eca being plainly ai^bated toa
king Yiirama was a litetuy c^cf theryeat 1060, in a*d. 993 (Ibid, 2i^. An eur-

hflptinsiazKte la known now from EieEkHi^ insonptkBs, whidb is dabd in the year

1038 of king Vikramaditya in aj>. 971 : JBRAS, vcd. p. 166/’

3. J, P. Fleet, JRd8 (1916), 809.

** !Eba ex^ exptesrim SfUivShara Saka is mostly confined to dates reoocded in

pEOie. In dates in Yene, other wi^s of intiQdiKdng Hie name SiiliTShani wexe tcUoW-
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Sakakala, Saknl da or Saka era commenced thus in 78 A.D. It is

either “ the Era of the Saka king Kaniijbka, who conquered Kashmir

and Western India in the 1st century after Christ or the era uf the

defeat of the Sakas by a Hindu king.

The astronomer, Varahamihira who lived in the sixth century A.D.

cited the Saka Era as the Saka Bhupa Kala or Sakendra Kala, i.e.,

the Era of the Saka king. His commentator explains this as the Era

when the barbarians called Sakas “ were discomfited by Vikramadilva.

Again, the astronomer Brahmagupta, who flourished in the seventh

century A.D,, cites the Era as Saka Nripante, i.e., after the Saka king#

His commentator explains this as after the reign of Vikiamaditya,

who slew a people of Barbarians called Sakas.’’*

[‘* JManu says (Ch X, 144-145) that the Sakas, Yavanas, Kambhojas,

Paradas and Pahlavas were originally Kshatriyas, but became outcasles

by neglecting their Vedic duties, etc. The Mahabharata (Adiparvan,

Ch, 85) speaks of these tribes as descendants of Kshatriyas and as

having taken part in the Great War between the Pandavas and Kaura-

vas. The Ramayana of Valmiki {Balakanda, Sarga 55) mentions them

among the tribes who fought during the war of Visvamitra with

Vasishtha. The Gautama Dharma Sutra (Cb. IV, 21) speaks of the

Sakas, Yavanas, etc., as a Pratiloma caste of the Aryas. It is stated

in the Padma Parana (Svarga-khanda, Ch. 15) that the Sakas etc., were

driven out by king Sagara, a descendant of Ikshvaku, to the countries

beyond the borders of India, after getting their heads etc,, shaved

under the advice of Vasishtha, although they were Kshatriyas, The
Vishnu Parana (Amsa 11, Cb, 3) describes the Yavanas as living in the

west, the Sakas in the north-west, the Kiratas in the east, and the four

Indian castes in the middle of India during the time of the Great War.

The Mah7a Parana also refers to Sakas, Yavanas- etc., as degraded

edt and tha sboctec form SSlIvSha was sometimes used, to Buit the metre : see e g.,

Profeasaf Kidhotu’s List of the Inscsriptioos d Southern India in Ep, hid. vol. 7,

appendix* Noe, 465, 476, 603, 619, 1004» 1006.^ This clipped form is also found occa-

sionally in prose: tee, e.g., Ibid., No* 627, Compare Sateviha as the shorter form bf

SatavShana.^*

1 . Odetodie’fi ilgelra, etc,, from the Sansnit, p. ;sliii, tiondon.

See cm dils eta, DutPs Civ. 1. 21 ; Fleet, Trodiffonnl Co/e oj Eattithka^

^^1. 1^; J. H, Marshall, Date oj KanisJtka^ JBA$ (1905), 192,
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Aryan tribes living on the frontiers of Bharata Varsha, Panini refers

in his A^btadhyayi (LL 2-S4) to Sakas and Vavanas and requires to

be placed before and Panini even according to Weslern Oriental-

ists lived long before the time of Alexander the Great. The Sakas,

therefore, could under no chcurastances, be identified with any foreign

tribes that invaded India after Alexander’s time.”]

48. Har«a Era of Nepal began in 457 B.C.,* and that is the

date that' is referred to in Nepalavamsavali.®

Cedi or Kalacuri Era began in 249 A.D.

Hamsa Samvat or Era of Harsavardbana began in 606 A.D.^

Valabhi Era began in 319 A.D.^

*49. Brbaspaticakra or Jovian cycle of sixty years. The
Hindu Cycle of 60 years, technically known as the Brihaspati Chakra

or Cycle of Jupiter,” begins with the year Prabhava and ends with the

year Ksh-^ya (60).

In Northern India a year of the Jovian cycle is omitted once on

an average of 85 5/22 years, or 22 in 1875 years; hence it has ad-

vanced on the southern system by 1 1 in about 950 years. The year of

the cycle in Northern India is found by multiplying the Saka year by

22 adding 4291 and dividing the sum by 1875, then adding the Saka
date to the integral of the quotient, and dividing by 60 ; the remainder

is the year of the cycle. Thus, for Saka 1772 the first operation gives

23 and a remainder of 260, then 1772*4-23 divided by 60 gives as a
remainder the 55lh year of the cycle or Durmati current. If the Kali-

yuga year is used, the usual rule is to multiply it by 1,0117, and to the

integers of the product add 26 and divide the sum by 60 as before,”

50. Kollam or Malabar Era began in 25th August 825 A.D. on
the sun’s entry into Kanya according'to the Chronogram,

‘^i q ^ *T «rr

0 6 1 4 3 4 1

1. Bee Alberuui's India ^achou’a Transl. II, xlix. 7) and BbagWMbtl Indtaji’s

NepSlft-Vwiiiavali in W, XIII. 411-^18.

2. lA, XU:t,2G7 , XVII. 224, XVIII. 265.

3, 14, XY. im, 188,

4, FromSeoapad Bfaatfeirka. Sea ifys. Bef (l^iS), I<4, I. 45, iV,

101. 174, V. 904, 906, XV. 187 Foe Gupla Vala^i Era, seslAt XlV. 9,
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By tiiat day 1434160 days of Kali had expired. This is current in

north Malayaiam, but in Travancore and Cochin, the year begins on
sun’s entry into Simba.

** The chief difference between the northern and southern systems

is, that ii* the sun enters a sign of the zodiac during the day time, that

day is reckoned in the northern calender as the first day of the month
corresponding to that sign ; whereas in the south the sun must have

entered the sign within the first 3 of the 5 parts into which the day is

divided, otherwise the day next is reckoned the first of the month.”

** The Andu year obtains in the Malayaiam Country and in the

Unneveily District In the former, they are known as KoUam Andu>

and in the latter merely as Andu. The Andu commences in the South

Malayaiam Country (Travancore ahd Cochin) and in the Tinnevelly

District with Chingan (Avani), te., on the first day of the fifth month

of the Solar Calendei (Tamil), and in the North-Malayalam country

(British Malabat) with Kanni, i.e^ on the first day of the sixth month

of the same Calender. Tue Andu year is thus not synchronous with

the Cyclic, Kali or Saka year. Andu years would appear to have been

originally reckoned in Cycles of 1,000 years each, and the seciond of

them is stated to have expired in 825 A.D However this may be, the

current Cycle, which was begun in 825 A,D., has now been carried be-

yond the limit of 1,000 years, and it may be that this was done in

ignorance of the above convention, if any such had existed.”

Sh Chronograms, A number of devices have been adopted in

Hindu Works for expressing the number of years, an expression by

chronograms. They were either expressed by significent words, words

which denote their own number as the equivalent or by the use of

letters on an algebraical formula.

The first complete list is that given by Alberuni (A.D. 1031) ; the

following is from his list, as translated by Woepoke supplemented from

Brown’s "Cyclic Tables” and Inscriptions. As no limits can be

placed to a fanciful practice like this, I cannot give this list af com-

plete list,

Ctpher.***.*Sunya; Idia; gagana; viyat; akasa; ambara; abhra;

aaania ; vyoma,

1 ,.. .......Adi; sa^; indu; kshiti; urvara; dhara; pitamaha;

chaiMhra; sitamsu; rupa; rasmi; prithivi; bhu; tanu; soma; nayaka;

V2»udha; sasanka ; kshma ; dha^anL
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2.

Yama ; Asvia ; raWchandrau ; lochana; aksbi ; Dasra ;

yam ala ;
paksha

;
netra ; bahu ; karna ;

kutumba ; kara ; drishti,

3.

”* Trikala ;
trijagat

; tri ; triguna ; loka ; trigala
;
pavaka

;

vaisvanana ; dhana ;
tapana ; hutasana

;
jvalana ; agni

;
vabni ; trilo-

chana; trinetra
;
Rama; sahodara

; sikbin; guna.

4.

Veda
;
samudra ; sagara; abdhi

; dadhi
;
dis

;
jalasaya ;

krita ;
jalanidbi

;
yuga ; bandbu ; udadbi.

Sara ;
artba

; indriya; sayaka ; bana ; bbuta ; ishu ; Pan--

dava ;
tata ;

rafna ; prana ; suta
;
putra ; visikba : kalamba ; margana.

Rasa; anga ; ritu ; masarddha ; raga
; ari ; darsana ; tarka;

mata ; sastra.

7.

Aga ; naga ;
parvata ; mahidhara ; adri ; muni ; risbf; asri;

svara^; cbbandas ;
asva ;

dbatu ;
kalatra ; saila,

8.

-- Vasu
;
abi

;
gaja ;

dantin
; mangala ; naga ; bhuti

; ibha
;

sarpa.

9.

Go ; nanda ; randbra ; cbbidra
;
pavana

; antara
; graba

;

anka ; nidlii ; dvara,

10 ......... Dis ;
asa ; kondu ; ravanasqjra ; avatara

; karma.'

11

....Rudra ;<vara
; Mabadeva ; aksbauhini ; labha.

12..

.. ......Surj'a ; arka ; aditya ;
bbanu

; masa ; vy^aja,

13

*,.,,Visva
; Manmatba; Karaadeva.

14

Manu ; Loka ; Indra

15..

.. Titbi
;
paksbi; aban.

16 .Asbti ; nripa ;
bbupa ; kala.

l7#......,..Atyasbti.

18..

.Dhriti.

19, Atidbriti.

20..

.. Nakba
;
kriti,

21..

. ....... Utkriti ;
avarga.

22..

... Jati,

24..

. Jina.

25,'^* Tattva.

Alhenini (1031 A.D.) says that numbers beyond twenty-five were

noted in this way. The following, however, occur but in late docu-

ments only ;

27..

........Naksbatra.



32

..

.

33

..

.

40

..

.
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.Danta, Rada.

,Deva.

.Tana.

The list might be made much more extensive, as it is obvious that

any synonyms of any word that can be used to signify a number can

be used, e.g., any word signifying * moon * besides those mentioned as

equivalent to 1, may be used for the same purpose, and so with the

others. The ordinary numbered words are commonly mixed -with the

words given above.

In making numbers of this system units are mentioned first and

then the higher orders, eg., Rishinagakhendusamvatsara is year 1087

gaganasastrakhenduganite samvatsara is equal to 1063; dabanadri-

khenduganitasamvastara is equal to 1073, It appears, however, that

occasionally in recent inscriptions the words are put in the same order

as the figures are written.*^

The algebraical formulas are ;

—

i. 1... ^ (1) OS (2) ^pd so on to s (9)

ii. I — t (1) I 5 (2) and so on to s (9)

ui. «Tr%« 1 <T (1) I 'K (2) and so on to (5)

iv. |... I X (2) and so on to f (8)

The order of the letters is from right to left, in conjunct letters,

the last pronounced consonant only counts value and vowels have no

value. Thus mean 54 an means 1059,'

52. Santracottus. It was Sir William Jones, the Founder and

President of the Society instituted in Bengal for inquiry into the History

and Antiquities, the Arts, Sciences and Literature of Asia, who died on

27th April 1794, that suggested for the first time an idmiificatioh to the

notice of scholars. In his 'Tenth Anniversary Discourse ' delivered

by him on 28th February 1793 on “ Asiatic History, Civil and Natural,’’

referred to the so-called discovery by him of the identity of Can-

dragupja, the Founder of the Mauiy^a Dynasty of the Kings Magadha,

with Sandracoilus of the Greek writers of Alexander’! advent\ires, thus :

^ The ^urispnidenre of the Hindus and Arabs being the field,

which I have chosen for my peculiar toil, you canuoi expert, that I

should greatly enlarge your collection of historical knowledge ; but I
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may be able to offer you some occasional tribute, and I cannot help

mentioning a discovery which accident threw in my way ; though my
proofs must be reserved for an essay, which I have destined for the

fourth volume of your Transactions. To fix the situation of that

Palibothra, (for there may have been several of the name) which was

visited and described by Megasthenes, had always appeared a very

difficult problem ; for, though it could not have been Prayuga where

no ancient metropolis ever stood, nor Caiiyacubja which has no epithet

at ail resembling the word used by the Greeks, nor Ganr^ otherwise

called LacshviafiavatU which all know to he a town comparatively

modem, yet we could not confidently decide that it was Paialiputra,

though names and most circu mstances nearly correspond, because that

renowned capital extended from the confluence of the Sent and the

Ganges to the site of Patna, waile Palibothra stood at the junefion of the

Ganges and Erranahoas^ which the accurate M, D'Anvilie had pronoun-

ced to be ‘‘ Yamuna”; but this only difficulty was removed when I

foiffid in a Classical Sanskrit book near two thousand years old, that

Heraeriycihahu or golden-armed, which the Gieeks changed to Errana-

boas, or the river with a lovely mimiury was in fact another name for

the Sona itself, though Megasthenes from ignorance or inattention, has

named them separately.' This discovery led to another of greater

moment ; for Chandragupta, who, from a military adventurer. Became
like Sandracottus, the sovereign of Upper Hindustan, actually fixed the

seat of his empire at Pajaliputra, where he received ambassadors from

foreign princes, and was no other than that very Sandracottus who
concluded a treaty with Seleucus Nicator

; so that we have solved

another problem to which we before alluded ; and may in round

numbers consider the twelve and three hundredth years before Christ

as two certain epochs between Rama who conquered Sl/an a few- cen-

turies after the flood, and Vicramaditya who died at Ujjayini fifty-seven

years before the beginning of our era.”

53. The passage regarding Candragupte^s date is found in

Justinins, Epitoma Pompti Trogi, xv. 4 and Mr, McCrindle translated it

as follows :*

“ [Seleucus] carried on many wars in the East after the division of

the Macedonian kingdom between himself and the other successor of

Alexander, first seizing Babylonia, and then reducing the Bactrians, his

power being increased by the first success. Thereafter he passed into

1. Atiatk Besearchts, IV. 10-111

a. edifioo 1879), X. 195.

1
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India, which had, since Alexander's death, killed his prefects, thinking

that the yoke of slavery had been shaken off from its net k. The

author of its freedom had been Sandrocotliis
;

but when vii lory was

gained he had changed the name of freedom to that of l)ondage. hot,

after he had ascended the throne, he himself oppressed with servitude

(he very people whi('h he had reseated from foreign dominion. Tht>ugh

of humble birth, he was impelled by innate majesty to assume royal

power. When king Nandrus,' whom he had olfonded by his btddness,

t)rdered him to be killed, he had resorted to speedy Hight. , . ,

Sandrocotliis, having thus gained the crown, held India at the time

when Seleucus was laying the foundalit)Us of his future greatness,

Seleucus came to an agreement with him, and, after settling atfairs in

the East, engaged in the war against Anllgonus,”

The same transactions are referred to by Appianu.s :

“ [SeleucusJ crossed the Indus and waged war tm Andr(U ottus

king of the Indians who dwelt about n, until he made friends and

entered into relations of marriage with him.”

According to Strabo, Seleucus ceued to Chandragupla a tract ot

land to the we.st of the Indus and received in exchange live hundred

elephants,*

The inference drawn is this: Seleucus I Nikator of KSyria (n.c. iUt*-

280), “ arrived in Cappadocia in the autumn ;i02 [the year prec^ed-

ing the battle of Ipsos]. The march from 'ndia to there must have

required at least two summers, (.iorsequently, the peace with ('han-

dragupia has to be placed about the summer of 304, at at the latost

in the next winter.”* We know from various sources ihat Megasthencs

became the ambtissador of, Seleucus at ChandraguptaN court *

It follows from these statements that Chandragupla ascended the

throne between Ale.xanderks death (B.C, 323) and ihe treaty with

Seleucus (I5.C. 304).”

54 . Earlier in the same discourse Sir William had mentitmed his

authorities ft)r the statement that Candragupta became Hoveref^n of

upper Hindusthan, ^v^th his Capital at batalipufra, ” A mo«u beautiful

1, ^tcCrindle’ a translation, IH,

a. V. A., Smith, /iisfory 0/ India, 3ftl ed,, p. 150 I.; K»0W,
41. 154 a.

3. Belocb’s ufiev/i, Crith, 3, 1 14C, n, ;k

4. :Uvga8th€nU hidka (HohD. 1876), p, 10 C. Muller, I'Ve

vsftita nist<>ri4cfum voh ii (Paris 1816), p. 398 j McCtlnd^ tA, Vb i!6
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poem ” said he by Somadeva, comprising a long chain of instructive

and agreeable stories, begins with the famed revolution at Tatalipulra

by the murder of king Nanda with his eight sons, and the usurpation

of Chandragupta
;
and ih^ same rovulutinn is the

^
subject of a tragedy

in Sanskrit entitled ‘The Coronation of C^handra/ 1-hus he claimed

to have idenlitied Pali/xithra with Pataliputra and Sandrokoitm with

Candragupta, and U) have determined 300 B.C. “ in round numbers

as a certain epo('h between tvn) others which he called the conquest

of by Rama “1200 B,C.” and the death of Vikraraadit;ya at

Ujjain in 57 B.C.

In the Discourse referred to, Sir William barely stated his dis-

covery, adding “ that his proofs must be reserved for a subsequent

essay, but he died before that essay could appear.

55. The theme Nvns taken immediately hy Ck)], Wilford in Volume

y of the Asislic Researches. Wilford entered into a long and fanciful

disquisition on Palibothra^ and rejected Sir '^^hlliam^s identification of it

with Patalipulra^ but he accepted the identification of Sundracoitus with

Candragupta in the following words Sir William Jones from a

poem written by Somaduva and a tragedy called the Coronation of

Chandra or Chandragupta discovered that he really was the Indian

king* mentioned hy the historians of Alexander under the name of

SandrucoUus. These poems 1 have not been able to procure
;
but I

have found another dramatic piece entitled Mudra-Racha.sa,* which is

divided into twt) parts ; the first may be called the Coronation of

ChandraT*

Wilson further amended the incorrect authorities relied on by Sir

William Jones ;
and said in his Preface to Mudra-Rakshasa,^ that by

Sir William's a beautiful poem by Somadeva Nvas ** doubtless meant

the large collection tT tales by Somabhalla the Vrihat^katha.”^

1.. Ibld.0.

1, • This spelling shows that Wilford saw not the Sanskrit drama bub some vecnir

oular viiioni of it.

3. Asiatic Iteoarohest V. QG2. Vdlford wrongly names the author of the drama

ftfi Amanta (or Ananta),

8, Theatre of the Hlndut, Vol. II.

4, WlUoo agiim is not quite cOTreot in his Bihlogtaphy* Somaijm'e large collec*

tiou of talea is entitled Kathas^it-tagan and is an adaptation iuio Sanskrit verso of

an origlngal work In the PaiiiaQi language called Bclhat-Ka|ha» ompoied by o

j

On^Adhya*
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56. Max Muller then elaborated the discovery of this identity

in his Ancient Sanskrit Literature, To him this identity was a settled

incontrovertible fact. On the path of further research, he Examined

the chronology of the Buddhists according to the Northern or the

Chinese and the Southern or the Ceylonese traditions, and summed
this up :

'* Everything in Indian Chronology depends upon the date of

Chandragupta. Chandragupta was the grand-father of Asoka, and the

contemporary of Selukus Nikator. Now, according to the Chinese

chronology, Asoka would have lived, to waive the minor differences,

850 or 750 B.C., according to Ceylonese Chronology, 315 B.C. Either

of these dates is impossible because it does not agree with the chrono-

logy of Greece.” ‘ Everything in Indian Chronology depends upon the dak

of Chandragupta ' h deoXdiXdAioTi. How is that date to be fixed ?

The Purardc accounts were of course beneath notice. The Buddhist

chronologies were conflicting, and must be ignored The Greek

synchronism comes to his rescue. ** There is bni one means by which
the history of India can be connected with that of Greece, and its

chronology must be reduced to its proper limits,” that is, by, the chte

afforded by ” the name of Sandrocottus ot Sandrocyplus, the Sanskrit

Chandragupta.”

Fr^ra classical writers—fustin, Arrian, Diadorus Slculu.s, Strabt>

Quintus Curtius, and Plutarch—a formidable array all of whom how*
ever borrowed their account from practically the same sourcea—he
puts together the various statements concerning Sandrocottus, and tries

to show that they all tally with the statements made by Indian writers

about the Maurya king Candragupta, ” The resemblence of this name
says he **

with the name of Sandrocottus or Sandrocyptus was first,

I believe, pointed out by Sit William Jones, Wilford, Wilson, and Pro-

fessor Laasen have afterwards added further evidence la confirmation

of Sir W. Jones's conjecture ; and although other scholars^ and particularly

id, Troyer in his edition of tht, Rajatarmgmi, have raised objections^ we
shall see that the evidence in favour of the identity of Chandragupta
and Sandrocottus or Sandrocyptus is such as to admit o! no reasonable
doubt.” Max Muller only repeats that the Greek acconnU of Sandro*
cottus and the Indian accounts of Chandragupta agree In the mate,
both speaking of a usurper who either was base-born himself or else
overthrew a base-bom predecessor, and that this essential agceement
would hold whether the various names used by Greek writers**-XM-
drames, Andramas, Aggraman, Sandrocottus and Sandrocypttt8«-**ihonWi

be made to refer to two kings the overthrown and the ' overthrower,
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or all to one namely the overthrower himself; though personally he is

inclined to the view that the first three variations refer to the over-

thrown, and the last two to the overthrower. He explains away the

difficulty in identifying the sites of Palibothra and Pataliputra geo-

graphically by a change in the bed of the river Sone/’ He passes

over the apparent differences in detail between the Greek statements on

the one hand and the Hindu and Buddhist versions on the other quite

summarily, declaring that Buddhist fables were invented to exalt, and

the Brahmanic fables to lower Chandragupta's descent ! Lastly with

respect to chronology the Brahmanic is altogether ignored, and the

Buddhist is “ reduced to its proper limits that is, pulled down to fit

in with Greek chronology*

57* Priyadati. Next came inscriptions of Priyadasi * These

edicta published in the tenth and twelfth years ofAsoka’s reign (253 and

251 B,C*) are found in distinct places in the extreme Last and West of

India* As revealed in these engraved records, the spoken dialect was

essentially the same throughout the wide and fertile religions lying be-

tween the Vindhya and Himalaycs and between the mouths of the Indus

and the Ganges. The language appears in three varieties, which may be

named the Punjabi^ the UjJcUui and the Magcuihi, These may point to a

transitional stage between Sanskrit and Pall. The language of the

inscriptions,*' says Princep although necessarily that of their date and

probably that in which the first propagators of Buddhism expounded

their doctrines, seems to h&ve been the spoken language of the people

of Upper India than a form of spdfech peculiar to a class of religionisti

or a sacred language, and its use in the edicts of Piyadasi, although

Incompatible with their Buddhistic origin, cannot be accepted as a

conclusive proof that they originated from a peculiar form of religious

belief.”

Asoka's name does not occur in these inscriptions, but that these

purport to emanate from a king who gives his formal title in various

Prakrit forms of which ihe Sanskrit would be Devanampwvah Priya.

l.*' The Edlobe ate ediW in M, 6. 10, 14, 17, 18, 19, 39, Bi, B7, SB. On ti>e

Ediots, see li, XlII. 804 s XX. 1, 86, 939 ; XXXV. 390 : XXXIV. 346 ; XXXVIII.
161 :

XLVII. 48.

Aleo, D. R, BhaDdackat, Xiolea, Calontta ; V. A. Smith, Atoka,, OxIatS ; V, W.
ThotmCi, 2/« Vivoati d» Atoka, 3A, (1910) ; B. HnltcBab, Dait of Atoka, 3RA8,
(1914) 948. B. B. Wtleon, litniity of Atoka, JBAS, (o. a.), XXII, 177. 348 ; (UOI)

837*888; V. A. Smith, iuthoriM,) Pi/yadaii imeriptioM, 3RA8, (1901), 488;

AMtevadank, -fBAB, [1901) 646
,
Binantam, 3Mia, (1901), 884.
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darsi raja. It was James Prinsep that first ascribod A.soka\s odicls b»

pevanampiya-Tissa of Ceylon.* 'The discovery of the Xa!‘ajuija Hill

cave-inscriptions of Sashalala Devanampiya, whom be at oiu’e idcnti-

tied with Dasaratha, the gratKlsou of the Maurya Idny; Asoka and the

fact that Tumour had found Piyadassi or Piyadassana used as a sur-

name of Asoka in the Dipavam^a, induc'ed Priusep to abandon his

original view, and to identify Devanampriya Priyadarsan with Asoka

himself.

In February 1838, Prinsep published the text and a translation of

the second rock edict, Girnar version of it (L 3) the words A?ntiydko

Vonarixjh and in the Dhauli version (l. 1) Amtlyokc iiama Fona-idjd, and

identified the Yona king Ant^yaka or Antiyoka with Antiochus III of

Syria.* In.March 1838, he discovered in the Girnar edict xiii (h 8),

the names of Turamaya, Amtikona,® and Maga, w'hom ho mtjst ingeni-

ously identified with Ptolemy II Philadelphos of iCgypt* Antigonns

Gonatas of Macedonia (?) and Magas of Cyrinc. At the same time he

modified his earlier theor}' and now referred the name Antiyoka \u

Antiochus I 11 of Syria, preferably th^ former*

On the Girnar rock the name of a fifth king who was mentioned

after IMaga is lost. The ShahbaJ'^gajrhi version calls him Alikasundara,

E, NorTds recognii^ed that this name corresponds to the Gruuk

MX€C«v6pO$» suggested hesitatingly that Alexander of Kpirns,

the son of Pyrihus, might be meant by it.* 'Phis identificatitm was

endorsed by Westerguard/ Lassen,^ and Senarl.’ But Profess< 5 r Behwh
thinks that Alexander of Corinth, the son of Cralerus, ht'id a bolter

claim
*

“ The mention of these five contemporaries in the inscriptions

Devanampriya Priyadarshi/' says E. Hultzsch, “ confirms in a general

1. E. Holtasgoh, Date oj Asoka, JBA8, (lOU).

. VII. X5S.

S. In reality GlrnSr and KSlsi md Afnmna, Shahbazgftrbl Amtikini Buhitr
(ZDMG., iO, 137) justly remarked that theee two formr^uld wkther oofrwpcmd to
Antigenes than to Anfclgonus. But no king named Antigencs ia known to u«, thottgh It

was the name of one of the offioers of Alexander the Great, who was exeQUte4i together
with Bumenes, in B,C. $16, being then satrap of Suslsma,

4 , JBASAoa.);m,
£S. Zmi Abhandlungm, translated from the Danish Into German by Stecaler

(Breslau, 1863), p, 130 f.

. hid, Alt, m i,

7, 349.

8, QrUfihi Qmh,t 8, 9, lOfi.
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way the rorreclions < rrinsoi>’s idcntilicaiion t>f tho latter with Aaoka,

the grautlson ()f Chanel rag upta, whose apprt)ximate time; we know from

Creek and Roman records. Antiochus I Soter of Syria reigned B.C.

280-261, his son Antiochus 11 Thcos 261-246, Ptolemy U Philadelphos

of ICgypt 2S5-247, Antigonas donates of Macedonia 276-236, Magas

of Cyrene <'. 300

—

r. 230, Alexander of Ppirus 272— c 255, and Alexan-

iler of Corinth 252— r,
244.’'

58. This idenlihcaLion of Sandrocotlus with C'andragupta Maurya

furnished a very certain starting point in investigating what appeared

to be such a huge field of uncertainties as Indian Chronology. Thus,

according to Buddhist traditions, it is said, Buddha died 162 years*

before Candraguptia, Max Muller supposes that “ Chandraghpta

became king about 315 B.C., and so he })laces the death of Buddha

162 plus 315 or 477 B.C, Or again 32 years after Chandragupta, Asoka

is said to have become king, that is 315-— 12 or 263 B.C. ; and his

** Utauguration ” is said t(f have taken place in 250 B.C. At tho time of

Asoka’s inauguration LTS years had elapsed since the conventional date

of Buddha’s death.” Hence Buddha must have also died in 477 B.C.

59. 1'hus ('nmo in the Ani iiok StiRF.r (U' Indian Chkonoi.ogv, It

fell to the glorious lot cT Vinc ent K, Smith to sptmsor this hypothesie

and instal it on a firmer pedestal, Clory is god-made and V, S,

Smith was destined for He t(H>k the chronological identity so pre**

mined by the predecessors in this historical heirarc'hy as the basis of

further calculation of the axavt dates of the different dynasties that

ruled over Magadha before and after the Maim-as. He was able t(j

invoke the aid of numismatics in addition to epigraphy, He could

interpret tho etas, particularly the (inpta era of the inscriptions and the

legends on the coins, and discajver a confirmation of the earlier

opiuionH, He could not however got over, as if by compunction, the

need tt) folUAV the Puranas in tho enumeration of the kings and theiJt

dynasties ; he took the dynasties and the succession of kings as they

were, he did not call them fictitious, lie had objection to the long

1, The roftdee may well be temindod o£ the faoioious address of Gc^I to flrl

Kvfuft

:

?t*f ^ ^Tc!^ 1

<iT JTr«i^ fjprr il
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periods of years that these Puranas sometimes assigned io particular

kings or dynasiies. They were improbable and fanciful and so cn

their face unreliable ! So he set out to sift the intervals of time and

adjust the dates and periods on a rational basis, a basis that would

quite convince the modern mind of a reasonable probability. The

device of reduction of time is in short this :

Where the Puranas have different readings the shortest number of

years is adopted
;
where the Puranas give a long period to any reign, it

is reduced to 20 years as the average ascertainable in royal histories

elsewhere ;
where the Purarias give only brief terms of a few years or a

few months, that is adopted as correct. The result of these reductions

will be seen below' :

—

Puranas. V. Smith.

Nandas ... 100 (1635-1535 B.C.) 45

Mauryas ... 316 (1535-1219 B.C.) 137

Sungas ... 300 (1219-919 BC.) 112

Kanvas ,,, ... 85 (
919—834 B.C.) 45

Andhras ... 506 ( 834—328 B.C.) 289

Gupt^ ... 245 ( 328—83 B.C,) 149

Thus, according to Vincent Smithes Candragupja became king in

322 B.C,, and Buddha died in 487 B.C„ this allows 50 years for the

N<m4^f before Can^ragupta, and 250 years for the Saismagas before

the Nendas, And so he begins his Early History from about 602 B.C,

Likewise, starting from 322 B.C*, V. Smith allows 137 years for the

Maorya Dynasty and places Sunga kings in 185-73 B.C., and Kanva

kings in 73 to ^8 B,C., and so on bringing the list down to An^hras

and Gnp^as. 1 extract the passage

:

“ Although the discrepant traditionary materials available do not

permit the determination with accuracy of the chronology of the Saisu*

naga and Nanda dynasties, it Is, I venture to think, possible to attain

a tolerably close approximation to the truth, and to reconcile some of

the traditions. The fixed point from which to reckon backwards is tkc

year 322 B,C,^ the datefor the succession of Chandragupia Maufya, which
is certainly correct, with a possible error not exceeding three years.

The second principal datum is the list of ten kings of the Saisunaga

dynasty as given in the oldest historical entries In the Puranas, wmely
those in the Matsya and the Vayu, the general correctness of which
is confirmed by several lines of evidonca ; and the third is the probable

date of the death of Buddha,
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Although the fact that the Saisunaga dynasty c<)nsisted of ten

kings may bo admitted, neither the duration assigned by the Puranas

U) the dynasty as a, whole, nor that alUjtted to certain reigns, can be

accepted. Experience proves that in a long series an average of

twenty-five years to a generation is rarely attained, and that this ave-

rage is still more rarely exceeded in a series of reigns as distinguished

from generations.

The English series of ten reigns from Charles II i<\ Victoria, in-

clusive, 16+9-1901 (reckoning the accession of Charles II from the

death of his father in 1649), occupied 252 years, and included the two

exceptionally long reigns of George 111 and Victoria, aggregatihg 124

years, '/‘/in resu/fatit average^ 3^,2 years per reign, may be take?t as the

maxmtwi possible^ and consegtienily 2^2 years are the maximum aMowabie for

the terr Saisunaga reigns. I'he Puranic figures of 321 (Matsva) and 332

(Vavu) years, obtained by adding together the durations of the several

reigns may be rejected without hesitation as being incredible. The

Matsva account t'oncludes with the slntement, 'These will be the ten

Saisunaga kings. The Saisunaga^ will endure 360 years, being kings

with Kshatriya kinsfolk,' Mr, Pargiter suggests that the figures '360'

should he interpreted ‘ 163 If that interpretation be accepted the

average length of reign would be only I63t and it would be difl&cult to

make Buddha (died cir, 487 j
contemporary with Bimbisara and Ajata-

satru- It is more probable that the dynasty lasted for more than two

centuries.

As stated in the text, the traditional periods assigned to the Nanda

dynasty of either 100 or 150 years for two generations cannot be

accepted, A more reasonable period of fifty years may be provision^

ally asstmed. We thus get the 302 (252 plus 50) as the miximum

admiHsible period for the Saisunaga and Nanda dynasties combined ;

and, reckoning backwards from the fixed- point, 322 B.C„ The Year

624 B.C,, is found to be the earliest possible date for Sisuaaga, the

first king. But of cofirse the true date may be, and probably is, some-

what later, because it is extremely unlikely that twelve reigns (ten Saisu-

naga and two Nanda) should have attained an average of 2546 years.

1 he reigns of the fifth and sixth kings, Bimbisara or Srenika, and

Ajatasatru or Ktmlka, were well remembered owing to the wars afui

events in religious history which marked them. We may therefore

assume that the lengths of those reigns were known more or less accch*
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rately, and 'are justified in accepting- the concurrent testimony of the

Vayu and Matsva Puranas, that Pimbisara reigned for twenty-eight

years.

Ajatasatru is assigned twenty-five or twenty-seven years by ditferent

Puranas, and thirty-two years by Tibetan and t.:eyU)neso Piuldhisi tradi-

tion. I assume the correctness of the oldest Puranic list, that of the

Matsva, and take his reign to have been twenty-seven years, d'he

real existence of Darsaka (erroneously called Vamsaka by the ITa'isva)

having- been established by Lhasa’s Vasa\ai)ATTA, his reign may be
assigned twenty-four years, as in the Matsva, Udaya, who is men-
tioned in the Buddhist books, and is said to have built Pataliputra, is

assigned thirty-three years by the Puranas, which may pass.

The Vayu and Matsva Puranas respectively assign eighly-five and
eighty-three years to the sum of the reigns of kings numbers 9 and 10

together. These figures are improbably high, and it is unlikely that

the two reigns actually occupied more than fifty years. yVu- ./O

/s assuwft/,

The evidence as far as it goes, and at best it does not atncutnl to

much, indicates that the average length of ihti later rdgns was in ex-
cess of the normal figure. We may therefore, that the first

four reigns, about which nothing is known must have been compara-
tively short, and did not exceed some seventy or eighty years collec-

tively* An assumption that these reigns were longer would unduly

prolong the total duration of the dynast}-, the beginning of which
he dated about 600 B.C., or a little earlier,

1 he existence of a great body of detailed traditions, which are
not mere mythological legends, sufiiidenily establishes the facts that

both Mahavira, the Jain leader, and (lautama Buddha wore contem-

porary to a considerable extent with one another and with the kiQg«
Bimbisara and Ajatasatru.

Tradition also indicates that Mahavira predeceased Buddha. The
death of these sainte form welUmarkrd epochs in the history of Indian
religion, and are constantly referred to by ecclesiastical wrltorH fur

chronological purposes. It might therefore he expected that the
traditional dates of the two events would supply at once the desired
clue to the dynastic chronology. But clow examination ' of cunfUcting
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traditions raises difficulties. The year 527 (528-7) B.C., tbe most

commonly quoted date tor the death of IMahavira, is merely one of

several traditionary dates, and it seems to be impossible to reconcile

the )ain tr.tditions eilher among themselves or with the known approxi-

mate date of Cffiandragupta,”

60. This exposilinn of V. K. Smith has become the unalterable

standard for later scholars/ Great and sincere as many of these scholars

have been, they did not dare or care to go behind Smith’s fiats and

if any did differ from him, it was over the insignificant question of the

particular year in which Candragupta \vas crowned, if it was 312^ 315>

321, 322, 323, 324, 325, 32G or 327 B.C.® Thus Fleet says

-

Now, in all matters of the most ancient Indian chronology, the

great sheet anchor ” is, and has been ever since 1798, the dale of

Chandragupta, the grandfather of AsGk.'i the Maarya, as determined by

the information furnished bylhe Greek writers. In recent years, in-

deed, there has been a tendency to believe that we have something

still more definite in the refererice to certain foreign kings in the

thirteenth rock-edict of A»6ka, But, as may be shown on some other

occasion, there is nothin^^ in that, beyond proof that that edict, framed

not earlier than the ninth year after the nbhishda or anointment of

As6ka to the sovereignty, and most probably in the thirleenih year,

was framed not before B.C. 272 ;
and that does nut help as much,

because the (MMd'u <jf AsOka might, so far ns that goes, he put back

'to even as early a year its B.G, 284, In all that we have at yet been

able to determine about AsOka, there is nothing that enables us to im-

prove upon whaMve could already determine ab uit Chandragupta,

From the Greek writers, we knc»w that Cbandragupta became king of

Northern India at some time between B.C, 320 and 312. Within those

limits, differtuU writers, have selected diflerenl years ; B.C. 325, 321,

316, 315 and 312. The latest soleclion is, I suppose, that made by

Mr, Vincent Smith in his £ar/j/ .//W/ir?, 173 ; namely, B.C.

321 .”®

t, V. R. Ramachikudra DiksItAr, MaisnaiJUrana, Madras; E. D. Banftrjeo, Ag4

D/JtmperiaIGui'e<i5, Bonares, UiucBoandra Sircar, Sacu'sfiors of */k o/

JDtpf. t)/ Calt'Uttft, Vol. 26 ;
Phiroodroualb Mukhopudbyaya, Data of

Buiidha and C(mn4i.U'd Ei^ochs, Ihid. Vol. 27.

a. See M. Seoatt, XX. 236 j Sr Cupala lyor, IJ, XXXVIT. 3il
; Buhler, li,

VU 110. JSrJT, in. 234 *, FI«et, JIUS, (11/04) 1, (lOOC) 083 ;
V. Smith, SUt, 178,

a. Fleet, JMSf (1000) ,084.
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61 . The deduclioas and inferances of V. Smith have como to

stay. But the traditional reputation has been loo staring in its assertion

that Mahabhara^a War happened at the end of DvEparayuga, 37 years

before the advent of Kaliyuga in 3102 B,C. Later scholars, to whom
the tradition was a fraud resorted to the only alternative viz., to post-

date the beginning of Kaliyuga so as to preserve the Pariinic Synchro-

nism of Mah&bhara^a War with about the end of Pvaparayuga. Kvon

there the sayings of V. Smith were adopted as canons of indubitable

truth and the dates were worked up on their basis only and this had

been done in wholesale disregard of the care and precision with

which the Puranas recorded the calculations of political history,

62 The Puraijas uniformly give two methods, which are corro-

borative of each other, in calculating the dales of these Hindu Dynasties.

One starts from the close of the Mahabhar^^a War and almost c.o.evally

with the commencement of the Kaliyuga, from which lime the number

of years that each king reigned is gDen. The iither starts from the

Sap|at$l Era or the Laukikabda, whose cycle consisting of 27U0 years is

accepted by all authorities to have commenced •about 4992 years ago

corresponding to 3676 B.C, Now the PurAnas state the First cycle of

this Saptar$i Era or Laukikabda commenced at the time of Parlk^if^

that the Saptar^is were in Magha at his time, that they move in a retro-

grade motion and take 100 years to, pass from one Nakt^a^ra to ano.

ther, that they were in Purva§adha (or the l6lh Nakpa^ra from

Magba) at the time of the commencement of the Nanda dynasty, that

they were in Ci^a-Nak§a^ra (iir the 24 Nak$a|ra from IMagha) at

the commencement on the Andhra Dynasty and that at the beginning

of the reign of the 27th king of the An<Jhra Dynasty, the cycle repeat*

ed itself, the Saptarsis having come back to Magba, St) there must

have elapsed at least 1500 years between Pank^it and MahSpa^mu

Nanda, 2300 years between Pariksit and Andhra Simuka (Sri ^Stakarvi)

the Founder of the Andhra Dynasty and 270 years between Paiikpi|

and Sivasri Safakar^ii, the 27(h king of the Andhra Dynasty, and that

this king Sivasri must have commenced his reign in the year 377 B.C,

63 . The Mahabhara^a War starts the PurSnic chronology, that is,

at 3139 B.C, The periods assigned to the eight dynasties that ruled

over Magadha, Andhra is made up 28U years thus;—.
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Dynasty No. of Kings years.

1. Barha^ratha (post-Bhara|a) 22 1006

2. Pradyota 5 138

3. ^aifiunaga 10 360

4. Nan^a 9 (2 generations) 100

5. Maurya 12 316

6. Sunga 10 300

7. Kanva 4 85

8. Andhra 32 506

Total* ... 2811

2811 years after the Mahabhara^a War or about 328. B.C., tho

sovereignty of Magadha passed into the hands of a line called Purva-

{.iya and Anihrabhr{ya^ the first king of which was Canijragupta,

64. This Sap|ar$i Era is fully described in all the Purinas in

words almost similar to one ancther and the following passage from

the Kaliy«ga-Raja-V?t^anta may suffice as an example :

—

Rrsf^fr II

3»T ircf«i; Rtsqqr #WTr aq, I

f^sqr: m % ll

f^sq: ?repPNr?^rsq spqitq ll

ewfht 3 ^ I

(5n% II

qFr^#ref'kj|: ii

qsrr HH iRig it l

?f^r mm ll

i- As summed up in Kftllyuga*Raijavtj;{auiaor 3836 according to Ma|sya ?

Vincent Emltb oommite an cggregious blunder In making the first 10 or U
kings oi the An4h)^a dynasty oontemporaneoua with the preceding dynastlee and holding

that the slayer of the last KaQva king apparently must have been one ot other of

three An4hra kings namely No. Ut 12 or 13 " Early Ektory p, 206.
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!Tr|i 5?rr^<?: ll

JiRri; H im=5; ti?qrSJTi
I

cTR^ 'i«€ ?mf ^Sfrq^ II

3i?i ’TrJE?% iwRf I

3cf: jpi^ ^rRr% ftfsraii ii

?RJ sP^ffetT Trsrr ia^sr^ jri%f§?r: I

gaa JirS^^Tf: f^f^'cl TcTf: H

tr*RRefiR^ JiR ?Rr a fitsir; i

Ji^<3r5R; »T5Rr^ 11

^sr 5^1

1

g5R?^ ijR ?wr; il

vi^s-Trsfiir {igrJrwrRgn%r^: I

atq OT^qirs^fsf?! gnr^srwqi: i

'qJrp^rtqqfrsI 55r% cir^ ll

’

fffftliirrfsnjq^: ^ 5^: I

^FSiqt^’Tf^ S’TRr?^ 11

TO'^^ q'qFgffir: %r% ijrag 1

8iq^ ^ gq^; 11

^J3t%%s»r qPrqr^a '^ts ffJTf; I

3n?)iRRqr?’qTO®KR4^ 1

1

fffTqflrfJr^qnn W3irq 1

qsw«r ?T?« 5 q*=Rqr^rfRi 11

NptRN-^qrg q!54T?2:n'5i^=aR*i; I

vr-m qJiPlt; fwr; !l

q3[r gffls sp: I

m K(% nfir-’ffn 11

IJikr^t ?RT % 5 gsiliaiT: 1

;ir>Tw ?p»4 av ll

->Bbii|A Ul : Cbain^t UK
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The above passage may be freely translated as follows :

‘ In the circle of the lunar asiotisms (Nakshatras) wherein the great cooatellatlon

of the Sapta Rishls (constituting the Great Beat or the Ursa Major) revolve, and which

contain 37 aeterisms (like Arfvini, Bharaijii, KpittikS, etc.) in its circumference (ecliptic

consisting of 300*^, each Nakshafcra or lunar asteriem being equal to IS^-SO* of the

ocUptio), the Seven Sages remain for 100 years in each asterism in turn- (the Rishls

taking 3700 years to make a circuit of the heavens).

This ia the Cycle of the Seven Seers {consisting of 3700 human years) and is reckon-

ed in the terms of Divirre years (360 human years being equal to 1 Divine year). And

the total period is equal to 7 Divine years and 6 Divine months (i.e,, 7^ times 860 or

3700 human years).

The constellation of the Seven Saints (or the Seven Stars of the Wain, consisting of

Mariohi, Vasishtha accompanied by the SukshmatSra Arundhati, Anglras, Atri, Pnlaa-

tya, Pulaba and Kratu) takes a period of 100 years to go over each of the 27 asteriamfi/

(and it goes through these 37 asterisms in a retrograde order, as the Twelve Signs of the

Zodiac which comprise these 27 asterisms are arranged in a retre^rade order around the

eclipUc). Thus the Saptarshi-Kala (or the Samvat of .the Haft Rlkheehar), oonBliting

of a cycle of 3700 years, has come to be constituted.

The two front stats {Pulaha and Kratu) of the great constellation of the Seven

Sbges which are seen (In the northern region) when risen at night, the lunar asterism or

l^akshatra which is seen situated equally between th^m In the sky is said to govern the

flame—the constellation of thp Sapta Rishis being known as conjoined w^th that aste*

rism for 100 human years. This is the exposition of the cx)njunction of the lunar

astorisms and the oonstellatioii of the Sapta Rishls

;

When the oouatellatlon of the Seven Sages remained conjoined with the asterism of

MagbSs, then the Kali Age (the sinful Kallyuga) comprising 1200 Divine years (or

483,000 common human years) began.

When Lord Krishna returned to Heaven (i.e,, left this mundane world), then in

that very same year (on the first day of Obaltra of the year Pcamathln according to the

Bouthern school of Astronomers),—say the knowera of the ancient history,—the preaent

Kallyuga (of the 38th Mahayuga comprising 13,(X)0 Divine years) commenced

As long as the Great Incarnation of the Divine Vlabij^u continued to touch the

Earth (with His holy feet), bo long the Kali Age was unable to approach the Earth*

When the Seven Rishls shall pass from the Maghaa and reach the aateriim of

PurvSsha^ba. then wll), Indeed, the Kali Age b^ln to grow,

When Prince Yudfalshthlra was for the first time crowned as king at Indrapraatba

(and established himself with his brothers, as master of half of the kingdom belonging

to his father Paij4^)i then the Seven Kishis of the constellation of the Ursa Major

entered the lunar asterism of l^Iaghas which were sacred and propitious to the Pitrla,

The Seven Rishls (of the Great Bear) entered |he asterism of the Maghaa, just 75

years before the beginning of the Kallyuga (in the year 3177 B.C,) at the commence-

ment of the reign of the great king yudhishthira who nled the Earth during the said

period.

Thoie Seven Sages will enter the asterism of Aflesha on the expiry of 36 years

from the commonoemeut of the Kali Ago (in the year 8077 B.O*) and they will continue

to wmalu in that osteriam fw? a period' of 100 human ysars (from 8077 ,B*0* to 3977

0 »)
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In that very samoyoar (8077 B»C.) will Dharmaputra (Yudhiehtbira, the olde«t

ot the five Pai}4ava brothorb) ascend to Heaven (Svargarohana) after wandering over the

earth for a long time (having abdicated the throne in favour of Parlkahit,, the grandiou

of hla brother Arjuna and btartod on his Mahapranthana with his brothers and wi*v on

hearing the t>ad and euadun news of the departure of Sri Ktiebna from the world)*

I'hcn will the Laukiba^xla or Lho Laukika Kra consisting of a cycle of 3700 years

be started in the vocld iii commemoration of the Asconsiou of Dbarmaputra Into

Heaven.

These Divine ^^ages (consisting the ennstenation of the Ursa Major) wUl reach (the

lanar aaterism) Ai*iesha a second time (in their revolution) at the time of the com-

mencement of the reign of the a7th King of the Andhra Dynasty {fiivodlrl Satakarni

who began to rule Magadha in tbo year 27G2 A. V. correspouding to 377 B.C.^-one com
plete cycle of 3700 years having elapsed since the expiry of the 26th year of tbs Kail-

Yuga, when they fiifit reached Ailesha after the Mahabharata War).

These Seven Sages were conjoiaed with tbo asterlsm Magha for a period of 100 years

dnrlng the time of Yudhif Jhira : and at the time of the commenoemont of the roign of

Kin<? Nanda (Mahapadma), they will be conjoined with the aBteriem (Sravaiyia {tho 16th

“f^Jakehatr^ from Magha calcu'ated, of oourae, In a reverse order).

From tho oommbneement of tho Andhra Dynasty (at Magadha) tbo Seven Rlshls

(of the Great Bear) will be found conjoined with (Cbltra) the 24th lunar astorlHin (caU

cuUted from and iucluaive of Magha).

The ioterval of time between the birth of Parikshlt (sou of Abhimnnyu by Utfcara,

and grandflon of Arjuna, who waa in the womb of his mother at tho time of tho Maha^

bharaba Wat) and the Inauguration of Mahaijadma Nanda (the Founder of the Nanda

Ovnaaty) Is to bo known as 1600 years,

According to competent authorltlcR (Prama^Rjuas) tho interval of time hotwooti the

coronation of Mahapadma Nonda (who Ovimo to tho throne of Magmlha in 1604 A, V,)

and the oornmenoemeut of the Andhra Dynasty (which began to mlo Magatlhn, In

1306 A. Y») l« stated to be full gOO years,

Wbon the gre'^.b oonstcUatlon of the Seven sages of tho Ursa Mikjor shaU again reach

tite asterlfim ruQa>. ^ai^r (in ita second rovolution after tho I^tahabharata Warjp the

Empire of tho great Gupta Kings shall begin to dcolino : and when th<*y siiull actually

enter the aaterism of Pumbhfidi:^ thereafter, tho kingdom oi Magadba will fnnn

the OuptM to the Pala kings,*

65. Acccu’dins to VI/u and Ma|sya Patina tho laiarvaJ b^twntin

the birth of Par' and^coroaAtlonof Mahipa^mn Nnwjia, fo 1500 year*

:

3r?;r n
ffeircrg II

Bat some wnlotw of BhSgava|a Purfina diffot tpid state that Inter-

val to be 1 1,1 5 years, Tho text re.ntls .•

n# 3P1T I

5 TO «r»‘!n;iirrtrij; ii

—SMa4a XII. Ch, II. i. 36.
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This will mean ‘'From your birth (Parlksit is addressed by ^uka) to the

inauguration of Naiida 1115 years will elapse.” Yet according to the

duration of the clifi'crent intermediate dynasties as enumerated by it in

Skfincln XII, f’bapter 1, the interval comes to 14Q8 years viz.,

bllrhndratiha kings 1000 years

Tradyota kings 138

Baisunaga kings 360 „

Total 1498 years

This mistake has struck the celebrated commentators, ^rTdharasvamln

and Viraraghaxa and they distinctly suggest that the reading should

be

—

“ tjcrgitgpr f <T3=?frci>cr?:i?:
”

For SrJdhara in commenting upon this verse sta'.es;

‘ (ir^ %fff ^^rrsi^r

?TT:Tfrtqr?:^7 ft3^3T?ir''crr flqrf^tnrR:

“ ^ sfr^sisr'j^rar: ^risJir: l”-—

I

^3: <t» Jnfirasrr

n’

Thus wo have the authority of ^ridharasvamin and VrrarSghava

to say that 1500 years is the interval between Pank?5it and Nanda.

66* But having adopted the wrong readings and reduced the

period of interval between the birth of Parik^i^ and the coronation of

Nanda to 10tv5, 1050 or 1115 years, these Orientalists bring down the

date of the commencement of the Kali Yuga itself as low as pc^ssible.

Assuming the wrong synchronism between Sandracoltus of the Greeks

and Candragupta Maurya, they place the accession of Candragup^a

Msurya to the throne of Magadha in 322 B.C. j and calculating back-

wards and forwards from that date (while accepting the Lists of Kings

given in the Purii;iaa and the regilal periods given of those kings as cor-

rect) fix the date of the accession of Nan^a to the throne ih 422

just placing him iOO years before the accession of Can^ragupta to the

throne, and conclude that Kali Yuga must have commenced 1015, 1050

Or 1115 years before that date; that is in 149? B,C or 1537 B*C,

K
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conceding for all practical purposes the conimencomont of the Kali

Yuga to be synchronous with the Birth of Pariksib the Cornnatitm of

Yudhis^hira and the Groat War of the Mahabhnrn^a, 'This false syn-

chronism between Sandracottus of the Greeks and C at\(lriif‘up|,a

IMaurya of the Indians has become so much rooted in the bod of buiian

Chronology, that scholars Sritla Chandra Vidyaruava and F. K, Ikirgiter

placed the coramencemout of Kiiliyuga in \ 733 B.C\

The method of calculation 'k says Srisa Chandra ^Gidoptod by

the Puranas, however, is to take Nanda as the starting point. The last

of the Sisunaga was IMahanandin, who had a son by a SOdra Woman,

He was known as Mahapadma or the famous Nanda, whose eight sons

succeeded him. This Nanda family was brought to an end by the

Indian Machiavelli, Kautilya or Chanakya, Chandragupta was placed

on the throne of the Nandas by this Kautilya or Chnpakya. About

this event V. Smith sa^s :

—

' Mahanandin, the last of the Dynasty, in said to have had, oy a

l^fidra or low caste woman, a sou, named Mahapadma Nanda wliu

usurped vh6 throne, and so established the Nanda family or dynasty.

'Phis event- may be dated in or about 372 B C. *

The Greek or Roman historiaius ^ ^ ranking as <*t>nlcmporary

witnesses throw n light on real history* When Alexander was st(»pped

irt bis advance at the Hyphaais, in 326 B.Ck, ho was inf<)rmod ^ *

that the king of the Prachei'otc. * * was Xandramen or Agramis.’

The reference to this king is evidently tu one the Nandas. TIuj

date of the accession of Nanda is calculated frtuu that of ('handra*

guptu Maurya, who ascended the throne in 322 ikC. Thu NanjJa

Dynasty according to Mr. Vincent Smith, lasted for 50 years, whun it

was replaced by the Maurya. So adding 50 to 322, the above hgnr©

372 B*C., is arrived at by Mr* V Smith as the date of the accession of

Mahapadma Nanda, But ah the PurnOas arc unanimous in slating that

the nine Nnndns reigned for 100 years, and we have taken that in uur

<'alculatitms. I'he date of accession of Mahapadma Nantja would,

therefore, be 422 B.C. instead of 372 B,C*

Thus 422 B^\ u tht s/iiriinfi point hiuhtkim ami fanearth in Ike

Puranic caknhUms,

Chandragupta Maurya displaced the Nanda family* The nine
Nandas reigned for KX) year*. Beforh that* there was the iSiiuntgn

Dynasty, and beft^re that wa» the Prady6t«T Dynasty, and before that
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the Brihadrathas. The fi)llowing table shows tljie periods of Ihe reigns

of these dynasties :

—

(1) Chandragupta^s accession 322 B.C.

(2) Nanda Dynasty 100

(3) ^isunagas 360

(4) Pradyotas 152 (?)

(5) Barhadrathas from the time of

Chaid}' 5parichara 1000

Total 1612

Deduct from Chaidya to SahadSva 171

Balance 1-1 4J, and

adding 322

1 763 B.C., the year

t)f the Great War.

The Mahabhurata War took place when SahadSva of Bilrhadratha

family, was king. From Vasa Chaidya Uparichara up to Sahadeva

there were 13 kings, namely, (l) Vasu Chaidya Uparichara, (2) Bpiha-

dratha, (3) Kusagrn, (4) Vfishabha, (5) Funyavan or Pushpavan, (6)

Punya or Pushya, (7) Satyadhpiti, (8) Dhanusha, (9) Sarva, (10) Sam-

bhava, (11) Brihadratha, (12) Jarasandha, and (13) Sahadeva. After

Sahadeva there were IQ or 32 kings (or 22 according to Mr. Pargiter)

up to Ripunjayirtbe last. I'he Great War, therefore, took place, on

the above assumption, one thousandfour hundred andforty one years before

the accession of Chandraguptii iu j22 or in other imrds that the Great

V^ar took place in or about //rfj

67 . Mr, Pargiter, however, in bis Dynasties of the Kali Age arri*

ves at the year 1810 B.C. as the date of the Great War of Mahabhara^a,

He says that from Soniadhi to Ripunjaya there were 22 kings in the

Barhadratha Dynasty who reigned for 920 years. The Prady6|:as after

Ripunjaya were 5 kings who reigned for 138 years. The Saisunagas

who came after the PradyStas were 10 kings and reigned for 330 years.

Adding up the above mentioned three figures, 920 plus 138 plus 330,

he get^ the sum 1388 years, which according to his calculation, was the

interval between the installation of Mahapadma Nanda and the birth

of Parlktfit or the Great War. Adding 422 B.C., the year of the in-

stallation of Mahapa^ma Nan^a (which is of course assumed as a
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postulate of Indian History). Mr. Pargiter comes to the figure 1810

B,C. as the date of the Mahabharata War.

The fanciful speculations involved in these theories regarding the

date of the Mahabharata War will be manifest to any <lisinlureste<l

reader of the Puranas and Itihasas. The conelusitms were uncertain

that ^riea Chandra Vidyarnava reviewed bis own original theory at a

later stage and refixed the date of the Great War in B.C. (still

following, the false synchronism between Candragup^a Mtaurya and

Sandracottus).

68. Thus, we see that Vincent Smith is the modern protogonist of

this identity, the Anchor^Sheet ofIndian Chronology. It is he that is quoted

and folh 'Wed without inquiry by our Indian Professors of history and

it is that chronology that is and must be taught in our schools. By sheer

repetition by men in authority and in the works that emanate from

them, *the theory had almost become an axiom and rarely does any

thought occur for any fair investigation. Day after day (he a.ssntnod

identity takes a firmer rciot and it is considered a matter t>f senility nr

superstition to express a need for a reconsideration. Hasty goneruli-

sations lead to prepossessions and it is rarely human to attempt

demonstrate their reality. It may appear therefore, a fulile cry to seek

to go behind these established opinions and to ask the reader U»

forbear and see for himself on the original bases of this theory, if, after

all, the narratives of the Purui^as, so honestly planned* are * pious

frauds/ For the vindication of the morality of our sagos and tha merit

of our iraditionalloro, a lore adored by tho millions of Hindu India,

an attempt muit be made, be the effect what it may *

69. Max Muller himself was not slow to condemn in others thin

tendency to generalise. Says he: Men who posseasod tho true faculty

of an historian like Niebuhr, have abstained from passing sentence on the

history of a nation whose literature had only just been recovered, and
had not yet passed through the ordeal of philological criticism,.,..,,..

Other historians however thought they could do what Niebuhr had left

undone
; and after perusing some poems of Kalidasa, some fables of

Hitopadesa, some verses of the Ananda-Iahari, or the mystic poetry of

1, See aJ$o B K, Mookerjl, Later Gupta Hietorjf ajMl Chtondcffy, Ji of Ind.
SUkry, IV. 17 ; DiueficliiDdra Serow, Dynastk History of Norihmi India j JyoUc*
moy fieo, Buddie 0/ Pradyota Dyi^asiy, XBQ, (1030), 678 j H. 0, Bhlde, JPrad^ifi

(1931) : K. F, Jayaswel, II and hii iredauttore
iBdm, xvni. 17.

*
,

»
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the Bhagavad-gita, they gave with the aid of Megasthenes and Appol-

lonius of Tyana a so-called historical account of the Indian nation

without being aware that they were using as contemporary witnesses

authors as distant as Dante and Virgil. No nation has in this respect

been more unjustly treated than the Indian. Not only have general

conclusions been drawn from the most scanty materials but the most

.questionable and spurious authoiities have been employed without the

least historical investigation.” H. H, Wilson, earlier, in the preface

to his translation of the Vi?nu Fura^ia, had remarked ‘‘ Impatience to

generalise has availed itself of whatever promised to afford materials

for generalisation, and the most erroneous views have often been con-

fidently advocated because the guides to which their authors trusted

were ignorant or inefficient.”

;^o. The various accounts given of Candragup^a and Asoka by

Hindu and Buddhist writers, have contributed to a large extent to the

manipulation of Indian chronology at the historian's pleasure. In his

play Mudrarak^asa Visakhada|ja who wrote about 5th century A.D.

dramatises the events relating to Candragup^a and his account Is mostly

in agreement with the Puraciic tale, He calls Candragup^ a Manrya

and does not describe his parentage.

Tlie object of the play, says Wilson, is to reconcile Rakshasa, the

hostile minister of Nanda, the late king of Palibothra {Pa-faliputra), to

the individuals by whom, or on whose behalf, his sovereign was mur.

dered,— the Brahman Chiioakya and the Prince Chandragupta. With

this view, he is rendered by the contrivances of Cha^»akya. an object of

suspicion to the Prince with whom he has taken refuge, and is conse-

quently dismissed by him. In this deserted condition, he learns the

imminent danger of a dear friend, whom Chat;iakya is about to put to

death ; and in order to effect his liberation, surrenders himself to his

enemies, 'Fhoy offer him, contrary to his expectations, the rank and

power of prime minister
; and the parties are finally friends.”

71. The Buddhistic accounts such as Mahavathsa and Dipavamsa

give a description of the first three kings only of the Dynasty. The ac-

counts given of Caa<Jragupta's origin and parentage are various and

contradictory. By on© account it ia said that Mura, the mother of Can-

^agup^a, was the servant girl of Dbana Nan<jia, the last of the Nan^a

Dynamy, and by her influence she had her son placed on the throne of

Maga4^® Pi^lfputra. Another account makes him aj member of an

Xn^hra family, and wys that h« acquired the sovereign power by his
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own skill and exertion. The writer evidently confuses here the accounts

of the two Candraguptas, Candragup^a of the Maurya Dynasty with

Candragupi^a the Founder of the Gup^a Dynasty, and an illegitimate

son of the Andhra fatoily, for the Xndhra family itseif came into exis-

tence about 700 years after the accession of Candragup^;a Maurya,

According to Northern Buddhistic accounts Candragup^ii was a

member of the Sakya family which in consequence of some political

intrigues was driven away from its territory. The family repaired to a

forest in , the Himavanta and there constructed a new town in a delight-

ful and beautiful locality. The st^reets and houses in the town having

been laid after the pattern of a peacock’s neck, it was called by the

name of Mdriya-nagara, and the family by the name of Morlya, and the

kingdom founded by it M5riya Dynasty. I'he explanation is ingenious

and is probably based upon a confusion of the Prakpit forms of the

words Maurya (W) and MayOra

The "I'ika on this Buddhistic account gives a curious origin of thn

name of this prince Cardragup^a. it is slated that while

gup^a was still in the womb, his father’s dominions wore takou postsos-

«ion of by another powerful neighbouring chief, and his father himnolf

was killed in the contest “His mother, the queen const^rl of the

monarch of the M6riya*nagara the city before nmntiuned,

was fully pregnant at the time when that powerful provincial Raja con-

quered that kingdom, and put the Mdriyan king \n death. In her

anxiety to preserve the child in her womb, she departed for tbu capital

of Pupphapura (Pushpapura) under the protection of her elder br<UherH»

and under disguise she dwelt there. At the completion oi the ordinary

term of pregnancy, she gave birth to a son, and relimiuishing him to

the protection of the devos, she placed him in a vase, and depo»ited
him at the door of a cattle-pen. A hull named Chando stationed
himself by him, to protect him A herdsman, on observing thin prince,
moved by affection, like that borne to his own child, look charge of
and tenderly ‘ reared him

; and in giving him a name, in reference to
his having been watched by the bull Chando, he called him ” Chanda-
gutte ^ and brought him up/’

But all the Buddhistic works are agreed on one point that Can*
<Jragupta owed his sovereignty entirely to CSnakya alias Kautilya

;

and not ' called to royalty by the power of the gods and"* by prodigies ’

as stated by Justin with reference to his Sandracottus. Nor is there
any reference either in the Hjlndu or the Buddhistic eccountt to
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Candragupta Manrya's “ having traversed India with an army of

600,000 men and conquered ihe whole ” as stated by Plutarch.

72 . d'he Buddhistic accounts of A^oka, as given by the two great

schools of Buddhism

—

Mahaya?ia and hmayma^noi only differ from

each other but also from the accounts given of Asoka, the grandson of

Candragup-fa Maurya by the Puranic accounts of the Hindus. There

is a good deal of confusion in these Buddhistic works as regards the

very family and geneology of Asoka, the Buddhistic king ; and one can

easily trace that the life and time of As5ka must have been constructed

by the Buddhistic writers who flourished several hundreds of years

after him, by jumbling up the lives of three different Indian kings, viz.,

(1) of As6ka, (Dharmasoka) the third in ascent from Kanishka belong-

ing to the First GOnanda Dynasty of Katoir kings as described in the

First Book of Kalhana’s Raja-Tarangini who io said to have freed him-

self from sins by embracing the faith of Gautama Buddha and by con-

structing numerous Viharas and Stupasy and by building the town of

^rlnagarl wuth its ninenty-six lakhs of houses resplendent with wealth
;

(2) of AsCkavardhana (Chandas^ka) the grandson of Chandragupta

Maurya, as described in the PuraOas ; and (3) of Samudragupta or

A86ka the Great, (Mahasoka) the son of Chandragupta the Founder of

the Gupta Dynasty, described by Mr. Vincent A. Smith himself as the

Indian Napolean, as narrated by his biographer Harishena, and in the

Kaliyuga Rfija Vfittfmta, and as corroborated by his numerous coins

and inscriptions recently unearthed by Kuropean scholars themselves,*'

The Mahavarhsa, (according Wijesinha's revised qdition of Tur-

nour iranslalion) says : One KalSsOka had ten sons, who after his

death ruled the kingdom righteously for 22 years. They were succeed-

ed by other nine brothers, who likewise, in order of seniority, ruled

the kingdom for 22 years. A Brahman named Chayakya, who had

conceived an implacable hatred against Dhana Nanda, the last survivor

of the nine brothers, put that king to death, and placed upon the

throne Chandragup^, a member of the princely MOriya clan descended

from the line of the ^akyas, who ruled the country for 34 years. He
was succeeded by his son Bindnsara, who ruled the land for 28 years.

The sons of Bindusara, the offspring of sixteen mothers, nxynbered one

hundred and one, of whom the eldest was named Suraana, and *the

youngest Tlsbya. A third son, AsCka, uterine brother of Tishya, h^d

been appointed Viceroy of Ujjain by his father. On receiving news of

King BlndusSra*! mortal iUness, AeOka hastened to Pfi^aliputra, slew his
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eldest brother Sumana and his 98 other brothers and ruled the countr}'

for 37 years.”

The Dlpavaitisa, on the other hand, substitutes 8u/^unnga for

Ki-asoka and makes Asoka, the scm of tSusinififta hiinsolf, and omitM all

mention of the nine Nanda brothers.

The Asoktivadana (according to the prose version in the DlvySr

vadana) gives the following account of the lineage and family of

As^ka :

—

**

(1) King Bimbisara reigned at Rajagfiha. His son was (2) AjSta-

satru, whose son was (3) Udayihhadra, whose son was (4) I\Iun^a, whose

son was (5) Kakavari^in, \vhos3 son was (6) Sahalin, whoso son was (7)

Tulakuchi, whose son was (8) MaharnaJ^dala, whose son wUvS (9) Pra-

sSnajit, whose son wrs (lO) Nanda, whose son was (11) Bindnsira.

King Bindusara reigned at Pafiairputra and had a son named Susima,

To him was born of Subhadrangi, the daughter of a Brahman* two sons,

the elder named AsOka, and the younger named Vigatantika. Aioka

secured the throne by putting to death the legiiimalo prince SuNima by

A stratagem devised by RSdhagupta by which Susima was inveigled

while marching against the capital, so that ho fell into a ditch full of

burning fuel and there miserably perished.”

Here it will be observed that Candragup^a U altogether omiUedt

and BinduaSra, the father of As6ka, is represented as being the ion of

Nania, The metrical AsClcavadina, on the other hand* suhsUtuten

Mahipala for Ajatasatru, and exhibits numerous other variations* whh^h

deprive these Buddhistic accounts of historical worth. The t'onquestn

ascribed to As6ka in the various Buddhisti<‘ actamnts are no dtmbl

taken from the conquests of Samudragupta or As^ka the Great, and

the embassy of the Ceylon king is also tracable to the name origin.

The atory of bis having embraced the faith of Bu^^ha, of hit having

built stQpas and Viharas, of his having reetmslructed the city

Pafaliputra and of his having introduced several reforms in the affairs

of the kingdom and in the matter of the appointment of ofRcew of

state are all taken from the accounts of Ashka and his successof* as

given by ChhavillSkara and by Kalhai?« in his Raja^aranginL

73- Inferences have been drawn in support of this Jmaglaatj* syn-

chroaJsm by the dates assigned to Bu44ha»Nlrvlpa, Opinions era vari-

.pus on that event. ** The Northern Buddhists give dates ranging from

2422 to S46 B.C„ and the Aln^l AJtbarl of Abnl Faal fixes 1S4<S B.C., ior
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the event. 7'he Tamil Manimegalai gives the year 1616 of some un-

known era, probably of the Kali, and the Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma
and Siam have uniformly been regulating their^alenders on the basis

that the Nirvana occured in B.C. 543. The Western scholars are like-»

wise as much divided in their opinion, though their dates range only

from 544 to 370 B.C. Professors Rhys Davids and Kem give 412 and

388 B.C. respectively for the Para Nirvana, whereas Max Muller to the

last maintained that 477 B.C., was the correct date. Dr. Fleet considers

the event to have taken place in B.C. 482^ and Professor Oldenberg and

M. Barth fix it in 480 B.C. Mr. V. A. Smith has given us three differ-

ent dates, B.C. 508 in his
* Asoka 487 in his ' F.arly India \ and 480

to 470 B.C. in a recently published article.’'*

The Maurya dynasty ruled at Magadha according to the Puranas

in 1535-1219 B.C , and Candragupta ascended ^he throne in 1538 B.C.

But according to modern orientalists the Gupja era began somewhere

about 325 B.C, There the> vary in arranging the date of Candra-

gupfa’s coronation between 325 and 312 B.C.,° such as 325, 321, 310,

315 and 312. For instance, V. Smith, as we have seen, fixes the corona-

tion of Candragupta in 321 B.C. But Fleet has a word of condemnation
** Mr. Smith’s chronological details are even Mtr se wrong and irre-

concilable. The most reliable tradition, adopted by Mr, Smith himself

for other ends, gives an interval of 56 years from the commencement

of the reign of Chandragupta to the ahhhhthn of As6ka
;
yet on the

same page, Mr. Smith has adopted only 52 years, placing the ahhisheka

of AsOka In B.C. 269. And further, he has placed only three years

earlier, in B.C, 272, that which he has termed the ** accession ”—(in

reality, the usurpation)—of AsCka ; regardless of the fact that the same

tradition makes that lnter\’al one of four years.® A chronology which

includes such inconsistencies and errors as these in some of its radical

details cannot in any way be accepted as final.”

1. JIU8, (1906) X79 and 669,

a, Ifidian Esviiw, ITII. 661.

8. Bee M. Senart, lA, XX, 929 ; V. Gobiaft Alyar, 14. XXXVll, 8il ; Bnhlw,

14, VI. 149 ; m, in. m ; Beet, (1904), 1 ; (1906), 988 j V, Smith,

178,

4. JjR4S, (1906), 984.

5. (Tbit is wsily arrived at, by deduction, from the Dipavamsa, 0, i, 30, 31. It

IB «cpr«isly stated by the ocnnmentary on that work, the Mahavamaa, In the statennsit

about Aloha (Torz^ur 31 f.) that

VemAtUce I9iltar« so hantvA elunakaxu tatam 1

isl^ lambudjtpasmim ekarajjam apApu^i W

L
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In a paper read before the First Oriental Conference in Poona

in 1919 on thd same subject, the epoch of the Early Guptas, Hiralal

Amrilalal Shah of Bombay again considered the question, and adducing

quite different reasons, arrived at about A.D. 200 for the Initial date

of the early Gupta era.

74 ,
In a scholarly examination of the subject R. Shama Sastry

thus summarises the results of his research :

**(l) Alberunfs statement that the Gupta Valabhiera A.D, 319-320

was started from the epoch of the extermination of the Guptas is shown

to be correct, inasmuch as it is supported by the Prabhavakacharita.

(2) The initial date of the early Gupta era, as distinguished from

the Gupta-Valabhi era of A.D, 319-320, is fixed to lie in A.D. 200-201

on the authority of Jinasena’s statement that Guptas ruled for 231 years

and preceded the rule of Kalki whose birth date is fixed to be in the

Maharaagha-samvatsara, A.D, 402 on the authority of Nemlcbandra’s

statement made in his Bahubalichariia that Chamuntjarfiya (A.D. 9T0-

1030) set up the statue of Gomateswara in Belgola on Sunday, the

Cbaitra sukla panchaml of the year Vibhava in Kalki era (SCO expired,

corresponding to Sunday the 3rd March of A.D. 1028,

(3) With this starting point for the early Gupta era, the d;d© of

Siladltya VII or Dhruvabhata of Valabhi, Gupta samvntsara 447 c<unes

out to be 200-2014’447=A.D, 547, making 11 possible for the Chinetie

traveller Hiuen Tsiang to meet him about A,D. 640.

(4) With this initial date of the early Guptas, the last date of

Samadragupta*s rule will be about A,D, 282 when or a little earlier ho

could possibly conquer the Shahan Shahis and the last king the

Murunda dynasty of Pataliputra, and when he could receive an eml>ttKsy

from Meghavamabhaya, king of Ceylon, whose date of accession to

the throne is A.D. 254.

(5) This initial date of me Early Guptas plus the inacriplioaal date

;iina^Dibb2[Qato paobobhn pate ta8a»ftbhi8ekato
| .

attbaraganil vassa-satam dvayam eram vljaniyam

Patva chatuhl vassehl ekarajja-mahayaco t

pure Patallputtasmlm attanam aUiiseobayi
\\

Having slain (liis) brothers, bom of various motbera, to ths tmmbte of a hundrsd
by one, ne attained sole sovereignty In the whole of Jambudvipa. After the death d

the Oonqueror (Buddha), {and} befere the anointment of him (A^oka), {thtri were)
aia year* i thus is it to be understood. Havltig reached (a point oj Hm$ worked) by
foucyeare, he, possessed of the graafc glory of sole eoverelgnty, ciuied htma^tobe
anointed at the town Patalli^titA.
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269 of Mahanaman^s construction of a Vihara in Bodhgaya is shown

to tally with the Ceylonese date of king Dhatusena (469) whose con-

temporary was Mahanaman* the priest and founder of the Vihara.

(6) It has also been shown how the last of the Andhrabhritya kings

Satakami ^u|iu-kulananda was contemporary with the ‘first of the

Guptas> the successors of the Brihadbayas in the north and how

Mayurasarman, the first of the Kadambas and conqueror of the Brihad-

banas in Mysore was contemporary with the same Satakami and how
Kakutsthavarma living in the 80th year of Kadamba victory was con-

temporary with Chandragupta II living in the 82nd year of the Gupta

era and probably gave his daughter in marriage to Chandragupta IL

(7) It is also shown how with this starting point for the Gupta era,

Thursday coincides with Ashadha Sukla Dvadasi of Budhagupta*8 in-

scripUonal date, G. S. 165. Here the year taken for verification is

A.D. 200-2014-G. S. 165 expired=365-366* The twelfth Tiihi of

A^hadha (June) A.D. 365 is shown to fall on Thursday.

(8) For the assumption that there were tw^o Toramanas and two

Mihirakulas, the Chinese accounts of the murder of Simhay the 23rd

buddhist Patriarch, by Mihirakula in about 420 A,D* are to be relied

upon. It is however immaterial whether this assumption proves accept*

table or not, for the burden of proof for the starting point of the liarly

Gupta era in A.D, 200-201 does not depend upon it.

(9) As the Early Gupta ora of A.D; 200-201 is shown to be quite

dilTerent from the Gupta-Valabbi era used by the Huns and probably

by the Parivrajaka Maharajas, my scheme does not come into clash

with Dr, Bleeps scheme.

(10) This scheme throws a flood of light on what* has hitherto

been regarded as a dark period between A.D. 200 and 300 In the

History of India/’*

75. Speaking of the Indian sources, Fleet wrotes (7.4, XXX. 1 :

** We should nut be able to deduce the date of Asoka from the

Puranas. But we should find that the Rajatarangini would place him

Somewhere about B.C. 1260. We shall find, indeed, that the Nepal

Vamsavau would place him, roughly, about B.C. 2600. As, however,

that list does not mention him as a ruler of Nepal but only as a visitor

to the country, we sht>uld proljably infer a mistake in that account, and

prefer to select the date of B.C. 1260. And then we should set about

arranging the succession ui the kings of India, itself, from the Putanas,

1 . Myi, Aroh, (mi).
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with B.C. 1260 for the approximate date of the accession of Asoka as

our starting-point/^

76 , In his dissertation on the ("hronology of the Hindus, wriften

in 1788 (As. Res. Voi. 11, p. ili, reprint of 1799). Sir William Jones look

a different starting-point and fixed it in a different way. flis paper was

based on a work entitled PuiiANARTHArUAKASA, which vv.is composed

shortly before the time at which he was writing, by Pandil Kadhakant

Sarman and which seems to have been based, in its turn, chiefly on the

Bhagavatapurana, In the first place he brought forward a ver.se

given to him from a book entitled Bhagavatamrita, composed by ** a

learned Goswami,’’ which purported to fix the Kaliyuga year 1002

expired as the date of the manifestation of Buddha. With this he cou-

pled an ‘assertion in the same hook that, two years before that date*

there occurred the revo’iition which placed on the throne Pradyota,

the first king in the third dyna.sty before that of the Mauryas. And ho

thus exhibited a chronology which, taking ‘the accession of Pradyojn in

B.C. 2100 as its starting-point, placed the aca:ossion of Sisunaga in

B.C. 1962,-the accession tif Nanda in B// 1602, and tho accession of

Can^ragup^a (the grandfather of Asoka) In B.C. 1502, and made the

dynasty of the Aniihrabhpjyas run from U.C. 908 to 432. But he con-

sidered that the figures put forward by the Pnranas were oxcoasive

both for generations and for reigns. And adjusting those figures

according to his own estimale, and taking, as a starting-point B.C. 1027

fur the date of Buddha as fixed by the Chinese authorities as inter-

preted by De Geignes ho submitted a revised ucheme, which phn-ed

Pradyopi B.C. ^029 Nanda B*C. 690, and the rise of the Andhrabhft*

yas in B.C. 14^.

77. Patanjall mentions in Mahahhajya {1. 1,68) ‘ Can^ragupla-

sabhS * and ‘ Pu^yamifra-sabha/ It is said that he mentions Maurynsin

V. iii. 39 as the vendors of idol images or beggars carrying these Idols but

does not connect them with any of the ruling races at all. Tho reading

of the word ’ Maui^a ’ seems to be wrung. “ The tffd MSS. (of the

Mahabhaahya) of tl^e South makes the allusion of making and .soiling

idols apply not to Mauryas but to Pouras, a peculiar tribe also men-

tioned in the Vishnu Purana (IV. xxiv) ; for example MSS. Nos. 31, 33

of.the Adyar Library, which are, on paleographical examination found

to be more than 3 and 4 centuries old respectively, may be consulted.

If Pouras be the right word, so much controversy about the allusion

*of Patanjali to the Maur^'as will vanish at once/*
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78. Kalhaga's Rajatarangini is not after all an unreliable record.

As a chronicle of Kashmir annals it is a true representation. Its impor-

tance in literary history lies in the variety and detail of traditional in-

formation it gives of past history over a long period of 3500 years.

He wrote the introduction to his work in 1148 A,D. He might have

been in error in saying that the Mahabharaja war was fought in 663

of Kali for there were two astronomical, views on the
,
movement of

Sap|ar§is and he chose one of them *

Kalhana says that the 24th year of the Laukika corresponded with

the year 1070 of Sakakala, The year 1 of the Laukika coincided

with 1047 of the Saka, or A.D* 1025 ; and as the cycle wms a century

one, the first year of each century mus^ have corresponded with the

25th year of each Christian century.*^

79. UkaKula, Laukikabda or Sapt;a-R§^ Kala is so named aflef

the Saptia-R§is seven R^is or the seven staxs of the constellation of

Great Bear. It is supposed ;hat the R§is move from star to star once

in a hundred years, but on the actual reckoning there is a difference of

opinion l)etween Vp(Jdha Gargu and Puranas on the one^ side and

Varahamihira and other later astronomers on the other. “ By the

former it is said the seven rishis were in MSgha between 3177 and 3077

B.C., that is in B.C. 3101. at the beginning of the Kali-yuga ; while by

the latter they are placed in Magha just 653 years later, between B.C.

2477 and 2377, that is in B.C. 2448. The reckoning of the Luk-Kal,

as now used in Kashmir and the other hill states, is by the cotnmon

luni-solar years beginning on Chaitrasuddi 1, or the new moon of

Chaitra. 'I'he cycle consists of 27 centuries, each counting from 1 to

100 years, when a new reckoning is begun. The first year of each

century corresponds with the 2Sth year of each Christian century.

80. Modern historians are again uncertain on the date of KanifcJka

ItiM the opinion prevails among them that he ruled in about 78 A-D-

find according to some his name is connected with the ^aka era. If

according to Kalhapa, the reigns of kings that ruled in Kashmir after

Kanitika made up a period of 2330 years up to his day, that is, the

reign of King fayaaimha, Kalha^a would then go up to 78 plus 2330

ro 2408 A.Dm but we are now in 1937 A.D •

1. Se* purea 184-188 on Kalharja,

fl. 8w for an (Jlaborata dljwuwlon, Cunningham's tfidian Bras.

8* On Kaniibka, see Qopala Aiyar, THq Chronologii of A^ncUnt Ifidia ;
V. E,

Smith, Eli, 82, 251 ;
and U, X. 318, XIII. 58, XSXV. 88, XI^II. 182, XLVI. 261

;

XAH, lU %i ; Ut XXXU* 417.
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81 . The story of Candragup^a as originally given in the

kajha in the Paifed language by (Uniadhya, the prime minister of

King Sa^avahana of Pratisthana, and as we now hav^e it in Kathasarit-

sagara, a true translation of the said work in Sanskrit by S5maduva,

is somewhat different from the accounts given of that prince in the

Pura^as on the one hand, and in Visakhada^^a’s Mudrarakjjasa and

its commentary on the other.. Here Candragupta is represented as (he

only son of Nanda, the king of Patallpu^ra and a cc)ntompt>rary <if

Ka^yayana Vararuci, the celebrated author of Var^ikas and a disciple

of Varfacaiya, under whom Pacini also first began to study Grammar.*

82w The following are the passages of Kathasaritsagara, dealing

with King Nanda and Candragupta

f cfq: I

Trl^rqf^; il

^ 5tr¥ «r qrrPr#T 5r«pn%fr<T I

(Tfj; II

#s«T JBrspw tRr<c I

m: 3^ afii; II

aar 5?rr I

«?% ii

5i«ra: i% rj |l

BTT?!;! ?r ?t c«W3c|; II

fRi tpm ’jjTcr; spw: I

?R: BW-ftftor; (1

rniwr^ “qrswg B ?T3r to! i

?i| ^?rff5y 3rrff b; 11

35f<JT 1

Bfir^wr ijjm
11

Bm i^umM pcjj.

-r..-
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5*tr^ ^5 ^ M: SRTTJTO^I^ II

?wrf^Ri?i; I

Ettg53fr^ 15^ r( cTTn^rar s»t^(j; h

51?^ ^5r^y3[3[gw |.

Ji^rsii^jR:? il

ti^rr m ^ ^ri%: II

cT?T; H ?f9nu3;?^f 1

3:rT^f% wn^iati; H

sftfict ?:gr ^gsi srfRwf^; 1

?r JU^ft ff €rnfn*< 11

^?|=RaiT H =f I

?OTr HT^r n5«} ^ II

ci'X fffMWiW ?s[rif5T cT9r $?«qfeiir<3; i

H II

^rt5rf^J» 5J3«?(I I

sjitf^ ^jJT 5r? 11

ai^lw ’itipf'W s*i!i%^r 1

3WW''’W=?f’U''fI3fft% sjhrfl^^ f|3T: II

siJimm T3r«r 1

?r=|R^ 'FrS'iHR![rW-^=^( II

^5Wi; f^-f^ 3# fJrifsT ^ 51U I

?r afcT: 5r^CT^r JIfTtrf?!: li

#T5i'^S«I iFT^i;'} eqif=^inT?fi(i; I

!g?&^rfrs^» f^sft r% ^ 11

(f^ifTSJ(n<?r ft sqrfif: wJi^icwnra 1

!t^ Mwsgjn 11
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/^s»JR*TRJir II

^ ?[r3 m >i’’3;i%orr<3; I

dff^rss^?! ^r ^ TTJH^^T w%dr II

T«ir4ra55»#, •TTRfcTin: II

Cl?i; dqt^RRspsi I

)i%'=W f^!T PTf fw II

a- aar |

ai ar2«r aafrfi^ II

m a>3:?a ci?a«pr5rr?'^ I

c55'irrs|f^RRaarai-®^r55fV?a a; II

a f^'aq^ g^Jrqrra araa^^ai I

»aa:aa3j^u=araaaTSfa §::A afa li

aa ’^a'RS^ 8a f^arsa arsa^r^ I

at^r ilaa ft ^a.- ii

fUTFai a^ar a-’^ft waa 1

a ^ alaafspia a^rawaa ll

ara a,§r^^ra; a a ^ asra; ! aaaarrft ri i

-oft aftra:5fr?n^'ir| a=<?a 11

s^ra: ?a^?a 5r? aa al^'af^ I

arwft # arsjftaf aiaa;^^ aa 11

?ra^rr(pw araaaaaa'fir^a
I

>dr?rrft£B:iaaa. 8 =a Trft a <n^ a aa ll

aa: a a-ar “raaaf '# >drs: aarfa’^ra I

aa-aaiar faw ara^s^^apaa: li

a^ a^ar ^tairr^ ft¥r^ a?^-*?qi8: i

•5faiff>afstRf #a; friea ii

araf'aai a warat aaraa; i

a ft£qrra f'q'far araaaR 'aftaaa ii

%::a ^rfta ataaar ':ac5i%a aiFaa; 1

fftat at:ar ftrpjl aa afdiraaiirrfifarH it
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=^f cR?r w^r |i

frq% qcfrf^eiq; i

3R5i%a ?(Tr? 3 s:iq:?r®r Rq^rqq; ll

ci-TtqT?or 5:^[ 5H frPs°ir i

H ^roiqqr flcr.- JT^qr ^PHHqrqqfi; ll

asfWRRJFqrsq ^f57q^qqn:q R: |

-?fHir Rq^ qw T=qcq ffgqmq; ll

f?qr =q 5rq?Tr^q t

fqqf^cir II

qf^fq fqqr i

^Rqq iSi^irq^rT ci q q^qr nj, ll

,q?qw qinq-i^^ ?qq?qrqr%q: i

/qf^Tq: qf^t^r R?aq*^ ll

spqnffteqi^qq; q8?q<q:

The alH)ve passaf^^e has hec^n briejly translated by II, il, Wilscm ns

/allows r

—

** After livin^^ for a cainsiderable period in my hermilrif*^, the death

of Yo^jananda wai: thus related to me by a Briihraan, wht) was travellinK

Ihim Ayodhya and had rested at my cell, Sakalala^ hruialing on his

plan of revenj^e, observed one day a Brahman of mean appearance

digging in a meadoWi and asked him what he was doing there,

Chanakya, the Brahman^ replied :
“

I am r<K)ting out this grass whit b

has hart my foot/’ The reply struck the minister as indicative of a

c haracter which would coraribute to his designs, and he engaged him

by the promise of a large reward and high honour, to come and pre-

side at the israddba, which was to be celebialed next new moon at the

palace. Chanakya arnved, anticijvating the most respectful treatment,

but Vogananda had been previously persuaded by Sakatula to assign

pret edence to another Brahman, Su}>andhu, so that when ChannkVa

Cvirae to take this place, he was thrust from it with contumely. Burning

with rage, ho threatened the king before all the court, and announced

his death within seven days. Nanda ordered him to be turned out of

the palace, Sakatilla recesved him into his bouse and persuading

Chanakya that he was whuHy initoceru of being instrumental to his

Ignominitms treatment, and cuntribuled to encourage and inflame his in^
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dignation. Chanakya thus protected, practised a magical rite, in which

he was a proiicienl
;
and by which, t)n the seventh day Nanda was de-

prived of life Sakatala, on the father’s death, oiTecled the destruction

of Hiranyagupta, his son, and raised Chandragut)ln, the son of genuine

Nanda -to the throne. Chanakya became the j)rince’s minister; and

Sakatala having attained the only <.>bject of his existence, retired iv

end his days in the woods.”*

83. According to Kathasarit-Sagara therefore Candragupta was

the only son of the genuine-king Nanda, and was very young when the

genuine Nanda passed away and Indradatta entered the dead body of the

king and began to rule the kingdom; so he was called by the name Yoga
Nanda. Yogananda begot a son on the queen of the late real t^r Satya

Nanda and he was named Hiranyagupta. Besides the mention of these

two persons, the.e is no reference to
** Nanda and his eigh< sons ”

anywhere in the said poem. These passages also show that CarnJrtV

gup^a was but a king in name, that he was in no sense a usur^ier or

adventurer, that he took no active part at all in establishing himself

on the throne of Nanda, that it was i^akatila, the old minister of the
king, and Caijakya, a Brahman sage of great learning and dotormlaation
that planned the death of Yogananda and of his son Hirapyagup^a, and
raised the young prince Candragupta, the legiiiraaio son of ibe genuine
Nanda to the throne of jragadha. Nowhere is there any roferunco to
this Candraguptii l)eing a conqueror of enemies or of having roreive«l
ambassadors from foreign prihcfes, either atPaialipu|r,i or Ayfi^^hya, the
permanent and temporary capitals, and it is at Ayo^hya the rovoUvlion
came off on the death of king Nanda, leading to ihe elevation of
Candragupta to the throne.

84. 1 he statements of the early European writers may now be sum-
med up"” ;—((?) At the time of Alexander’s invasion, ihe I’rasi or eastern
kingdom ofMagadha was ruled over by a king Xandrames; according
to the officerh of Alexander sent to investigate the country living ahead,
and also according to Pieros whom Alexander c<msulied, Xandrames
was a t)f)\verful king who could bripg into the field 20,000 horse,
200,000 foot, 2000 chariots and wh or 3000 elephants

; he was
nevertheless of mean origin; the queen of his predeces.sor had fallen

a, MoCrindlo's eoileution sad tcsadsHon of sit the {««,

Vincn, Smith, of which tadUa, ef
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tn love wtlb him and had helped him to murder her hushand ; and

therefore he was very unpojjular with his sul)jects. (b) SandrokotU^s or

Androcottos as a younj^^ prin<'e had met Alexander, and had olTended

him and incurred his displeasure
;
hut after the retreat of Alexander he

put himself at the head of a band of rol>herS) drtjve out Ihe prefects of

Alexander, and made himself king, (c) Seleukus Ntkaior tried to regain

the Indian con(juests of Alexander, but found it wiser to contract an

alliance with him.* (//) Megasthenes the ambassadar of vSeleucus dwelt

at the court of Sandracyptus and wrote an account of those in whose

midst he lived (from which account later writers have quoted copiously).

The Greek writers mention as many as six names or variations,

Xandrames, Andrames, Agrammes, Sand^ocoUus and Sandfocyptus.

Whether these apply to one or more than one individual
;
and Max

Muller was not sure but in his obdurate zeal to demonstrate the identity

he said Xandrames is the last king of ih j empire conquered by

Sandrncotus. If however it should be maintained that those two names

were intended for one and the same king, the explanalion would still

be very easy. For Chandraguptr is also called Chandra, and Chan-

dramas in Sanskrit is a synonym for Chandrad’*

85. What was discovered Was simply this—that in ihe celebrated

inscriptions of king 1‘riyadarsin—Rock Kdicts III and XIll—Antiochhs

and Ptolemy are mentioned as PlLiyadarsm*s contemporaries. There is

nothing In the inscHptions to show that Priyadarsin was Afioka Maurya,

grandson of Candragupta Maurya. Strict logic will jusiily only one

‘infarence from the first Greek Synchronism—that .Sandrocoitus whoevef

he was was the contompcjrary of Seleukus Nlkator ; and only one from

the second ""-I hat Priyadatsin was the contemporary of a Greek rnleir

Antiochus. Uhless j>roof is flirth coming to show that either Sandro-

coitus or Priyndarsin was a Maurya King, it is wrong to say as

Vincent Smith does say, that by the discovery of these twf> synchro**

hisms the chronology of the Maurya dynasty was placed on firm

foutiug, and is no longer open to doubt in Us main outlinesd*

86. Who was Xandarraes ? Let us compare the Greek and ihfe

Indian versions, understanding Xandraraas to be the predecessor of

SandrocutlUs. First in Indian .raditions Nan^ai or more precisely

Sumalya Nanda, \vas the immediate predecessor of Candragupta Maurya.

If therefore by Sandrocottus we are to understand Candragupta Maurya,

X, V. Smith, XiO.

8 .
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we must identify Xandrames with Nanda. This is exactly what is done

by almost all Orientalists like Vincent Smith, with a vague statement

‘Ohat the king of the Gangaridie and Parsii was named, as nearly

as the Greeks could catch the unfamiliar s<)imc]>, Xandrames or Agram-

mes, who must have ocen one of the Xandas mentioned in native

tradition*”* and that somehow in order to maintain the hypothesis, Xan-

drames muse be identified with Nanda. Max Muller as a philologist is

convinced that Greek Xandrames is Sansl^rit ‘ Chandramas or Chandra/

and rather than ignore grammar he is for identifying Xandrames and

Sandrocottus. Secondly the Greel: account of Xandrames does not

tally either with Hindu or with Buddhist versions of Nanda. Accord-

ing to them Mahapadma, first king of the Nanda dynasty, was the son

of the last Saisunaga King rdahanandin by a Sudra wife, and was a

powerful, avaricious, wicked king, having Ksatriya wives, but there is no

allusion to any of his fi <her’s wives having become his paramour. The

PurSnic writers, had no love for Mahapadma and the) would cer-

tainly have mentioned such an incident in his life, if it really referred

to him. His father Mahiinandin is nowhere stated to have been

murdered yvhether by Mahapadma or his paramour. Thus neither from

the name nor from the description, can Xandrames be reasonably

identified with Nanda.

87 . We have no less diOicuUy in identifying Sandrocottus or San*

drocyptus with Candragupta Maurya, The description given of the

mighty Sandrocottus by the Greeks cannot possibly compare with any

Indian account whatsoever of Candragupta hlaurya, who, far from

being a great conqueror, owed his elevation and rule entirely to the

Brahmana Ca^iakya or Kautilya. The Hindu and the Buddhist ver-

sions are agreed here. Max Muller's explanatitjn is only this, that he-

cayse Candragupta RIaur}a was grandfather of the great Buddhist

Emperor Aioka, therefore the Brahmantis unduly lowered him, and the

Buddhists as excessively exalted him, and that is mere fancy. The part

played by l^ksasa, the devoted minister of the Nandas at first and of

Candragupta at last, and the piiwer exercised throughout by the Brah-

man Canakya over Candragupta amply indicate that Candragup|a and

his immediate predecessors were in no way considered anti-brahmani-

cal. Even King Priyadarsin of the Edicts was no persecutor of the

Brahmans, lor in his inscriptions he always enjoins the highest respedfor

hrahffimas and sramatuisj*

1 .
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88 . 'Fhe identification of Raja Priyadarsin wiih Raja Asoka was

based entirely upon Ceylonese Buddhist chronicles. Talbo}s Wheeler

wrote m 1874, “ The identificaiion of Raja Priyadarsin of the Edicts

with Raja Asoka of the Buddhist chronicles was first pointed out by

Mr. Tumour who rested it upon a passage in the Dipavamsa. The late

Prof. Wilson objected to this identificaiion."* Pr<.>f. Rhys David de-

clared It is not too much to say .hal without the help of the Ceylon

Books, the striking identification of the King Piyadassi of the edicts

with the king Asoka of histoi*}’ would never have been made.”* But

the Ceylon chronicles are admitted to be uLlerly worthless as history

and according to Wheeler the Buddhist chronicles.., might be dis-

missed as a monkish jumble of myths and names * and ev«n Vincent

Smith in the preface to his Asoka- hirase.f said “ I reject absolutely the

Ceylonese chronology,..,*,
,
.The undeserved credit give^ to the monks

of Ceylon has been a great hindrance to the ighf y^nderstanding of

ancient Indian history.” And yet it is on such undeserved credit that

the identity of Priyadarsin ii^ith Asoka Maurya rests to this day.

89. xD the literature oi India there is no allusion anywhere to an

invasion or inroad into India liy foreign nations up to the time of the

Andhra kings and the only person who bore the name of Candra-

gnp|a answering to the description of Sandracottus of the Greeks who
flourished about the time of Alexander the Great in India, according to

the Puranas, was Candragnpta of the Gupta Dynasty -who established

the mighty empire of the Gup^s on the ruins of the already decayed

Andhra Dynasty about 281 1 years after the Mahabharata War, corres-

ponding to 328 B.C., but he is no'w being placed in the 4th cen-

tury A,D„ on the sole strength of this mistaken Greex Synchronism

by OUT Savants of Indian history. God save us from our friends

!

Beyond the verbal resemblance of Candragupta and Sandra-

cottas and Patalipu^ra and Palibotra, there is nothing to justify the

identification of Cantogupfa Maurya and Sandracottus of the Greeks*

No attempt has beep made to explain the various names Xandrames,

Andrames, Andracottus, Sandracottus, Sandrocyptus, and Sandrocuptas

as used by the Greek writers to denote three different persons^ as referring

respectively to the last king of tl»e previous dynasty, the usurper who
,has been actually reigning at Pa^aiiputra at the time when Alexander

I. BisSorf c^India^ Hiuflu, Buddhist and Brahissanitsal, 230.

& Bm,m.
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invaded India, and the king who concluded a treaty vflth Seleucus

Nicotor at the instance of Megasthenes. These facts would equally

apply, if not mure pointedly, to Candragupta of the Gup^a Dynasty

who usurped the throne of Candrasri, the last virtual king of the

Andhra Dynasty, under the pretext of acting as guardian and regent of

his minor son Puloman and who was succeeded by Samudragupta who

establfehed himself on the throne of his father with the aid of vaga-

bonds and banditti at Pataliputra, and who is distinctly stated in ins-

criptions to have received ambassadors from various foreign princes, to

have conquered the whole of India, then extending far beyond its pre-

sent limits, and to have performed even an Aivam'edha sacrifice in

honour of Hs glorious victcries.

9l. Kaliyugarajavfltanta, which is a part of Bhavi^yo|tarapur5i?a,

describes the last two kings of the Andhra dynasty and the advent of

Gup|a dynasty thus

:

EtrraspjTFTrg rsj ¥#=?# II

<Tr^: II

jstcfrfSr ^^ II

^ g irfirq^
I

!flqr^qFSRi?Rr fgrnFri ^ gqr: II

* #

Efrql^SJI^d; q?R-: Ml

1, The namss underlined like thL, etc., are

xmnliOQQd in order slily by K5H45Ba in Raghuvara^ (I. 11-13) e g.,

ii

iii
l

the word^ a single letter, is csompared with the word sif—a aingle letter erf

gnat BM9otil7* In I. 31, Kali43Ba says that Sudak^nai was a Magadhs i^cees, ^ns
Sttggesting gliHjgaa had in mind Magadha kingdom when he wrote thii pom.
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i^r*5^ g^Wfcf: I

H5TT«15ST^ STM II

fcf'9#!ff R55W I

=nf|?iufiQ5^r ;|^?r m |i

^trai^cqr f*r^^ f| I

rfcSTJI^^ =? TR^n% i^^rfs^r: ti

RH^; Jrmi^ ^TTWofR# I

afp ^ 3®nna It

3nsri% ttniw ?Ffr I

^^"1 R5^- II

^snft^Rrar 5 rh TRSTJiat ?Ff: I

^tsr =a 5t% IMe 9irqi^r% 11

q«^335CTacff JJ5TW: I

a'lrarsfi'wfl^ <mifa: 11

Ptat f?ar Rfp aap^ I

5Rn^f%rJmrT 5 jn?qrar li

^a€r^ wat “aisf^fK^ I

^gj^Hr g%T RilfrjraRr: 'Pfg li

R^scErgt ^3® fgrsq?: 1

W5TO li^rat: li

iErreffflf|^Rif<rot^: «i^<JR4a: 11

RgSCSH: 3f<!^ 1

qs^raa cr«ir %®t wor: ii

<)«mI*( fWf ^“ii'i, ^^iifisii’i^'4
,
a®f3

[
I!

<tN|: qft®t%: 1

^?g:%5^R{?i5ra^Fgf^^f?w: 11

(^qif^gt 3?^ Jmi JRf: 1
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OTR#s^f II

f

I

Hii*-'-fl%5fJc|i&4; II

WrfcUS-y'fT'?^ Ht^^rar^PTRff: i

==ic^rK?isr^Tr £ ^ TTcsf^'^ II

^T^gHTStq- 3?S?r: Hl^n; f^sqx: I

11

qnspinf^'jRFTr f^ral I

riar ^f«t5^ ^i5yrK?r fra i

!fr: ir5i5:(ra?r?2r »<#; y

f^: :^rsrar i

ftt?! ffrf^t frar ^<T; II

I^RSra^ 3^^ IffTWI: I

!p;nf^ fT% ^=7rar ?7i?!=^«ra; ii

j^rfntrsg^^; |

mt II

STWcRTWrar; I

WtlcfiqP¥PJ^«{ra?f^^fck: 11

tfr^-^lra t lit t ?rqr: 11

irmraf Jt^r^m =f ^rl^sr; l

—Bhaga III, Chapter 3.

To translate a few of these verses :

“ Cbandrasri Satakand, known also as the son of Vashishthi will

enjoy (the kingdom) for 3 years. After him yet another Puloma, will

be king for 7 years under the protection of Chandragupla, son of

Gbatotkacha. These thirty-two Andhra kings (already enumerated)

will enjoy the earth ; and their reign will cover full 500 years (in round
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numbers . While they are yet on the throne, the countr}' will pass to

the Guptas who will be known as the sriparvaiiya andnyabritya kings

(i.e^ those that had. come from Sriparvata, and had been in the service

of the Andhras),... ..And so the valiant Chandragupta, the head of

the Parvatiya clan, grandson of the ruler of Sriparvata named Srigupta?

and son of Ghatotkacha Gupta, will many Kumaradevi daughter of the

Mug of Nepal, Then with the help of the Licbchharis he will gain in-

fluence in the Government (of Andhras), become the Commander-in-

chief, and head of a large army. He will warry^ a Lichchbavi Princess,

the younger sister of the Queen of Chandrasri, and thus' will become

the King’s brother-in-law ; And instigated by the Queen he, by some

stratagem, will get King Chandrasri killed. He will be appointed

Regent in place of her son by the Queen
;
and in seven years he, un-

daunted, will become sovereign himself, after killing the young Prince

Puloman. And thus by force he will seize the Kingdom from the

Andhras, and will rule Magadha along (or jointly) with. Kacha, his

son by the Lichchhavi wife. He will reign for seven years under the

title of Vljayaditya and shall establish on earth an era in his own

name.”

Ailer that (i,e„ after Chandragupta) his son, son likewise of the

daughter of the King of Nepal, with the aid of Mlechchha bands, will

slay his treacherous father together with his son and other (unfriendly)

relations. He will be known on earth under the title of Asokaditya;

himself freed from cU misery, (spiritually ?) and causing joy to his

mother, Samudragupta will become supreme ruler of earth. He will

conquer the whole world like a second Dharmapulra, and with the

help of Brahmanas he will perform the horse-sacrifice according to the

scriptures. He will be honoured by (subject) Kings both in his own

and in foreign countries ; and will be praised by poets for bis learning

and talents in music. Thus Samudragupta will reign supreme over the

earth from sea to sea {Id, surrounded by the four oceans).”

92 This eulogy should bring to mind at once the Greek picture of

Sandrocotlus. The sensitiveness ofPrince Samudra must have been stung

by his Other’s undue favouritism towards Kaca. The statement that

Candragup^ ruled along with Kaca not merely indicates the cause of

quarrel between Samu^agupte and his father ;
it explains also the

numismatic puzzle as to how Kaca’s coins came to be struck. Thus,

then, Androkottus of Plutarch who tried to persuade Alexander to in-

vade the Pragii, but whose insolent behaviour ” according to Justin

led to a quarrel between him and Alexander, the Androkottus who

N
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afterwards collected bands of robbers and drove out the prsefects of

Alexander, who was called to royalty by the power of the Gods and

by prodigies, who overthrew' Xandrames, and humbled Seleucus Nika-

tor, w'as the same as Samudragupfca who with Mleccha troops over-

threw bis “ treacherous ’’ father, and whose conquests inscribed by

Harisena on ’ Asoka’s pillar at Allahabad amply bear out the state-

ment of the Piiranas that Samudragup^a was supreme ruler of the earth

from sea to sea, to whom even Ceylon and Bactria and Assyria paid

homage. And this same Samudragupta the Indian Napoleon of

Vincent Smith, wms the Sandrocottos of Megasthenes
; and he reigned

for fifty-one years. Samudragupta like all the Guptas had a title ending

in ctdi^ya . he was ASOK.ADITYA 1

93 , -Sandrocottos was also Piyadassi,—We have read of

Asoka : the Buddhis' Emperor of India’’ and “ The first and most au-

thentic records are the rock and pillar edicts of Raja Priyadasi.,.,,Ahe

reputed grandson of Sandrocottos .The second consist of the

Buddhist Chronicles of the Rajah of Megadha/’^ From a careful study

of these two classes of records Talboys Wheeler whose History of

India ” appeared in 1874, that is, before the traditional conventions of

Orientalists took the fatally rigid shape which they have since assumed,

drew his picture of Raja Priyadarsi Asoka and found how like his pic-

ture was to that of the Greek Sandrocottos as depicted by Megas-

thenes. Asoka, while young,* “ was at variance with his father and

seems to have gone into exile like another Rama. He is said to have

been appointed to the Government of the distant province of Ujjain.

and subsequently to have repressed a revolt in Taxila in the Panjab

..,-..The main incidents of Asoka’s early career thus present a strange

similarity to those recorded of Sandrokottos by Greek writers. San-

drokottos was also an exiled prince from Pataliputra
; and he ultimate-

ly drove the Greeks from Taxila, Again Asoka usurped a throne and

founded an empire ; so did Sandrokottos. Asoka originally professed

the Brahmanical religion, and then embraced the more practical reli-

gion of the edicts. Sandrokottos sacrificed to the Gods in Brahmani-

cal fashion ; but he also held a great assembly every year in which

every discovery was discussed which was likely to prove beneficial to

the earth, to mankind and to animals generally,.,...It would be a start-

ling coincidence if the great sovereign whose religion of duty without

deity has been engraven for more than twenty centuries on the rocks

1* Mboys Whetlet’s History of laSU, Binfiu Buddhist, and Brahmunlcal p. 209.

9. X&id. pp. 281, 487.
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and piUarii of India, should prove to be the ^aine prince \who met
Alexander at Taxila, who offended the Macedonian conqueror by his

insolence and assuipption, who expelled the Greeks from the Panjab

during the wars of Alexander’s successors, and ultimately married the

daughter of Seleukos Nikalor.” In fact Talboys Wheeler* had little

doubt that Sandrokottos of the Greeks and Asoka of the Buddhists

A ere identical. In one or two places he calls Asoka"’ the reputed

grandson of Sandrocottus or Chandragupia”^ and adds in a note “The
.erm ' reputed grandson ’ is here used advisedly. It will appear here-

after^ that there is reason to believe that the name Sandrocottos and

Asoka are applied to the same individual.”^ The title A^okadtiy,,, appii-

i-d to the king in the KaliyiigarajavX^\an\a confirms the conjecture made
-V I'alboys Wheeler from internal evidence.

94- Asoka and Samudragupta :—The correspondence bet-

\veen these two names rests on not mere fancy Aioka is said to have

resented the ill-treatment ac(;prded to him by his father
; so did Samu-

dragupta resent. Asoka in becoming a King became a parricide,* or

iratricide also
; so did Samudragi::pta become too. Both were Hindus at

ihe outset. Special mention is made of the conquest of Kalinga by both.

Asuka was converted to Buddhism by Upagup^a,’ who is described as

. blood-relation of Aioka"s. Samudragupte, it is admitted, was a

pupil of the celebrated Buddhist teacher Vasubandhu. Asoka of the

edicts though an earnest Buddhist enjoined the highest respect for

Brahma^as. Samudragupta, though an ‘ orthodox Hindu " was a great

patron of Buddhism ; and throughout the Gupta period “ the Buddhist

rule of life was observed..,Buddhist monasteries were liberally endowed

1;> royal grants.”* Both Asoka and Samudragup^ had intimate rela-

buns with Ceylon, with Bactria and other foreign counlriesff These

cxfixespundences cannot fail to establish the identity of the two

Traperors. Vincent Smith claims that modern oriental investigators

have unearthed the history of Saraudragui.ta, and wonders how “ this

great king^ warrior, poet, and musician who conquered nearl> ail India,

1. /did., pp. 4f6.

. p. 487.

3. Ibid., p. 476.

4. Hari^ua makes special meiiiiUL. Ih.t b, was xcctived by hib father

arms. Where was the need for this special mention uniet-s it^tv'ere intended

to cGsiadiofc current beliefs to^ oonkary t

5. Vincent Smithes Early Histcary, p, 159.

. pp, m, 3a8-334, 337.
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and whose alliances extended from the Oxus to Ceylon was unknown

even by name to the historians of India.”' The explanation is simple,

Asoka, the title assumed by the emperor, completely replaced his per-

sonal name, and became a household word all over India ; it was

carried Ceylon in the anecdotes regarding Raja Prayadarsi Asoka.

But Samudragupta was knowm to the Greeks as Sandrocottos only, and

the name was also inscribed on the coins which lost to mediaeval India

have now been discovered.

95. -Asoka's pillar at Allahabad may, in one \yord, be said to

link together all the three groups of contemporary evidence, it is the

pillar of Samudragupta Asoka Priyadarsin. 'Fhe Greeks knew him not

as Priyadarsin because ^legasthenes had left Palibothra before Sandro-

kottus became a Buddhist. The Ceylonese Buddhists knew not of the

Hindu Samudragupte i)ut only the Buddhist Priyadarsin. In India

itself, except in populai tales about Asoka, both the names Samudra-

gupta and Priyadarsin were forgotten
;
the older Pura^ic accounts all

close with the Andhra line of kings practically." The monuments were

ail pulled down by the Mahoraedan invaders.

llius we see that ihc Gupfa dy7iasty tidedfrom J28 B.C. to 8j B.C,^

and of these kings Omiragupfa tidedfrom y28 to J21 (y yearsj ofid Samu^

for yi years from J2I to 2yo B.C, 'Phis would make this Can-

togupki and Samudraguphi contemporaries of Alexander, Selekus

Nicator and Antiochus* Is this the correct synchronism ?

96. Here is an inscription on the metal pillar in Bu^ha Gaya of

a king Candra :

1 !

iTi

*ra^: %a1

1

a, itid„p.m
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“ He, on whose arm fame was inscribed -by the sword, when in

battle in the Vanga countries (Bengal), he kneaded (and turned) back

with (His) Breast the enemies who uniting together, come against (Him),

he, by whom, having crossed in warfare, the seven mouths of the

(River) Sindhu, the Vahlikas Nvere conquered, he by the breezes of

whose powers the Southern ocean is even still perfumed. He, the rem-

nant of the great zeal of whose energ}’, which utterly destroys (his)

enemies (like the remnant of the great glowing heat) of a turned out

tire in a gr jat forest, even now leaves not the earth
; though, be, the

king, as if wearied has quitted this earth, and gone to the other world,

moving in (bodily) form to the land of paradise won by (the merits of

his) a'ctions, (but) remaining on this earth by (the memory of his) fame

;

—By him, the King,—who attained sole supreme sovereignty in the

world, acquired by his own arm and (enjoyed) for a very long time,

(and) who having the name of Chandra, carried a beauty of counten-

ance like (the beauty of) the full moon having in faith fixed his mind

upon the (God), Vishnu, this lofty standard of divine Vishnu was set up

on the hill (called) VishnupadaJ’

97, By this indictment of the present condition of Indian histori-

cal studies it is notin the least meant to belittle the labours of those illu-

strious savants of Sanskrit learning, ^Yho had left their countries and de-

voted their time and means for the understanding and dissimination

of India’s ancient literature. India owes to them a debt of gratitude,

which lapse of time, however long, cannot tend to obliterate, for those

scholars, like Max Muller, Junes and Wilson have all left behind them

monuments of learning and research in their editions of Sanskrit works

and their translations which have gone out to the wide world for

appreciation. It is all the same barely consistent with that expression

of thankfulness that as time progresses and new material emerges, scholars

should exercise their thoughts on questions on which there may be a

p<»ssibiHt} for review and reconsideration, Amc«ng such subjects is

this topic of the Greek synchronism. The fancy that dawned in the

mind of William Jones, was hatched by Wilford, was reared by

Max r.luller, was well clothed by Vincent Smith with the garb of reality'.

The dissent of Taylor expressed in the preface to RajatarangiOi

WHS lost to view before the modem ideas of A. Stein in his new Edn,

of that w ork, and so too went down the feeble protest of Wilson.
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98 . I'u my lamented friend, T. S. Narayana Sasiri, High Court

Vakil, Madras, ^viLh whom I collaborated, was due a categorical investi-

gation of this faulty identification and his Age of Sa?{kara and The kings

of Magadha embodied the results of our research. Then followed a

similar exposition of Sri Kalyanananda Sarasvati of VirOpakga Mutt and

an address to an Oriental Conference by M K. Acharya. Now comes

my reiteration. It may not be a forelom hope that, as 1 said, at some

day or in some clime these thoughts may again have a revival and a

recognitioEL- Let me repeat the ^vords of Bhavabhuti

:

i JT; ^ ar?, 5r% Iw I

w g int ^ 11

These prefatory pages will now introduce the reader to the study

of Classical Sanskrit, Literature.
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